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Abstract 

The work presented in this thesis explores new multi-disciplinary applica- 

tions of optical tweezers in the physical and biological sciences. Firstly, the 

three dimensional trapping of paxtially silvered spheres in a standard TEMoo 

optical trap was characterised. These spheres were then coated with an azo 

dye such that surface-enhanced resonance Raman (SERRS) measurements 

could be made on a single bead whilst it was simultaneously trapped in 532 

nin optical tweezers. The length of time over which the SERRS signal could 

be recorded was increased, from milli-seconds to minutes, by using 1064 nm 

optical tweezers and introducing second harnionic light, generated via a fre- 

quency doubling crystal, for the excitation of the SERRS signal. In addition 

to trapping single particles, a spatial light modulator (SLM) was introduced 

into the optical tweezers to produce holographic optical tweezers. The SLM 

allowed the creation and manipulation of several optical beains both simul- 

taneously and independently of each other. Three dimensional trapping and 

manipulation of multiple micron-sized spheres were achieved using the SLM 

in the Fourier plane of the traps. This ability to trap and manipulate ob- 

jects, such as fluorescent spheres and E. coli, in 3D was extended to create 

permanent 3D structures that were set within a polymer matrix. These ob- 

jects could be created, permanently set and imaged ex-situ. A summary of 

conclusions and ideas for future work are included. 
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of an optically trapped SERRS active paricle taken using IR 

laser passed through a KTP crystal. Single trapped particle 

with green excitation power varied fi-om 15.3 pW, 9.3 /tW, 

15.3 ILW, 9.3 /tW and back to 15.3 pW with a 2s integration 

time. See Section 5.4.3 ....................... 120 

6.1 The photographic plate records the interference pat(crii pro- 

duced by the light waves scattered off the objec( and a refer- 

ence wave reflected off the mirror in order ro produce a holo- 

grain as described in Section 6.2.1 ................ 
127 

6.2 To reconstruct the holograin, a wave is used to 11- 

luminate the processed photographic plate. Light diffracted 

from the hologaTain inakes it look as though it came from the 

original object, see Section 6.2.1 ................. 
127 

6.3 The Hamainatsu PAL SLM X7665 used in holographic optical 

tweezers as described in Section 6.2.2 ............... 
129 
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6.4 The focusing of the incident laser bearn into separaw beams 

using the SLN, l. The plane of the SL'-\I. (j., is imaged onto the 

back of Hic objective lens plane a*, while the planes contain- 

ing the 3D foci, b and c, arc imaged inro different planes in 

the focal region of the microscope, b* and c*. Section 6.2.2 

describes this M more detail 
................... 130 

6.5 Blazing the power of (he laser into different orders. The green 

laser beam is blazed frol-ri 0 to 27r once over a dislance x=A 

and results in the majority of the beam bel 
I into ing diffracted i 

the first order. The red beam is a binar. y grating and shows 

that equal amounts of power are diffracted into both the first 

and ininus first orders. Sce Section 6.2.2 for more details. 
... 

132 

6.6 The (, ff(, (-( of different types of holograms on an incident laser 

beani. The blazed diffraction grating can move a trap to any 

position on the x or y axis, the Fresnel lens moves traps up 

and down in the .- direction. Refer to Section 6.2.2 for more 

information 
............................. 

133 

6.7 Flow chart for the GS algorithin for intensity shaping in one 

plane. The arrows inarked P --ý Q and Q -+ P indicate the 

inatheinatical operations that transform the amplitude profile 

in plane P to that in plane Q and vice versa. These are the 

Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms. The phase disri-ibution 

inarked " converges to the phase hologram. Sec Section 6.4 

for inore details ........................... 135 
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6.8 Flow chart for the GS algorithm for intensity shaping in mul- 

tiple planes. The arrows marked P --ý Q1, P --ý Q2, Q1 ---> P 

and Q2 --+ P indicate the mathematical operations that trans- 

form the amplitude profile in plane P to that in plane Q and 

vice versa respectively. The phase distribution marked H Con_ 

verges to the phase hologram. See Section 6.4 .......... 136 

6.9 Flow chart for the direct binary search optimization. The 

magnitude of the pixel transmittances is fixed at unity and 

only the pixel phases are manipulated. See Section 6.5 for full 

details 
................................ 138 

6.10 This figure shows the basic experimental apparatus setup for 

the holographic optical tweezers as described in Section 6.6.1.142 

6.11 A body centred cubic structure composed of 2 pin silica spheres, 

where the top four beads are moved independently of the rest 

of the structure. Here the top layer is moved from being left 

of centre, to directly above the bottom layer to being right of 

centre. The cube has a side length of 10 jLm. The holograms 

were superpositions of grating and lens components. See See- 

tion 6.6.3 .............................. 
144 

6.12 Demonstration of a 3D simple cube being expanded and con- 

tracted in real time. The holograms were superpositions of 

grating and lens components. The cube starts with a3 jLm 

side and grows to a8 jim side, before deflating down to a cube 

with 3 pm unit length. Refer to Section 6.6.3 for further 

information ............................. 
145 
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6.13 A 3D tetraliedron rnade frorn four 2 pai spheres selmno cd h. v 

5 pin in cw-h directions and rotated about the x axis. The 

holograins were produced by a binary scýircli algorlihin. S(, (, 

Section 6.6.3 ............................ 146 

6.14 A diamond unit cell created by a binary search algorithin, 

written by Dr Z. L. La(,, zik fi-om Oxford University, consisting 

of 18 silica spheres in 5 planeS with a unit length of 12 jim. 

Each layer in the structure is separated by- 3 lan as described 

in Section 6.6.3 
.......................... 
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7.1 IllusLration of how a pinhole confocal microscope works. Oiil. N- 

light from the sample plane is iniaged, much of thc out. -of-focus 
light, is eliminated. See Section 7.2.2 for details 

......... 151 

7.2 Schematic diagram of the confocal with scanning 

optics used for confocal and multi-photon imaging as described 

in Section 7.2.2 ........................... 
153 

7.3 Confocal and multi-photon imaging setup. Figure (a) shows 

the housing of the Coherent Mira 900 laser and the Kryp- 

ton/Argon htser, (b) shows MR. C-1024ES thal houses the PNITs 

andscanning optics and (c) is the Nikon microscope. Refer to 

Section 7.2.2 
............................ 
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7.4 Illustration of the 3-dimensional nature of rhe . -) swpý4. along 

with a picture of dw holograin used to civatc the structure. 

Pictures I io 5 are images taken from the actual srrucrure. 

Picture I is focussed on the boirom bead, picture 2 is focused 

on the second bead froin the bottoin, picture 3 is focussed 

on the middle bead, picture 4 is focussed on the second bead 

from the top and picture 5 is focussed on the top bead. See 

Section 7.4.1 for morc information ................ 162 

7.5 Illustration of the 3-dimensional nature of the pyramid, and 

the holograin used ý() create the structre. PR-fures I to 5 are 

images taken from the actual structure. Piclure I is taken with 

the camera focus above the pyramid, picture 2 is focussed oil 

the top bead in the pyrainid, picture 3 is taken in between 

flie top bead and the base beads of the pyramid, picture 4 

focuses on the 4 base beads and picture 5 is focussed below 

the structure. Refer to Section 7.4.1 for details ......... 163 

7.6 A 2D arrow shape of 1.8 pin sized spheres that are, if the 

bottom middle sphere is taken to be position (0,0), positioned 

a( (-13,0), (13,0), (7,7) and (0,16) and illustrated ill (a), (b) 

is the the holograin used to creaw the structure, (c) is the 

image taken in the optical tweezers and (d) is the confocal 

image confirming the structure in a confocal inicroscope using 

a AOO objective lens. Refer to Section 7.4.2 
........... 

164 
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7.7 1.8 pm fluorescent spheres produce a 14 pm x 14 ym square 

with a sphere at its centre, (a). Again, the hologram that pro- 

duces this pattern is illustrated, (b), and the images obtained 

from the optical tweezers, (c), and confocal microscope, (d) 

using a xIO0 objective lens. See Section 7.4.2 for details. 
... 165 

7.8 1.8 pm fluorescent spheres set in three steps. (a) is the schematic 

of the structure and (b) is the hologram used to create it. Col- 

umn (c) shows the images taken from the optical tweezers, (d) 

the images from the fluorescence imaging and (e) from the 

multi-photon imaging using a xIO0 oil immersion objective 

lens. Refer to Section 7.4.2 .................... 166 

7.9 HBIOI E. coli set at the corners of a body centered lattice 

with dimension 7 pm x7 pin x4 pin. The cube is rotated 

10 degrees relative to the x-axis. Figure (a) is a schematic 

of the structure, (b) is the hologram used to make the struc- 

ture whilst Figures (c) through (h) are images of the scan 

through of the structure at various depths. There are two 

E. coli trapped directly above one another in the z direction 

at each corner except for the bottom left hand corner where 

there is only one E. coli trapped on the upper plane of the 

cube. This was done to help visualise the difference between a 

single trapped E. coli and two E. coh trapped in the vertical 

direction separated by a few microns. See Section 7.4.3. .... 167 
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7.10 HB101 E. coli set at the corners of a body centered lattice with 
dimension 6 firn x6 [im x4 [im. Figure (a) is a schematic of 

the structure, (b) is the hologram used to make the structure 

whilst Figures (c) through (g) are images of the structure at 

various depths. There are two squares creating the structure 

that are separated by 4 /-Lm axially and by 1 /Lm in the ýr 
direction. The zero order creates the trap at the centre of the 

cube. See Section 7.4.3 ....................... 168 

7.11 Tagged E. coli set in the shape of a number 5 on a dice. Fig- 

ure (a) shows the geometry of the structure, (b) shows the 

hologram used to create the structure, (c) shows the structure 

imaged in the optical tweezers and (d) is a fluorescent image 

recorded in the confocal setup. See Section 7.4.4 for details. 170 

7.12 Fluorescence images of the decay of an E. coli cluster in 3% 

wt/v gelatin and nutrient broth mixture that was 41 hours 

old. The E. coli was used when it was in its exponential 

growth phase. It can be seen that there are bacteria starting 

to die over the entire area of the cluster in a random fashion. 

The damage is not significant and was only detected using an 

accumulation scan over 20 frames. See Section 7.4.5 for details. 171 

7.13 Fluorescent images of the decay of an E. coli cluster in 3% 

wt/v gelatin and nutrient broth mixture that was 52 hours 

old. The E. coh was used when it was in its exponential 

growth phase. It can be seen that there are bacteria starting 

to die over the entire axea of the cluster in a randoni fashion. 

The damage is not significant and was only detected using an 

accumulation scan over 20 frames. Refer to Section 7.4.5. ... 172 
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7.14 Fluorescence images comparing the decay of E. coli (taken 

from the stationary phase) in 1.5%, 3% and 5% wt/v gelatin 

and nutrient broth mixture after 23 hours. This is compared to 

E. colt (taken just before the exponential phase of growth was 

reached) set in 3% wt/v gelatin. The damage is not significant 

and was only detected using an accumulation scan over 20 

frames. For more details see Section 7.4.5 ............ 173 

7.15 Even after being set in gelatin for 72 hours with nutrient broth, 

the E. coli could be recovered and cultured overnight on ail 

agar plate incubated at 370C. All five samples tested produced 

colony forming units, whilst the control segment shows no con- 

tamination. See Section7.4.5 
................... 

175 
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List of Constants 

Symbol Quantity Units 
C velocity of light III/, S 
d diameter 10, 
E electric field V/111 
VE electric field gradieiit V/111 2 

E eiiergy J 
F force N 
9 gravity 9.81 mils 

2 

/I Plaiick's coiistaiit 6.63 x 10-31 11l2 ky/s 
I ilitellsity 

2 

k photobleachnig raw, 
A, Boltm-mim's constaiit 1.38 x 10" JIK 

refractive iiidex dimensioiAess 
power 

P polarisatioii 
P huear momentum 
Prad radiatioii pressure Pa 
Q efficieiicy of optical tweezers dimeiisimiless 
t, radius till 
R'(11) radius of wavefi-oiit curvature lit 
T temperature K 

velocity 
Zr Raleigh range 

polarisability (of a particle) 111,2( / 
Y/V 

EO permlttlx-iý ,y of free space FlIn 

, tj viscosity of a fluid N q, 111,2 

A waveleiigth M 
A gratiiig period '111 

eleciric dipole momeiit Cm 
frequeiic. y of light H ý_ 

P dellsi(. v kylm: ) 
Imear dielectric suscepribility dimeiisimiless 
lwilill radius /0 
frequciicy of oscillathig wiive lAd[S 

-'0 twaill N%-aist 
-, mm I beam waist 



List of Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Full text 
DBS direct I)iiiary search 
DOE diffractive optical eleme. lit 
FWH-i\, l full width half maximum 
GS Gerchberg Saxtoii 
Nd: YAG ii(, ()dyiiiiuiii: yttriiiiii-aliiiiiiiiiuiii-garii(, I 
PZT piezoelectric stage 
SERS surface crihanced Ramaii scattemig 
SERR. S surface crihanced resoiiaiice Ramaii scatterhig 
SLM spatial lighl modulator 
TEMoo traiisve. rse electromagiietic (wave) 
TEM traiismissioii electroii microscopy 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Siii(-(, their first deinonstration in 1986 by Arthur Ashkin 111, optical tweezers 

have become an important tool for many areas of science with applications 

in biology 12,3,4,5,6,7,81, chemistry 19,10,111 and, more reccialy, within 

microfluldic technologies [12,13,14,1'), 16,17]. Optical tweezers, operate on 

the principle that, a tightly focussed laser beam can draw a dielectric particle 

into the region of highest light intensity and trap it, as described in detall in 

Chapter 2. These trapped particles (, an be then be manipulated and guided 

by the focussed laser light. 

Although designed by physicists, optical tweezers have found numerous 

uses in other scientific fields. Several optical tweezers review papers exist, 

including those with emphasis placed on biological applications 118,191, the 

photophysics and photochemisti-Y of laser manipulated microparticles 1201 

and on optical manipulation within optical tweezers 1211. These papers re- 

view the majority of the material iivailable before 2003. However., the last 

few ycýirs hws seen new and interesting work being carried out within the 

field of optical (weezers, much of it "cross-disciplimiry". As it is not possible 

to do ii full literature review on optical tw(, (, Z(, rs withill this thesis, ýI short 
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summary of the work since 2000 will be presented and the reader referred to 

the aforementioned review papers for further background. 

Biology is currently one of the largest fields that exploit optical tweezers. 

For example, over the last few years, biologists have used optical tweezers 

to combine trapping and single molecule fluorescence detection 181, to study 

the forward and reverse motion of single RecBCD molecules on DNA [22] 

and to quantify binding interactions of bacteria such as E. colt [231. Optical 

tweezers and biology have also been combined within cell assays to develop 

non-destructive, non-contact, on-chip microcultivation 1141 and to form mi- 

crostructure arrays for biosensor applications [24]. 

Biologists are concerned with interactions at the cellular level, especially 

cell-cell interactions where it is important to control the. number of interac- 

tions. In order to perform such experiments, biologists have to be able to 

isolate, manipulate and organise biological material. As cells are generally 

between I pm and 10 ym in diameter, optical tweezers offer a complementary 

technology to the microscope for the biologist, allowing the manipulation and 

visualisation of such samples. 

An area that has also seen rapid development within optical tweezers is 

that of microfluidics and cell sorting. Lasers have been used to sort particles 

through small (min) sized channels as far back as 1987 125]. Sorting has now 

been achieved through the use of Bessel beams 1261 and, with the development 

of holographic optical tweezers, rapid cell sorting can be achieved using an 

optical lattice and a inicrofluidic device [151. The fabrication of microfluidic 

structures, such as a peristaltic pump and a valve 1121, microoptomechanical 

pumps driven by holographic optical vortex axrays 127], and optically driven 

submicron manipulation tools 1281 have also all been demonstrated. Optical 
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tweezers are now even being used to study and manipulate colloidal systems 

129,30]. 

However, physicists still use optical tweezers to investigate the funda- 

mental properties of light such as measuring the spin and orbital angulax 

momentum 131,32] and the transfer of momentum and orbital angular mo- 

mentum to trapped particles 133,341. 

Other uses of optical tweezers include the ability to trap and manipulate 

highly reflective or metallic particles in two and three dimensions, as de- 

scribed in Chapter 3, and the use of diffractive optical elements to produce 

holograms to allow manipulation of several particles simultaneously within 

an optical tweezers system, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

The work presented in this thesis investigates the application of optical 

tweezers to the well known analytical chemistry technique of surface enhanced 

resonance Raman scattering (SERRS). Chapter 3 examines the trapping of 

partially silver coated, micron sized silica particles within optical tweezers. 

The ability to trap these partially silvered spheres is desirable in order to ob- 

serve SERRS in optical tweezers, as the roughened silver surface is key to the 

SERRS enhancement. Chapter 4 examines one experimental setup in which 

particles can be trapped and a corresponding SERRS signal recorded while 

Chapter 5 changes the experimental setup slightly to use a dual wavelength 

optical tweezers in order to achieve long lived SERRS signals, minutes as op- 

posed to milli-seconds achieved in Chapter 4. This technique has potential 

in the future to be used to manipulate beads, and bead imnlobilised ligands 

(such as proteins or DNA) in a sensitive bioanalytical assay, for example. 

The remainder of the thesis describes the use of holographic optical tweez- 

ers for the simultaneous manipulation of several micropaxticles in 3 dimen- 

sions, and the setting of such particles to make permanent inicrostructures 
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was investigated, Chapter 7. The ability to permanently set fluorescent 

spheres, or fluorescently tagged bacteria, within a gelatin matrix and use 

it as a probe for a confocal microscope combines the two main strands of the 

thesis of optical manipulation and signal detection, Chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Optical tweezers and Raman 
scattering theory 

Optical tweezers rely on the extremely high gradlent, force created in a tightly 

focussed laser beam to trap and manipulate micron sized ol)j(, (-Is. NN"ith 

the invention of spatial light modulators, the uses for optical tweezers have 

advanced allowing independent, 3 dimensional, real time manipulation of 

multiple particles and biological samples that was previousl. y impossible. 

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique used to qual- 

itative and quantitative spectra oil various niaterials, including biological 

samples. Interrogation of such samples, using optical tweezers, enables si- 

inultaneous trapping, visualisation and collection of vibrationalspectra, such 

as Raman, surface enhanced Raman (SER-S) and surface enhanced resonance 

Rainan (SERRS). SERRS relies oil a metallic surface to enhance the optical 

signal due to a surface plasnion effect, and is combined with optical mveczers 

ill this thesis. 
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2.1 The beginning of optical tweezers 

Gaussian beams 

The laser heams used in conventional optical f. w(, (, z(, rs systems have a Gaiis- 

sian intensity profile. In a steady state condition, transverse Gaussian laser 

modes are sustainah1c within a lwscr caviLy. Characteristic parameters of 

a GwLsslan bealn are the bea-in size and the wavef-ront curvature, refer to 

Figure 2.1. 

Beam size, 2wz 
I 

Z =O, w= wo 

Far field diffraction angle 0 

Radius of Wavefront, R(z) 

Figure 2.1: The bcainsize, 2tv, and waveft-ont curvature, of a Gaussian 
beam ws described in Section 2.1.1. 

At the z0 posit, 1011, W, tv() and defines the size of the "Beam 

Waist", where icz is the beam size at Position -, aild tv,, ill and tv() are the 

ininlinum beam sive and are designated Hie "Beam walst", 

(1)7 (1)o1+ 
()2 (2.1) 

ýIllld /? (Z) is the radills of the waveft-olit. at, I)OSltl()Il Z. 

+ _, 
T2 

) (2.2) 
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Where 

2 

A 
(2-3) 

lit the abow equations, w is the beam radius, z is Ow disrance fiom the 

plane of the beam waist to the plane of interest along the -- direction, A is 

the wavelength and 'ii is the refractive index. 

When z=Z, the beain width increases to tv = v'2tt! (,. The RaYleigh 

range, or beam parameter, is defined ws z, and is the position where. the 

curvature of the waveft-ont is a maximum and the radius of curvature is a 

inininiurn. It is also defined as Ilic length of the focal region. 

2.1.2 Radiation pressure and optical leviation 

Maxwell showed that, cIectroinagiietic waves transinit energy and momentum 

fi-om on(, region to another through his theory of relativity and that it is 

this transfer of momentum that is responsible. for "Radiation Pressure" [351. 

When the photons in a light bealn are absorbed by an objeO, 01c photon's 

momentum is transferred to the surface of the object. The rate at which 

momentum is transferred to rhe surface is equal to Hic force on the surface. 

Radiation pressure, is defined as the average force per unit area and is 

given by Prad -- I/c where the intensity I is defined as Hic mvi-age rate of 

energy transfer per unit area and c is the velocity of light. If a photon is 

complele1v reflected, the resulting change in momentum is (ý", icc as great ývs 

in the absorbed case and Prad 211c. This radiation pressure is cxrrcmelY 

sinall. For example, the radiation pressure of sunlight on the carth is p,. (,, l 

10-1i Pa. Such pressures, and the associýiwd forces. have a negligible effect 
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on iwýsslve bodles, but its effect can be felt on a microscopic scale where 

bodies cail be driven away fi-om Che radiation source. 

Ashkin first proposed using radiation pressure as a method for studying 

atoms, with light, i. e. to deflect atoins out, of an atomic beam 1361, in 1970 

after demonstrating in 1969 that inicron-sized particles, could be frapped and 

accelerated using the radiation pressure froin a lasor beam 1371. 

In this ground breaking experiment, Ashkiii uscd a continuous wave 

TEMO() argon laser in the green focused horizontally through a 120 pin glass cn 
cell to accelerate and trap transparent latex spheres 0.585 pmý 1.31 pin and 

2.68 pin in diameter. These spheres were suspended in water which helped 

to overcome the radioinetric (heltlng) effects that, would otherwise dominate 

the radiation effects. It, was discovered that the 2.68 /tin spheres were drawn 

towards Hic centre of the milli-Watt powered laser beam and accelerated 

in the direction of light, propagation. Once the sphere lilt the wall of the 

L) 'glass cell, the bead remained in its trapped position unfil thc lwser beam was 

removed, after which the sphere would wander off under the incchanics of 

Brownian motion, sec Figure 2.2. The same phenomenon was observed using n t-3 

0 
00 

wol 0 

Source Ar+ 

ol v0 

Lens 00 
Sample 

cell 

Micro 

Figure 2.2: A 2.68 pin sphere is drawn into rhe focus of Ilw laser beam and 
*, lit, as (1(, s(-r*l)(, (l 'n S(, (-t*oii 2.1.2. accelerated in the direction of the lin, I11111 
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the smaller particles, but more power wýý required to accelerate the particles 

with the saine linifting velocity of the larger particles. 

Aslikin had demonstrated that high index particles suspended in a low 

index medium cwild be. accelerated in the axial direction. He further pro- 

posed, and showed using air bubbles in a glycerol and water mixt tire, that low 

index spheres held within a high index solution would be repelled fioin the 

most, intense part, of the beain. This knowledge allowed modifications to be 

made to a laser beam in order to trap bo(h high and low index spheres. High 

index spheres are trapped using the mechanisms described in this Chapter, 

whilst, the trapping of low index spheres follows Hic sainc trapping I)riil(, l- 

ples as metallic particles. In order to trap low index ()r inetallic particles, 

inethods including, scanning 1101 and annular 138,311 beams have been used, 

see. Chapter 3. Low iiid(, x and metallic particles have also been frappcd iii 

Laguerre-Gaussian beams 1391 and mixtures of high and low index particles 

have also been trapped simultaneously 1401. 

Holding 
beam 

Sample 
cell 

Microscope 

Holding 
beam 

Figure 2.3: Tll(' trapping, of a high index sphere usino, two equal an(I opposing 
TEI\, I()o Ganssmil b(, ýIllls. S(, C Section 2.1.2 for more detalls. 
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These results onabled Aslikin to produce a stable optical potential well 
for high index particles using two opposing, TEN, 10(, Gaussian heanLs. These n 
beams accelerated a particle towards the stable equilibrium point where the 

two beams met, see Figure 2.3. 

Probe beam 

Air 

Sample cell 

Lifting beam Reflecting 
prism 

Figure 2.4: Levitation equipment. The liftink, beam fifts a sphere to the 
probe beam where Hic strength of the trapping, forces are studied, refer to 
Section 2.1.2. 

The optical levitation of 20 pin g1wss spheres in air wws achieved in 1971 

1411 using the apparatus shown iii Figure 2.4. Again, a TEMO() laser In the 

green, wavelength A 514.5 11111, was used to lift a inicron sized sphere to 

" stable position above the beam waist in a manner analo-ous to balancing 

" football in the vertical stream of water from a burst fire hydrant. Thc 

second beam allowed the horizontal forces acting on the levitated sphere to 

be invest-l"'ated. 

opheal tweezers Were born ill 1986 when Ashkin and his co-workers <it 

AT k, T Bell Laboratories published the results from their "Single-beam 

P-radient, force optical trap for dielectric particles" 11]. Using a single, strongly Llý) Ln . 
focuscd argon laser beani, it was possible to stabl. y trap particles ranging I t-) n 
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from 25 iiin to 10 pin in sive in three dimensions, refer ýo Figure 2.,, -). This 

single beam trap wws made possible by the fact that Ilw highly focussed hLser 

beam produced an axial gadient force greater than the scattering force. as 

explained in Section 2.2.1. Furthermore, it, enabled a range of ncw possible 

applications by proposing trapping of other colloidal and biological particles, 

such ws silica and polyiner spheres to cells and vim, 4cs as well as for the iitoin 

trap that, it, w<Ls originally designed for 1421. 

Ar+ 

Water immersion 
microscope objective 

Water 

Sample Cell 

Figure 2.5: The first slii, -I(, beam gradient force radiation pressure trap as 
demonstrated by Ashkin in 1986 111. Bayleigh and MR, particles were trapped 
in wafer. See Section 2.1.2 for fin-flier detalls. 

2.2 Optical tweezers 

2.2.1 The trapping forces 

The underst, anding of the forces underlying the principles of optical tw(, (, z(, r,, i n- 

can be considered using two dislinct explanations. one based on ray oprics 

and the other on the clectric field associated witli the light. 
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In order to understand the ray optics approach to optical tweezers, it is 

useful to think of light as a stream of quantised bundles of energy called 

photons. Every photon carries energy, E, and momentum, p, which can 

be described by Equations 2.4 and 2.5. Ashkin 143] published a detailed 

analysis of the ray optics regime, with the central understanding based on 

the conservation of momentum. 

hv = 
he 

=: PC (2.4) 
A 

where h is Planck's constant, v is the frequency of the light, A is the wave- 

length of the light and c is the velocity of light. 

hv E 
cc 

(2.5) 

When a photon meets a surface, it can be either absorbed, transmitted, 

reflected, refracted or scattered, resulting in a force on the surface in question. 

If the photon is absorbed by a dielectric particle, momentum p is transferred 

from the light beam of power P to the particle. The incident momentum per 

second in a medium of refractive index n is given by nP/c [43]. This results 

in a reaction force F on the particle. The dimensionless quantity Q describes 

the efficiency of such an optical system and is given by 

cF (2.6) 
nP 

where aQ value of 1 represents the case where all a photon's momentum is 

absorbed by an object. In typical optical tweezers systems, Q lies between 

0.01 and 0.3 for dielectric, biological and metallic objects 15,44) 451 46]. Here, 

F is the force actually generated by the laser beam in the tweezers system. 
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The maximum possible force, F, an optical tweezers trap can exert on 

an object in a medium of refractive index n is given, upon rearrangement of 

Equation 2.6, by: 

F PnQ 
c 

(2.7) 

In practise, the maximum force that the trap can exert is calculated by 

measuring the velocity v at which an object with diameter d in a fluid of 

viscosity 77 escapes. This is described by the Stokes drag force, Fdrag as 

detailed below. 

Fdraq ý 31ri)dv (2.8) 

To calculate the Q value, the drag force Fd,,,, g, Equation 2.8, is set equal to F 

in Equation 2.7, and hence can be calculated using Equation 2.6. The drag 

force, Equation 2.8, does not apply when the sample is in a static position, but 

allows calculation of the force required to remove a particle from an optical 

trap by a fluid flowing past the particle, as demonstrated in Chapters 3.3.3 

and 4.3.4. 

Using a ray optics approach, it is possible to accurately describe the 

trapping mechanisms of optical tweezers incident on a Mie particle (paxticle 

diameter, d> wavelength, A). For a transparent, dielectric object, the 

acting forces primarily result from the light refracting through the object. 

As the light refracts, the corresponding change in photon momentum causes 

a reaction force on the object according to Newton's 211 and 3rd laws: 

Newton's 2"d law: "The rate of change of momentum of a moving 

body is proportional to and in the saine direction as the force 
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act, ing on it.. " 

Newt. on's 3", law: "If one body exerts a force on another, there is 

a equal and opposite force, called a reaction, exerted on the first 

body by the second. " 

There are also forces generated from reftection and scattering off the ob- 

ject's surface. When the trapped object is suspended In a fluld of similar 

refractive index, these forces are siil)l)r(, ss(, (l and are, In general, sinall enotigh 

to be igniored. 

The lateral 
trapping 

force 

(a) 

Scatter( 
liqht 

Reaction 
force on 
particle 

Transverse 
momentum 

imparted to light 

(b) 

Reaction 
force on 
particle 

The axial 
trapping 

force 

(c) 

Reaction 
force on 
particle 

light 

The axial 
trapping 

force 

Axial momentum 
imparted to light 

Fi,,,, tir(, 2.6: The axial and lateril forces responsible for trapping micron 
a higher refractive index than the surroundi Sized transparent spheres wi in III 

ineditim. See Section 2.2.1 for a more detalled explanation. 

With reference to Figure 2.6, it cýjjj be seen that the gradient force al- n t") 

Nvays acts to move the of the spherc (() the focus of the beam. whilst 

Axial momentum 
imparted to light 
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the scattering force always acts in the direction of light propagation. Fig- 

ure 2.6(a) shows that a dielectric object is drawn back towards the region of 
highest light intensity. Here the sphere is placed in a beam of light coming 
directly from above, with the most intense part of the beam incident of the 

left hand side of the sphere. The rays are bent by refraction at the interfaces 

where they enter and leave the sphere. A certain amount of reflection also 

takes place at these interfaces. All rays of light carry momentum. Before 

refraction by the sphere, all the rays carry momentum in the longitudinal 

direction and none in the transverse direction. However, upon exiting the 

sphere, the ray has an additional component of momentuin to the right. By 

conservation of momentum in the x direction, these rays must have imparted 

to the sphere a momentum equal and opposite to the momentum change of 

the rays. This results in an equal and opposite force Pushing the particle 

to the left, towards where the light is brightest. Figure 2.6(b) illustrates 

that a tightly focussed laser beam., incident from above, results in a force 

that moves the sphere back up towards the beam focus. Here, the light rays 

entering from above have a substantial component of lateral momentum (in 

the x and y directions) and relatively little longitudinal momentum (in the z 

direction), while the rays that leave the bottom of the sphere are nearly ver- 

tical having gained longitudinal momentum. By conservation of momentum 

in the z direction, the sphere will experience a force fi-om these rays in the 

upwards direction. Momentum from the scattered rays acts downwards, so 

in this case the scattering and gradient forces act in opposite directions. In 

this case, the stable 3D trap position lies just below the focus of the beam 

where the gradient and scattering forces axe in equilibrium. Figure 2.6(c) 

denionstrates what happens when the direction of light is reversed. Again, 
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the resultant force on the sphere acts to move the sphere up towards the fo- 

cus and now the scattering and gradient forces have the same sign (acting in 

the same direction). It follows that, in this instance, the stable 3D trapping 

position is just beyond the beam focus. 

The details in Figure 2.6 are only true when the refractive index of the 

sphere, n1, is larger than that of the surrounding medium, n2. If this situation 

is reversed, the particle acts like a diverging (as opposed to a converging) lens, 

and the object is pushed out of the beam as described in Section 2.1.2. The 

trapping of metallic particles also differs to that explained here and this is 

described in more detail in Chapter 3. 

The ray optics approach gives accurate results for Mie particles. How- 

ever, the forces acting on Rayleigh particles (i. e. particles with a diameter 

d less than A) are better described using the electric field method, using the 

following equations [1]. 

2 \2 
87r5, r6 (, ni ) 

F, 
cat -:: -- 

Io 12 742 

2 n2 (2.9) 
3A4 ni +2 
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(n2 ) 
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F 
4, 
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. qra, vity 3 P2)-q 

where 10 is the intensity of the incident light, nj is the refractive index of 

the particle, n2 is the refractive index of the solution, r is the radius of the 

particle, VE is electric field gradient, p, is the density of the particle, P2 is 

the density of the solution and g is the acceleration due to gravity. 
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In the electromagnetic approach to trapping, the object is treated as a 

small dielectric particle. The electromagnetic field polarises the dielectric 

particle and orients the charges in the direction of the electric field E. It 

can be shown 11,47] that a dipole in a non-uniform electromagnetic field will 

experience a force proportional to the square of the gradient of the electric 

field VE', given by Equation 2.10. Therefore, one requirement for achieving 

trapping is that the object to be trapped can be polarised. 

It is interesting to note that both the gradient and scattering forces are 
linearly proportional to the light intensity 10. As the gradient force is re- 

quired to exceed the scattering force in order to create a 3D trap, it is not 

enough simply to increase the laser power in an effort to increase the trap- 

ping potential. Instead, the gradient force can be maximised by focusing the 

laser beam as tightly as possible through a high numerical aperture micro- 

scope objective lens. Furthermore, the scattering force acts in the direction 

perpendicular to the wavefronts, causing the object to be pushed in the di- 

rection of the light propagation, whilst the gradient force acts to draw the 

object towards the region of highest intensity. It can also be seen that the 

scattering force F,,,, t oc r6 and the gradient force F3, consequently 
. 9rad (X r 

scattering forces are less of a problem for smaller particles. 

For a 1.5 /, tm diameter silica particle trapped in optical tweezers, Fgrad 

is of order 10's pN, F,,,, t is of order of pN's and Fg',, 'jtY = 10-14 N. The 

direction of each force in inverted optical tweezers is illustrated in Figure 2.7. 

The scattering force acts in the direction of the laser beam propagation, 

the gradient force acts to draw the particle into the region of highest light 

intensity (i. e. the focus) while the force of gravity always acts in a downwaxds 

direction. When a paxticle is stably trapped, the vectorial sum of all the 

forces balance. 
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Fscattering 

"2 

Figure 2.7: When the trapping laser beam is incident from below (Inverted 

microscope), Ow scattering force acts iii Ilie direction of the laser beam propa- 
gation, the gradient force acts to draw Hic particle into the region of highest, 
light, lifteihsity (I-c". the focus) while flic force of gravity alway-s acts in a 
downwards direction. Section 2.2.1. 

The force of gravity, Equation 2.11, always acts downwards, although 

it is often neglected in maný; calculations as its effect is sinall, compared 

k) the gradient and scattering forces, for polystyrene (p, = 1050 kylm: ') 

or latex spheres, (Fýj,, ity = 10-16 N). Its effect is more prominent when 

hi-her density, (e. g. silica, p, = 2600 kylm') spheres are trapped (F 
&) I t) 

10- "' N) 
- 

should be noted that some particles, such as silver, have a complex 

refractive index 'n. = nt +i. 71/1 which inealts that the particle is partially 

ý11)sojýptjvc, i. e. it only partiall. v fralismits the light resulting in a significant 

increase in tlic scattering force. Ultimately, if the light scattering froin the 

Objective lens 
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parfich, is too high it cannot be trapped in a conventional oprical tweczens. S() 

for two particles of the sarne dianieter and trapped under identical condirions 

in optical tweezers, a particle with a real refi-active index (such as silica) will 

have a higher Q value than a particle with a complex refractive index. 

2.2.2 Basic experimental configuration 

For optical tweezers to work effectively, several criteria imisf be satisfied. 

First, ly, [lie laser beam should pass through tlic back of an objectnv lens such 

that. the inicroscope (, an work normally. Secondly, the laser beam should fill 

or slightly overfill the back of the aperture of the objective lens to acIlieVe 

the sinallest possible focal spot, and therefore the largest, electric field gradi- 

ent. Lastly, the beam niu-st be. brought. to a diffraction-limited focus ar the 

specimen plan(, where the sample is viewed. Figure 2.8 shows a sclicinatic 

diagrain of one experimental setup which can be used to satisfy these critcria. 

Figure 2.9 is a photograph of the experimental se(up described in Figure 2.8. 

The conjugate planes of the optical tweezers allow the laser beam to be 

steered accurately through the setup, as described in Section 2.2.3. 

2.2.3 Beam steering in optical tweezers 

For optical tweezers to operate properly, it is vital that the collimated laser 

beam passes through the centre of all lenses and overfills the back of the 

microscope objective as described iii. Secrion 2.2.2. This can be achieved 

using the two beam steering inirrors as illustrated in Figure 2.10. The first, 

beam swering inirror controls the entrance angle to the back of the apci-ture 

whilst (he sccond beam steering mirror allows fine tuning of the position of 

the bemn in the diff'raction limited sample plane. 
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Figure 2.8: Figure showing oite basic experimental apparatils sc(tip for the 
oiAlcal tweezers used during this research, as described in Section 2.2.2. 

An anpilar shift, cy, at the firs(, beam st, eering mirror causes a lateral shift, 

of the collimated laser beam at, the entrance pupil of (he microscope 

ot)'(, (, t, iv(,, plane C, whilst, an angular shift, J, at, the lwain steering 

mirror results in it lateral shiff, -A/), of the focussed beam within the sample 

cell af, plane 1). The relative (ransverse inoventeiJ of the lasci, beam within 

the sample plane depends on the -values of the focal lenses In the iclescopc 

a. S defalled below. 

B. N, - applYing, Ilw general lens formula I/s + 1/, ý; ' = Ilf 1481 to the system, 

call he shown (Ilat, the lateral movement A/) caused I)v an an, ular shift n 

of el at plane 13 is represented by: 
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Figure 2.9: Photograph showing the experimental settip for the heam fo- n 
cussing and trapping using optical tweezers as described iii Section 2.2.2. 

J'2 
(2.12) 

Following similar principles, we. find that the relationship between ait angular 

movement of o, at plane A and the lateral inovement, AC at, plane C' is given 

by the equation below. Also refer to Figure 2.10. 

AC -- 
/'I 

da 
. 
/'2 (2.13) 

In Oic optical tweezers seful) used in (his work, the telescope was arranged 

so that, a real image was forined at the focal pollit of both lenses, resulting t--) 

in the image rays leaving the second lons, J'2, as a collimated bealn with a 

virtual iniage at, infinity. If the real linage was not formed af the focal point 
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f, and f2 lenses, there is no longei 
n of both f1w a collimated beam entering 

the microscope objective lens, f,,. 

A collimated beam alwaýys gives one trap in rhe objective's focal plane and 

nothing clse. When ýi trap is put into different z positions, as demonstnired 

using holographic optical tweezers in Chapters 6 and 7, the heam entering n 
the back of the objective is either converging or diverging tl n, 

2.3 Raman spectroscopy overview 

Raman spectroscopy is a well reviewed technique 149,50,511,52,531. Raman 

and resonance Raman measurements have previously becii combined with 

optical tweezers 154,551 as have surface-enhanced Rainall scattering (SER. S) 

measurements 1561. Chapters 35 of this thesis are concerned with com- 

bining surface-cillianced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) with optical 

tweezers, and a brief discussion of the different, types of Raman scattering is 

presclited. 

2.3.1 Raman scattering 

Raman scal, tering was first observed in 1928 by C. V. Raman [571, who 

demonstrated that not all scattered light is elastically scattered i. c. it can 

be shifted in fi-equelicy. 

Raman scaftering can be understood using the classical approach to the 

f1worY of light 158,591. ýN`hcii a inolecule is placed in aii electric field. the 

(, I(, (-froii cloud surrounding the molecule is polarised. The polarisabilitY of a 

molecule is a ineasure of how easily this electron cloud is moved or distorted. 

As light consists of clectric and magnetic fields, ii can cause (lie 

position of the ('1011d in a chemical bond to move. This in turn 
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induces an electric dipole. Light is re-emitted from this dipole; this is called 

scattering. The polarisability of the molecule can be described by 

p= aE (2.14) 

where IL is the induced dipole moment, a is the polaxisability and E is the 

electric field. 

Every type of molecule is unique, and therefore has a unique polarisabil- 

ity. This unique polarisability means that each molecule also has unique 

Raman scattering properties, so that the emission spectrum is a characteris- 

tic "fingerprint" of the molecule under investigation. 

In terms of energy levels, Raman scattering involves the excitation of 

a photon from the ground state to a "virtual" energy state that lies at an 

energy less than the first "real" electronic state. In a real absorption process, 

energy is conserved resulting in the system being in a discrete state. When 

energy is transferred between the photon and the molecule the resulting 

state is described as a "virtual state" 159]. The virtual energy level can 

be thought of as a perturbation or distortion of the electron distribution 

and opens up the possibility of spectroscopic transitions other than direct 

absorption. Scattering processes, unlike direct absorption, do not require 

incident photons to have an energy corresponding to an electronic transition 

of the system. 

In Raman spectroscopy, the sample is irradiated by a laser beam of fre- 

quency vo. The difference in energy between the ground state and a virtual 

energy level, E, irradiated by this frequency, vo, is related through the equa- 

tion 158] 
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111'1) 

where h is Planck's constant. 

E 

, -)9 

(2.15) 

vibrational energy levels of 
excited electronic state 

virtual energy levels 

vibrational energy levels of 
ground electronic state 

Raman Rayleigh Raman 
(Stokes) (Anti-Stokes) 

Figure 2.11: Energy level diagrams of the differciit processes allowed in 
Raman scaftering, naincly Mýyleigh scattering, Stokes scattering and aliti- 
Stokes scattering. These processes are described in Section 2.3.1. 

Figure 2.11 shows Oic transitions that are possible in Raman scattering. 

Raleigh scattering is the simplest case where the scattered light cinifted by 

a has the saille frequency, vc), as the excitation light, v(). This is 

also known as elashe scattering. Raman, or inchistic, scattering is where the 

frequency of the scattered light, is different from the incident light v() and it 

happens for oilly a sillall fraction of lighr (approximately I1 11 107 1)11()toIIS 

IGOI). Two types of Raman scattering exist, and they are defilled as Stokes 

and ýmti-Stokcs scattering. Stokes Raman scattering occurs when a photon 

is excl(ed from the lowest "'llmitional energy level in the ground electronic 

state to the -virtual (, ii(, r,, y 1(, NT(%l by the exciting frequency vo. This excited 
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molecule then relaxes to an excited vibrational energy level of the ground 

electronic state with the emission of a photon with a new frequency of (vo- 

AElh) and a wavelength that is longer than that of the illuminating radia- 

tion. In Stokes Raman scattering, energy is transferred from the photon to 

the molecule (i. e. inelastic scattering). Anti-Stokes Raman scattering occurs 

when energy is transferred from the molecule to the photon (also an inelastic 

process). Here a photon is excited by the irradiating frequency vo from a 

vibrational excited energy level in the ground electronic state to the virtual 

energy level. The molecule or transitions then relax to the lowest energy level 

of the ground state with the emission of a photon of frequency (vol-AElh) 

and a wavelength that is shorter than the illuminating radiation. As gov- 

erned by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, described by Equation 2.16 

1581, the majority of molecules are in the lowest vibrational energy level of 

the ground state at room temperature. For this reason, Stokes scattering is 

generally dominant over anti-Stokes scattering. 

N, -AE 
N,,, - xp kT 

(2.16) 

where N,,, and N,, are the number of molecules in the ground energy states m 

and n respectively, AE is the difference in energy between the two vibrational 

energy levels, k is Boltzmann's constant (1.3807 x 10-23 JK-1) and T is the 

temperature. Raman scattering depends linearly on the number of molecules 

probed [53]. 

The difference in energy between the incident and the scattered light 

corresponds to the difference in energy between the two vibrational energy 

levels involved in the Raman process. These bands are characteristic of a 

certain inolecule and can be used to gain molecular (including energetic and 
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sri-tictural) information. Note that these frequency shifts are independent of 

the frequency of the excitation light, i. e. ffilman spectra can be observed 

using a laser at any wavelength. 

Raman scattering is different to fluorescence. Fluorescence Rivolves an 

absorptiori/enlission process where, upon the absorption of a photon, the 

molecule can move to an excited electronic (or real) slaw. During rclaxation. 

the molecule emits radiation (fluorescence) and this occurs oil a time scale 

of 10's 1581. Raman, on the other hand, is the result of a pho toll- II Iolec ule 

collision which occurs on a near instantaneous timescale of 10"s 1581. 

2.3.2 Resonance Raman scattering 

If a sample is irradiated with an energy that corresponds to an electronic 

absorption maximum of the molecule at the virtual energy level., specific 

Raman bands can be enhanced by a factor of 103 _ 104 compared to normal 

Raman scattering. As the energy of an incident photon approaches that of 

an electronic (, ransition energy associated with tlie inaterial, the intensity of 

Hie scaticring is enhanced. This enhancement increýises rapidly as the energy 

of the incident photon approaches that of an (, I(, (-rroiil(, transition 1591. The 

molecule is said to be in resonance. In other words, only molecules with ail 

clectronic absorption inaximuin corresponding to the excitation frequency 

of the. laser are likely to be enhanced. Resonance Rainan should not be 

confused with fluorescence, fluorescence is an absorptionlleminission process 

while resonance Raman is the result of a photon, / molecule scatter mechanism. 

2.3.3 Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is an enlianceinent of the norinal 

Raillan ý; cam, rlng hY 1) -6 orders of magnitude 161,621 and is achieved 
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when the molecule of interest is adsorbed onto certain metal surfaces. The 

mechanisms behind SERS are still under debate, although it is thought to 
be a corribination of an electromagnetic enhancement 150,521 and a chemical 

enhancement 151]. 

Electromagnetic enhancement is where the effective electric field magni- 
tude is made larger and is due to the interaction of the metal surface and the 

excitation laser. This in turn results in the molecule radiating an amplified 
Raman field. The most significant contributor of electromagnetic enhance- 

ment comes from surface plasmons. A surface plasmon is generated when 
the electron cloud in a metal is excited and restricted to the surface of the 

metal. At the surface plasmon resonant frequencies, the electron cloud can 

move easily and produces a large oscillation in the local electric field strength 
[58]. The surface plasmon frequency depends on the feature size of the metal 

surface features as described in Section 2.3.7. When the metal surface is 

smooth, the surface plasmon is a wave that is confined to the surface and it 

radiates in a direction parallel to the surface (< 10 11111). However, when 

the metal is rough, on the nm scale, the plasmons are localised within the 

roughened surface and can radiate in directions both parallel and perpendic- 

ulax to the surface 1511. For this reason, a rough metallic surface is needed to 

support SERS. Furthermore, only a small number of metals have a plasmon 

excitation at visible frequencies; the most common metals used are silver 
163,64,651, gold [66,67,681 and copper [69,701. 

In chemical enhancement, the molecular polaxisability is changed and is 

thought to be as a consequence of adsorbing molecules onto the surface of 

the metal 171,725 735 741. The binding of the analyte to the metal surface 

changes the polarisability of the adsorbate and hence changes the Raman 
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signal. As a result, the Raman and SERS spectra of the same analyte can 

differ substantially. SERS requires the molecule to be in close proximity to 

the metal surface, so the chemical enhancement is thought to arise from the 

broadening of the energy levels or from new, intermediate resonant levels 

created near the metal surface. The charge-transfer theory is the most ac- 

cepted method for describing this effect [741. For example, transitions are 

possible between the electrons in the highest occupied molecular orbit of the 

metal and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbit of the adsorbed molecule. 

An electron-hole pair is produced by an incident photon, with the hole re- 

siding in the metal. If during the residence time the molecule relaxes into 

a different vibrational state, the recombination of the electron-hole pair re- 

sults in a Raman shifted photon. Hence the Raman scatter in SERS is as 

a result of electron/ adsorbate interaction as opposed to photon/adsorbate 

interaction in normal Raman. However, opinion is that the electromagnetic 

enhancement is greater than the chemical enhancement 1501. 

The SERS enhancement is related to an electromagnetic resonance ef- 

feet that depends markedly upon several factors [52,50] including the shape, 

roughness and surface geometry of the metal substrate [75,76] the orienta- 

tion of the molecule on the metal surface [77] and molecule-metal separation 

177,78,791. Since SERS is primarily due to an electromagnetic effect, which 

decreases with distance from a point source, it follows that molecules a dis- 

tance away from the metal surface may also experience an enhancement. 

Studies of molecules interacting with small metal spheres, with a radius r, 

suggest that the SERS enhancement of the emitting molecule changes de- 

pending upon the proximity of the adsorbed molecule a distance d from a 

metal surface with a (r/r + d) 12 dependence 1501. 
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The stjc(: (ýss of the electromagnetic model 1501 iii accounring for ýi large 

number of SERS observations encouraged investigations into the of 

enhanced electromagnetic fields on niolecules near rough metal surfaces oil 

phenomena such as enhanced absorption, fluorescence and photochemistry 

180,81,82,831 as it was predicted that there should be enhanced absorp- 

tion and luiniriescence of molecules adsorbed onto metal surfaces that have 

(, I(, (-troiii(- transitions close to the plasina fiequency of the inetal. 

2.3.4 Surface enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) 

Surface ciihanced resonance Rainan scattering, (SERRS), was first reported 

in 1983 by Stacy and Van Duync 1841 and is usually considered to be a coilibi- 

nation of resonance Raman scaft cring, described in Section 2.3.2, and surface 

enhanced Rainan scattering, (SERS) described 11-1 Section 2.3.3. SERRS oc- 

curs when a chroinophore has an electronic absorption maximum close to the 

excitation wavelength, and which also coincides wit h the surface plasmon res- 

onalice. This (, an lead to enhancements as large as 1010 to 1012 compared to 

Raman scattering, or 103 to 104 compared to SERS 165,85,86,87,881. Fur- 

thermore, SERRS appears to be much more sensitivc than even fluorescence 

189,901. 

2.3.5 Advantages of Raman spectroscopy 

Raman, resonance Raman, SER. S and SERRS ýuv all capable of providing 

struc(ural and vibrational information of manN, molecules. Rainan bands cali 

be selccýlvcl. v elilla, liced using resonýmcc Raman, SERS or SERR. S and single 

molectile dc(ection is possible using SERRS. Spectra itre viewed tlirough rel- 

ative wavenumbers and niolecularlY specific spectra an, observed. The peaks 
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in a Raman spectrum arc well defined and distinct fi-om each orlier which 

allows the identification ofseveral different analyte molecules shnultancouslY. 

2.3.6 Converting between wavelength and Raman shift 

Spectroscopists favour plotting graphs In tertris of the Raman shift (relative 

wavenumbers to (he excl(ing laser wavelength), Av, measured ill cm-1 as 

opposed to the wavelength measured ill metres (ill). The value of the Ralilail 

shift, is calculated by taking the inverse of the laser wavelength (ill cill) illinus 

the in-vvrse of the Stokes Raman shifted wavelength (ill cm). The relative 

wavenumber shift for a particular molecule is coliscailý 110 illarter what 

(, ation wavelength is used. For instance, if a laser of 532 nin wavelength is 

used for the excitation, this corresponds to a wavenumber of 18797 Cin-1. If 

our main Raman peak appears, at. a shift, of 1370 ciii-1, this would equate to 

a wavenumber of 17427 cm-l (i. e. 18797 (-ill-' - 1370 cm-1) which is equiv- 

alent to 574 nin) 1*(,,. a shift of 42 nin from the excitation light. Ally Raleigh 

scaf fered light, or incident laser light, will have a wavenumber of 0 ciii-1. 

2.3.7 Silver plasmon resonances in nanoparticles 

The wavelength of the maximum peak in a scattering cross section, AM,, 

changes with the size of the particle as dictated by Mie theory 191,921. 

Typically the value of A,,, 
(,,. increases with increasing particle diameter and 

produces broader scattering bands. 

For silver, typical values of A,,, (,,. are 390 nin for 20 nin diameter particIcs 

up to 445 nin for 80 11111 diameter particles. For particles with diameters 

larger than 100 nin, two peaks appear in ilic light-scartering specrrum. For 

particles of 120 nin diamcier, A.,,,,,, 530 inn increasing to a value of A,,,,,,. 
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380 nin for 140 nin diameter. Beyond this parricle diameter, A,,,,,, starts to 

decrease back down to a value of 490 nin for 300 lim diailicrer parricles 

1911. These values correspond to resonance energies of approximately 3.1 (V 

for 20 nin diameter particles and 2.1 eV for 140 nin diameter I)arLl(, I(, s. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Optical tweezers have proved useful in a wide variety of fopics since their 

introduction as all atom trap 1421 in 1978. TheY have becii used in appli- 

cations as diverse as inampulating biological ma(erials to trapping metallic 

jmrt, icles. Further uses have been for inanipularing multiple bewls ill ini- 

crofluidic channels in order to produce punips and valves. Previous work 

oil the trapping of inctallic particles is discussed in Chapter 3. The more 

development of holographic, optical tweezers has further advanced this 

technology and resulted in new applicýtflons which arc inainly involved in the 

2 and 3 dimensional patterning of surfaces and ilic simultaneous, multiple 

trapping of inany objects. These applications are discussed in Chapter 7. 

This thesis starts to explore soine of these new applications, including the 

abllif. v to trap metallic coated particles and to show that these metal particles 

are particularly silited to spectroscopic (SERRS) interrogarion and finally, 

the use of holographic optical tweezers to create permanent inicrostructures. 



Chapter 3 

3D optical trapping of partially 
silvered microparticles 

The stable three dimensional optical trapping of micron sized sillca particIcs, 

partially coated with silver, using a focussed TEMO() laser beam is denion- 

strated. Spheres with different amounts of silver oil their surface w(, r(, ilives- 

tigated. It was found that, when only a small amount of silver was prescilt oil 

the surface of the sphere, stable 3D trapping was readily achieved. However,, 

as the amount of silver covering the sphere surface increased, as measured 

using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the force of the laser beam 

became repulsive,, with the majority of the light reflecting back off the sphere 

surface. In this regime the spheres were inore difficult to trap. Experiments 

investigating the transverse trapping efficiencies of the partially silvered par- 

(Icles, and all observation of how readily beads with differilig aniounts silver 

fnipped, were made. This, in turn, was compared to the amount of silver 

prescia oil the surface of the sphere. It is shown that these new particles 

Nv(, i-(, trapped iii a similar manner, with comparable efficiencles, to that of a 

dielectric particle xlillst also retaining some of the interesting properties of 

frue meNillic I)artich's. 
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3.1 Introduction 
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For objccts, Oic trapping inechanisin for optical tweezers arises due 

to the extremely high gradient force iii the dectric field that is produced near 

the focus of the beam, as described in Chapter 2. 

(b) 

Svoboda etal, 1994 Furukawa etal, 1998 Sasaki et al, 1992 
3D Raleigh at Gaussian 2D Mie with a 2D Mie with a 
beam focus creeping wave scanning beam 

(d) E 
(e) MI 

Sato et al, 1994 O'Neil etal, 2000 Jordan et al, 2004 
2D Mie using an 3D Mie below focus 3D Mie at Gausian 
annular beam of LG beam beam focus 

Figure 3.1: Diff(, i-(, il( methods for trapping metallic particles. (a) 
particles trapped iii 3D at the focus of a Gaussian beam, (b) Mic particles 
(rapped in 2D by a surface plasinon wave, (c) Mie particles trapped in 2D by 

scanning and (d) aimular beams, (e) 3D trapping by light scattering around 
and below the focus of a Laguerre-Gaussian beani and (f) 3D trapping of 
partially silvered inicrospheres at the beam focils of a Gaussian beam. See 
Section 3.1 for a full explanation. 

The trapping of inetallic spheres proves to be more difficult due to i 

creased scattering forces from their highl. v- reflective surface. In the majority 

of cases, these forces are (, Y)rcater than the gradlent force and the focussed 
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laser beam repels the metallic sphere away. A variety of methods have been 

employed to overcome this problem. Metallic Rayleigh (d < A) particles 1931 

have been trapped in 3 dimensions using a standard Gaussian beam. In this 

size regime, the scattering forces are similar for both dielectric and metallic 

samples. Trapping of metallic Mie (d > A) particles in 2 dimensions has 

also been demonstrated using a rapidly scanning TEMOO laser beam [101 and 

annulax rings [38]. These methods appear to exploit the repulsive force of the 

scattered light to produce an optical cage that keeps the particle confined. 

On the other hand, 2 dimensional trapping of micron sized particles due to 

attractive forces arising from creeping waves has been achieved 1941 and, most 

recently, annular rings have been used to trap a micron sized particle, in 3 

dimensions, outwith and below the beam focus [311, refer to Figure 3.1. 

Here, the 3 dimensional trapping of paxtially silvered particles using a 

highly focussed TEMOO mode laser, and how efficiently they can be trapped, 

is reported. This is not a new method of trapping conventional metallic 

paxticles, but is a method of trapping a new kind of particle, developed 

during the course of this research, that lies in between dielectric and metallic 

particles, and is only partially silvered. These partially silvered particles were 

trapped using a mechanism similar to that of a dielectric particle whilst being 

able to retain some of the characteristics associated with metallic particles. 

One attraction for using metallic particles is that they can be used to enhance 

spectroscopic signals, generated as a consequence of molecular and electro- 

optical interactions at the surface of the bead, refer to Chapters 4 and 5. 
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3.2 Experimental setup and materials 
3.2.1 Optical tweezers setup 

The optical tweezers and associated microscope was based upon an infinity- 

corrected Zeiss Plaii-Neofluar oil immersion objective lens (Zeiss, UK), wir, 11 

a numerical aperture of 1.3 and a magnification of x 100, configured in an 

inverted geornetry, allowing easy access to the sample plane as shown in Fig- 

ure 3.2. The trapping laser beam was a fi-equency doubled Nd: YAG ("Exccl", 

Photonics Solutions, Germany), which emitted af, 532 nin with a variable 

output power of up to 1.5W. The sample cell consists of a meral slide 3 niiii 

thick) 75 inin long and 25 inin wide, with a circular sample Space of diameter 

I cin. A cover slip (Thickness No. 1, VWR International., UK) was adhered 

onto one side to creale the sample chainber. The sample cell was mounted on 

a plezoe1cctric (PZT) stage (Piezosystcin Jena Inc., Germany), which allowed 

100 microns of travel in 3 dimensions and was controlled using a TTi DG 

230 frequency generator (R. S components, UK). All trapping in this Chapter 

was performed using approximately 100 nAk", giving 20 inkV in the trapping 

plan(,, as measured using a Newport Model 1815-C power ineter (Newport, 

UK). The Iaser beam was expanded, collimated and projected onto the back 

of the microscope objective using beam steering inirrors, an afocal felescope 

and a 50/'50 beamsplitter (LINOS, Germany). The particles were suspended 

in delonised water, providing a viscous damping force, partial buoyancy and 

enabling hea( transfer away ftoin the beam focus. White-light illumination 

was i1sed to creare an image of the sample, which was captured on a video 

camera. 
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Figure 3.2: The experimental setup for surface enhanced resonance Rainan 
scattering in op(Ical tweezers as described in Section 3.2.1. 

3.2.2 Silver coated inicroparticles 

The 1.5 pin diameter silica beads (Lancaster, UK) were silver coated using 

a Tollen's reagent inethod 195,961 for between 10 and 120 minutes. The 

Tollen's r(, a,, (, iit, is a mild oxidising agent, and was produced by preparing a t-, tl-, ) n 

solution of silver nitrate, Ag)N03, in sodium hydroxide, NaOH, and aminollia, 

NH: ý, according to the following reactions 1971: 

2AyNO: 3 + 2NoOll --- 4AY20 + 1120 + 2NaNO:,, 

Tollen's reagent: n 

14Y2() + 4N H., + 1120 
-, 

2Ay(NII3)2()Il (3.2) 

ýVjioii an ýildoh. vdo, froin a reducing sugar, is inixed with Tollen's solution. 

tile silver ions are reduced to sil-ver. lit this case, glucose was in, d as the n 
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reducing sugar. The silver attaches itself onto a surface if it is clean enough. 

Reduction of the reagent: 

RCHO + 2Ag(NH3)20H --+ RCOO(NH4) + My + 3NH3+ H20 (3-3) 

where R represents a group of atoms. The simplest case is where R=H and 

the reducing agent is formaldehyde, whilst when R= C5H, 105, the reductant 

is glucose C6H12O6- 

For the particular spheres used in this experiment, 10 drops of OAM 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were added to 10 ml of 0.1M silver nitrate (AgN03) 

whilst stirring continuously, see Equation 3.1 for the chemical reaction. This 

resulted in the formation of a brown precipitate to which concentrated, 

14.3M, ammonia (NH3) was added until the solution turned clear, refer to 

Equation 3.2.1g of 1.5 tim diameter silica particles (Lancaster, UK) were 

added, followed by 0.5g of glucose (in powder form), reaction given by Equa- 

tion 3.3. This mixture was stirred continuously, and I ml aliquots were 

taken, at each sample time required, and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 2 

minutes. Excess Tollen's solution was washed from the spheres using a 4: 1 

water: ethanol mixture. The centrifugation and washing steps were repeated. 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, BHD and Fisher Chemi- 

cals. 

The spheres for all the experiments detailed in this Chapter came from 

the same batch of Tollen's coated microparticles. For the "single coated" par- 

ticles, samples were taken at 10 minute intervals between 10 and 120 minutes. 

To investigate if more silver than that produced in the initial reduction re- 

action could be adsorbed onto the particles, the procedure was repeated to 

produce "twice-coated" particles. To achieve this, a sample of the spheres 
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from the original solution, after 60 inimiles of coaring, was tAeii. Tli(,. N- were 

centrifuged down, at 10,000 rpm, to remove, excess -rcýicrcd- solution and 

Own suspended in a fresh Tollen's solution for up to a further 60 millilles. 

Samples were subsequently taken after 10,20 and 60 minutes in this new 

solution and these are referred to as having a total coverage time of 70,80 

and 120 minutes respectively. This was done in order to understand more 

ahoul how the Tollen's reagent coared the silica par(icles. 

Beads, once made, were then diluted 20 microlitres of partially silvered 

particles into I ml of de-loinsed watcr. This was further diluted into 20 ml of 

de-ionised water. 200 Id of this solutimi was then placed in the sample (-(, Il 

of the. optical tweezers for all experiments described in this Chapter. 

This coating work was carried out. by Graeme McNay ar the Department 

of Pure and Applied Chemistry at the University of Stralliclyde. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 TEM's of partially silvered microparticles 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL 

1200 (JEOL, Japan), operawd at 80 W, of 300 particles at each sample 

time of 10,20,60,70 and 80 minutes. This allowed rhe visualisation of the 

silver coverage on the particles and a comparison between silver coating aild 

trapping) probabilit. y. The TEM grids were prepared following Nlethod (a) in 

reference 1981 by the 1-niversify of Strathclyde. 

For both "single" and "double" coated spheres, 60 individual particles were 

viewed in a TEM for each sampling time, and the amount of silver present 

on their surfitce was classified into one of four categories by visual inspection: 

of the sphere siirfacc coated with siIN-er, of the sphere surface 
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coated with silver, . )()-75V(, of the sphere surface coared with silver and then 

particles tliaý were 75-100% coated with silver. 

3.3.2 Týrapping probability of partially silvered micropar- 
ticles 

An aqueous solution of 1.5 itin diameter silvered silica spheres (200 Id de- 

ionised water containing on the order of 106 partially silvered beads) was 

placed into a sample cell and statistics were taken on whethcr an indn-idual. 

partially silvcred sphere was trapped or repelled using ýI focussed TENI()() 

laser beam. The partially silvered spheres were produced using the Tollen's 

reagent described in Section 3.2.2. The expern-rient was originally done oil 

plain, 1.5 jjin diameter silica spheres (Lancaster, UK) in exactly the saine 

setup, as that for the coafed beads, for coniparison. 

For the "single coated" spheres 780 particles were Wsled, 60 particles for 

cach sample time taken at 10 ininute intervals between 0 and 120 minutes. 

This experiment was subsequently repeated with "twice coated" particles 

where the Tollen's solution was refreshed after 60 minutes as described ill 

Section 3.2.2. 

3.3.3 Q values of partially silvered microparticles 

The Q valucs (Q is a dimensionless quantity describing the amount of a 

photon's linear momentum that is absorbed by ail object) of these silver 

c()ated microparticles were calculated using the following method. 

A TTi DG 230 frequenc. N11 generator (RS components, 'UK) connected to 

f-he PZT sfagc was used to control the fiequelic. N11. J', with which the sample 

-ds and forwards over a larcral displacement of stýigo' wits scanned backwai 

36.5 /Lin. This inealit fliat when scanned at IH, ý_, rhe distance covered Nvý)s 
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d =: 73/nn, i. e. a velocity of 73 /an/s. See Figure 3.3. The frequency 

gencrator wave profile was a triangle wave w1di a peak to peak voltage of 

3V. 

Cover Slip 

Figure 3.3: The experinicittal setup for measuring the "fall out" frequency n 
of optically trapped particles. Particles were Initially trapped and scanned 
backwards and forwards at a height, of 3-4 pin above the cover slip with 

increasing frequency over a distance of 73 pin until the bead moved out of 
the tnip. The saine particle was then lifted to a height. of 40 Inn above the 

cover slip msing the PZT and the experiment repeated. See Section 3.3.3 for 

details, 

In order to determine the. trapping efficiency of Ole partially silvered 

inctalfic particles, a particle was trapped at the laser focus (a few microns 

above Hic cover slip) and the sample stage scanned, with increwsing fre- 

quellcy, 1111fil (11(' bead illoved out, of the trap. Knowledge of the fall out 

frequency and the distance over which the particle was scanned allowed the 

escape velocity to be (ýýalculated iLslng, v= J'd. The escape velocity of the 

parficles waýs recorded and allowed the drag force, and Q, the trapping 

efficlency, to be determined using Equations 2.8 and 2.6. The same sphere 

was Hicii re-trapped, ralsed to a higher axial displacement 40 pin above the 

cover slip using the PZT stage, and the experiment repeated. This was re- 

peated for 10 different spheres at each axial displacement and the avera-e 

vallies calculated. 

Sample Cell 
Lateral 

qh ift 
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3.4 Results and discussion 

3.4.1 TEM's of partially silvered microparticles 

Figure 3.4: Transmission e1cctron micrographs of' (a) plain silica particles, 
(b) a silica particle with 0-25/c of its surface coated with silver, (c) a silica 
particle with 50-75% of its surface coated with silver deposits and (d) a silica 
particle with 75-100% of its surface coated with silver. It is obvious that 
(he silver does not coat the spheres evenly, but does so partially and in an 
uneven manner. See Section 3.4.1 for details. 

The following graphs show the results ft-oin TENI's of the splicres partially 

silvered by Tollen's reagent. Figure 3.4 illustrates the TEXI intages of spheres nIn 

n oated" particles. Figure 3.4(a) shows coated for different, hilies for "single cl 

the TENJ linage for plain 1.5 pin diameter sillca spheres. The clinount of 

silver covering the surface can varY fi-oin almost none, Figure 3.4(b), to a 

although very coating as shown in Figure 3.4(d), It is tl-) - t-! ý n 

clear from these iniages that, the silver coating is not uniform, but rhat silver Z) I-) 
deposits are left on flic surface of the inicroparticle. 
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Figure 3.5: For each of the coatill, hilles, Go parfich's Wcl-c NTRIW(Id aild the 
amount, of. silver oil theirsurface assessed. The ainoulit of silver oil rhe surface 
of the Sphere was Split lilto four catcVpries: 0-25% coated, 25-50W, coated, 
50-75%, coatcd and 75-100% coated. The Tollen's reagent wýis not changed 
in this experiment. See Section 3.4.1. 

Figure 3.5 shows the TEM results for the percentage of che sl)li(, r(, ',,, sur- 

face coated III silver for "Single coated" particles. 63(Yc, (188! /300) had up to 

a quarter of their surface coated with silver deposits, while 15% (45, /300) 

had a, surface that had between threc-quarters and all of their surface coated 

wilth silver. The remainder had between a quarter and a lialf of (heir surface 

coated with silver. Furthermore, the antount of coating on the particle sur- 

face appears to be independent of coating hine, implying that all the coatilit-F 

('ff('('(. iV('Iy takes place. within the firs( few iiiiinites of the reaction, as, further 

demonstrated in Section 3.4.2. 

For the "twice coated" particles, only 23W, of the particles had less than a 

quarter of their surface coated in silver after 80 minutes. However, there was 

an Increase in the number of particles that had between threc-quarters and 
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all of their surface coated in sil-ver. For the 80 minute sample, 3 VX (22 GO) 

had a silver coverage rhat f(, Il into this (-ýttekor. v compared to 15(/( for the 

sinuje coated particles. I 

3.4.2 Trapping probability of partially silvered micropar- 
ticles 

Figure 3.6 shows thc percentage of particles that could be trapped In the 

optical tweezers as a function of coating time. Figure 3.6(a) corresponds 

to "single coated" particles only while 3.6(b) also shows the -mce coated" 

particles where the Tollen's solution was refreshed after 60 minutes. 

In both cases, for uncoated, plain silica particles, all 60 part1cles (100%) 

tested trapped without difficulty as, expected. This value dropped fo 68% 

(492/720) for particles with a "single" Tollen's coaling. See Fi igure 3.6(a). 

For the spheres that were "twice coafcd", 71% (255/360) trapped between 

the 10 and 60 minutes coafing time. This corresponds to the "single coaWd- 

particles mentioned above and the percentage of particles that trapped is 

comparable as expected. For the "twice coated" spheres, ITYC (46, "360) of the 

particles tested trapped i. e. those particles where the Tollen's solution was 

refreshed after 60 ininutes. Refer to Figure 3.6(b). 

The results from Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) suggest that the coating of 

the metallic particles using the Tollen's reagent could be described by an 

adsorption isotherm, such as a Langinuir isotherin 160,99,100] (or some 

variant), showing saturation due to depletion of the reagent. 

It was found that the "single coated" particles could be trapped starting 

from a configuration with flic beam focus either above or below the centre of 

[he sphere and thar the), - could be easily manipulated in three dimensions, see 

Figure 3.7. Figures 3.7(a) to 3. T(b) show it ii-apped, -, single coated" particle 
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Figure 3.6: Graph (a) shows the percentage of silica particles trapped ('11 t7l Z7. 
60) wiHi the sphere surface silvered using a Tollen's reagent inethod. i. e. 

-shiglc coated" particles. The second graph, (1)), shows the percentage of nn tj 
Silica particles frapped (o GO) with thc sphere surface silvered using a 
Tollen's reageiJ nw(hod which was refreshed after 60 ininutes corresponding 
to -twice coated" particles. See Section 3.4.2 for details on the trapping 
probabilltv. 
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(a) (b) 

Trapped sphere 

1.5pm 1.5pm 

1.5[tm 1.5pm 

Figure 3.7: Shows representative data. of the 3D trapping of a silica sphere 
partially coated in silver using the Tollen's reagent method. The sphere wws, 
left to react, with the Tollen's reagent, for 60 inintifes. Picture (a) shows the 
t, rapped sphere. Picture (b) shows the sphere being moved towards another 
particle lit the sample and then pictures (c) and (d) show the metal parti- 
(, I(, beill", lifted to a height of 40 pin above its original position. Refer to 
Section 3.4.2. 

being moved in the transverse direction while Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d) show 

the trapped particle being lifted 40 pin in the axial direction. This is in 

colan4st to previous findings where inetallic Mic-sized particles could only 

be trapped in 2 dimensions provIded the beam focus wws located near the 

bottoin of the particle 1381. 

3.4.3 Q value of partially silvered microparticles 

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the Q \'ýIlllcs of the "Sillgle" and "twice" coated 1111- 

cropartich's bot'll af, (Ile beam foclis and lifted up 40 pin into the samplc 

(. (, Il. 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the Q values for differelif "single" aild "mice" 
coated silver, silica spheres at, the focus of the laser beam and lifted 40 pin 
above the beam focus. Sec Section 3.4.3 for more. detalls. 

For plain sifica spheres, the Q value wýýs 0.092±0.004 at zero axial dis- 

placement. This fcIl to 0.086±0.008 for "single coated" particles and to 

0.03±0-01 for "twice cwted" particles. Th1s (. Orr(, sl)(), I(ls to ýj fýtjj ollt fre- 

(piency of 4.0±0.2 Hz, 3.6±0.2 Hz and 1.2±0.4 Hz for the plain silica, "siil, (,, Ie 

coated" and "twice, coated" I)clrtl(, I(, s respectively. The vables are quoted a. 9 

incan±variance and is a incýtsure of the spread of results that arises from a 

real variation of the spheres, i. e. a variation in the aniount of silver present 

on (he surface of the spheres. 

For an axial displacement of 40 pin, the Q value was 0.044±0.006 for 

plaill silica spheres and 0.036±0.003 for the -single coated" spheres which 

corresponds to fall out frequencies of 1.9±0.3 Hz and 1.5±0.1 Hz. It was not 

possible to fift dic "(Wilce coated" particles axially. 

It is lilterestilig to "()t(' that tll(l t, -,, -njpjjs of tll(, Q values for the "sInt-je" ýIlld 
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'fwice" coated particlcý; follow the same trend as the percentage of parricles n 
(haf could he frapped in both cases, as illustrated in Figtirc 3.6. 

When the silver deposits cover the majority of fhe sphere surfacc, as 

in the case of rhe "twice coated" 120 minute sampIc, trapping was more 

difficult and was rarely possible. In 90% of cases the spheres were stroilt, -, 
OY 

repelled. For this reason, those particles that could be trapped could only be 

manipulated in 2D and couldn't be lifted axially by 40 pin. Previous methods 

that trapped metallic spheres using the repulsikv nature of (he laser beam 

also only managed to trap metallic spheres in 21), as discussed in Section 3.1. 

Even though silver liý-4s a complex refractive index, as discussed in Chap- 

(cr 2.2.1, it is thought that the dominant factor affecting the trapping nieclia- 

nisin of t liese ini-transparei it, spheres here was the fraction of the surface area 

that was covered with silver. The 25(Yc critical coverage may be at the point 

where Hic scýiftcrm, -ý- 
force equals the gradient force. The silver covera-c on 

the sphere also inade 1110c difference to the force of gravity on the particle, 

Equation 2.11. Even if the particle was coated with a 100 nin thick laver of 

. silver (pi = 10490 kgInt: ') over the whole surface area, the force of gravity is 

still on the order of 10- "N which is negligible in comparison to f lie gradient 

and scattering forces (pN, s). 

3.5 Conclusions 

3.5.1 TEM's of partially silvered microparticles 

It is inwresting to now that, for -'single coated" particles, the 68% of particles 

that (rapped in our optical tweezers is similar to the fraction, 63'/(,. of parti- 

(, I(, s with up to a quarter of their surface coated with silver. The remaining 

friwfion corresponds to those particles that are strongly repelled from the 
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optical (rap. It can be posrulated that the trapping mechanism caii be ex- 

plained by the fact that rhose particles. with less than 25% (or some number 

close) surface coverage, are sufficiently transparent to enable refraction of t lic 

light bearn through the sphere. This hypothesis assuines fliat these part](Jes 

are trapped by a similar mechanism to that for a dielectric partic1c. Simi- 

larly for the particles that were "twice coated" with the Tollen's reagent, less 
n 

than 25% of the particles had less than 25% of their surface coated in silver. 

However, only 13% of the -(, wice coated" particles trapped when one might 

have cxpcoed 25% to trýip. This may possibly be be attributed to the fact 

thaf (Itc spheres are biased more towards a 25% coating than a 0(4 coating 

as thc classification cate-orics are very broad. 

3.5.2 1rapping probability of partially silvered micropar- 
t ic les 

For the "single coated" particles, the number of particles that, could be 

trapped remained constant a( about 68% froin the 10-120 minute coating 

time. In the case where the Tollen's reagent was changed, the percentage of 

silver particles trapped remained similar to that for the "Single coated" par- 

ticles, 71% compared to 68%, between the 10 and 60 ininute coa(liig tilue i. e. 

b(, forc flic Tollen's solution was refreshed. However, there was a reduction 

in the number of particles that could be trapped after 60 minutes, froill 71'/c, 

lo 13%, over ii period of several minutes Lc. "twice coated" particles. This 

corresponds to the refreshing of the Tollen's solution after 60 minures. This 

step- action illustrating rhe decrease in the number of particles that can be 

trapped a( the start of each Tollen's reacrion confirms that all tlic coýaing 

etfectivel. y happens its soon a, -, the spheres are immersed in the Tollen's so- 

hition. It is possible that the c(mring inechanism could be described bY a 
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Langinuir, or other, iso(hei-111, where there is saturation due to depletion of 

the reagent. Therefore, it does riot appear to matter how long the spheres 

ýiiv left in the Tollen's solution for, (, ff(, (-riv(-, Iy cicher'-single" or-twice" coated n 
Imrticles are produced depeildhig on whether or not the Tollen's rew, via was 

refreshed. 

3.5.3 Q values of partially silvered microparticles 

By i-cferring back to Figure 3.6 it is clear that the Q values, Figure 3.8, 

follow the saine trend ýts the number of particles that can be trapped with 

the TEMO() laser beam. This is to be expected as the aniount of silver on the 

surface of the sphere depends primarily on whether the particle was coated 

once or twice using the Tollen's reagent. As the amount of silver oil (he 

surface of the spliere increased, it was more difficult ro trap the particle ýLs 

the scattering force overcomes (he gradient force. 

3.5.4 Conclusion 

It, haýs been denionstrated that it is possible to Irap partially silvered inicro- 

spheres using a standard focussed optical trap with an efficiency similar to 

thaf of a dielectric particle. This is far simpler than the previous methods of 

trapping for conventional metallic particles t lia f involved scanning or annular 

beams to create an optical "cage" around the nilcroparticle. Morc impor- 

tantl. \T, it allows (lie Have dimensional nianipulation of the particle which was 

not possible with some of the inetallic. ri-apping methods that relied upon the 

repulsive nature of beam. In short, this new kind of parlially silvered particle 

allows for the eas. v trapping associated Nvith dielectrics NNhilst allowing the 

ilietidlic iiii(are of the parncle ro be exploited. 
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It was found that the deposition of silver using the reduction of the 

Tollen's reagent on the spheres ceased after 10-20 minutes, implying that 

the coating time was not critical after this time scale. It was also shown 

that the silver coating on the silica spheres was not uniform, but consisted 

of silver deposits on the surface. Consequently, silica spheres that were par- 

tially coated with less than 25% of silver on their surface could be trapped 

easily. Interestingly, after a few minutes of coating, there was no appreciable 

difference in the percentage of particles that could be trapped, implying that 

the coating effectively took place within the first few minutes of the Tollen's 

reaction. 

The trapping mechanism may be explained by the fact that the parti- 

cles are sufficiently transparent to enable refraction of the beam through the 

sphere to produce a net attractive force to the region of highest light inten- 

sity. In other words, it was trapped using a similar mechanism to that of a 

dielectric particle. 

This ability to easily trap partially coated microspheres, that are rough 

on the nrn scale, using a TEMOO laser beam, has an important application in 

that it can be used to demonstrate an analytical chemistry technique called 

surface enhanced resonance Raman scattering, or SERRS. This is discussed 

in Chapters 4 and 5, also confirming that the trapped particles do indeed 

have a partial metallic coating that is not ablated before trapping. 

The work presented in this Chapter has resulted in one Journal publica- 

tion. 

* Pamela Jordan, Graelne McNay, Frances T. Docherty, Gavin Sinclair, 

W. Ewen Smith, Jonathan M. Cooper and Miles Padgett, "3D optical trap- 

pilig of partially silvered inicroparticles", Opt. Lett., 29,2488-2490 (2004). 



Chapter 4 

Surface enhanced resonance 
Raman scattering in optical 
tweezers 

The trapping efficiency for partially ine-tal coated particles (discussed in 

ChajAcr 3) was optimsed, and subsequently used to investigate SERRS. This 

technique relies on optical signal enhancement, associated with the interac- 

tion of a molecular species with a surface plasinon, generated at a metal 

surface. By over coming the difficulties for frapping metallic particles, it, 

was possible to collect an intense, characteristic vibrational spectruin, asso- 

ciated with a molecular species adsorbed on the surface of a partially silvered 

particle in real time. 

4.1 Introduction 

Optical Iii(errogation enables simultaneous trapping, visualisatioll and col- 

lection of vibniflonal spectra, such as Rainan, SER, S and SERR. S (described 

in Chapter 2.3). SERBS can be used for spectroscopic. and/or bYmnalYrical, 

studies in which ii metifflic surface can enhance ým optical signal due ro a sur- 

fiwe plasillon effect. 1-581. Key to this dual enhancement process is the abiliý. v 

86 
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to adsorb a chromophore onto a roughened metallic surface. By choosing an 

excitation wavelength that is in resonance with both an electronic absorption 

maxima of the chromophore and the surface plasmon of the metal, SERRS 

can demonstrate sensitivities that are comparable to fluorescence [89,901 

and Up to 1014 times greater than Raman scattering. SERRS has several 

advantages over fluorescence in that it has well defined spectral peaks. This 

makes it easy to simultaneously distinguish four or five different spectra and 

corresponding analytes in a mixture. 

Previously, Raman spectroscopy and optical tweezers have been combined 

to study living biological cells with a near infra-red trapping laser as the ex- 

citation source [54]. Biological objects (cell size often 1-10 pm) axe easily 

trapped in optical tweezers as they are almost transpaxent (to infrared wave- 

lengths), and the trapping mechanisms for a transparent, dielectric particle 

apply. SERS spectra have also been recorded in an optical tweezers 1561 from 

silver paxticles coated with rhodamine or phenylalanine and collated into 

laxge clusters. However, long integration times (5-10 seconds) were required. 

These metallic particles were not trapped, but pushed up against a glass 

plate by the repulsive force of the laser beam, a problem that was described 

and overcome in Chapter 3. The sensitivity of SERRS has allowed single 

molecules and nanoparticles to be detected [881. 

Here the use of optical tweezers to trap dye coated, partially silvered sil- 

ica particles suspended in solution to produce intense SERRS spectra from a 

single bead is demonstrated. SERRS gives a characteristic spectra that is de- 

pendent upon the dve molecules that are adsorbed onto the metallic surface. 

This can be visualised on a video camera and recorded with a spectrometer. 
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This work was carried out in collaboration with Graeme Nl(, - av and Prof 

W. Ewen Sinith at the Department of Pure and Applied Cherilisri-Y at the 

University of Strathelyde, Glasgow, GI IXI. 

4.2 Experimental setup and materials 
4.2.1 Optical tweezers setup 

The optical tweezers setup was similar to that described in Chaprer 3.2.1. 

The spectra from the particles were viewed using a CCD cýmieni (Pulnix, 

Deninark) through a holographic filter (Edinund Optics, UK) that removed 

the laser light at 532 inyi ("Excel", Photonics Solutions, Gerniaiýy). All the 

particles trapped for the following experiments were done so using 10 iilýN` ar 

the trapping plane, measured using a Newport 1815-C power meter (New- 

port, UK). The spectra of the scattered light was recorded using an R. 2001- 

532 Raman spectrometer (Ocean Optics, UK), using 100 ins integration time, 

with a fibre optic cable that was aligned iii the image p1mic of the microscope 

and aligned with the position of the trap. The fibre optic (-ýible comprised 

a 600 pin diameter and a6 /Mi detection area, as the optical tweezers uses 

ýi x100 objective lens (Zeiss, UK), limiting the signal delection area to the 

viclniq- of the optical tweezers trap. 

4.2.2 SERRS active microparticles 

The 1.5 pin diameter silver coated silica beads (Lancaster, UK) were pre- 

pared by the Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry at the Universit. v 

of SI rad wlydc using a Tollen's reagent method, as described in Chapter 3.2.2. 

so dyc, 3,5-(Iiiiietliox. N--4-(6-ýizol)(, iizotriazol)-I)li(, ii. N-Iiiiiiiii(, (Nhide in-house, : kii ay 
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University of Strathelycle), was adsorbed onto the parrially silvered micropar- 

ti(-I(, s using the following method; 20 /A of silver microparticle solution, ýIs 

described in Chapter 3.2.2, was ininiersed in I nil of water and spun down, 

at 10 000 rpin, to rernove excess Tollen's solution. The resulting siIA-crcd 

spheres were (hen iininersed in I nil of Ix 10'NI 3,5-dimethoxy-4-(6- 

azol)eiizotriazol)-pheiiylariiiiie dye and incubafed for a period of 24 hours. 

20 pI of this silvered spheres and (lye solution was Own diluted into 20 1111 of 

water. 200 ILI of this resulting solution was placed in the sample cell of the 

optical tweezers for all experiments described in this Chapter. It has been 

previously demonstrated that this dye is SERRS ýwfive when adsorbed onto 

silver colloid and excited using 514 nin light 11011. 

Samples of beads inimersed in 10--'M, 10-'M and 10-7 M dve concentra- 

tion solutions were prepared. Monolayer coverage (i. e. a single layer of dye 

around the Imi-ticle) corrcsponds to a solution containing hoween 10-'Nl and 

10-4 M dye., depending on the whether the dye molecule orients itself -ývrtl- 

cally or horizontally (the dye molecule used here can be approximated to a 

cuboid 3Ax8AxI A) on the surface, although a random orientation is 

most probable. Therefore, ýi 10-4ý1 solution should be capable of producing 

a monolayer of dye. With a solution containing 10-6M or 1()-7 M azo dye, 

there is less than ilionola yer coverage available and hence will give sporadic 

areas of dye adsorbed onto the partially silvered particle. Dilutions of the 

dye were done with methanol and water. 
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4.3.1 Confirmation of SERRS from single silver coated 
silica microparticles in optical tweezers 

Silver microparticles, modified týy a 10-6-M dye solurion, were placed in a 

sample cell that sat in the focus of thc optical tweezers Irap oil top of a 

PZT stage using the setup described in Section 4.2.1. Thesc individual inod- 

ified microparticles were trapped in the laser beum and aii. v SERRS response 

recorded. Prior to recording the spectrum. the laser beam was blocked using 

a beani stop and a dark current spectruin recorded. This (lark spectra was 

automatically subtracted from any subsequent recorded spectra. The exper- 

iment was repeated using silica particles coated only with silver to confirm 

that there was no SERRS signal froin plain silica samples that could interfere 

with Hic SERRS signals recorded fi-om silver and dye modified silica spheres. 

The SERRS spectrum froin dye adsorbed on colloidal silver was acquired 

using a Renishaw 2000 Rainan Microprobe with a CCD spectrometer (Ren- 

ishaw PIc, UK), a dedicated Raman sYstem at the Universit. v of Strathclyde. 

The excitation was provided by ýi Spectra- Physics Model 2020 argon-ion laser 

(Renishaw Ple, UK) with a wavelength of 514.5 iiin and 3 mW of power ar 

the source. This experiment was also carried out on dye only coated silml 

particles to confirin (hat there was no significant SERRS spectra froin such 

inodified inicroparticles. 

4.3.2 Visualising the SERRS signal 

Tliv partially silver and d. ve coated silica inicropartieles were again placed in 

a sample cell within the optical tweezers scrup, described in Section 4.2.1, 

with 10 "INV Of at the trapping plane. The focussed laser beam Nvýis 
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brought close to a single microparticle, as though trying to trap it, and t1wir 

m(eraction (spectnd and visual) recorded. The collection of rhe SERRS sl)(, (-- 

fra wws perfornied using ail Ocean Optics S2000 spectrometer (Occan Optics, 

UK), with dark current subtraction. The resolution of this spcctroincter was 

poor (optical resolution 2.5 nm, or 88 cm-1, FWHM 11021), compared to 

Hic dedicaf ed Rainan system (which can resolve. spectra down to I-) cin-1 or 

0.14 nin FWHM), and cannot distinguish between the several, closel. y spaced 

sharp peaks that a dedicated Rarnan spcctr0m(, tci' caii. However, it does 

show two principal spectral features at 1352 cin-1 and 1601 cm-1. Solu- 

tionS With 10-4M, 10-6 M and 10-'M (lye. adsorbed onto the surface of the 

silvered spheres were prepared, using the inethod described in Chapter 3.2.2, 

and the effect of the dye concentration on the visual SERRS investigated. 

4.3.3 SERRS from spheres in the vicinity of the laser 
beam 

The silver and (lye coated inicroparticles, niodified using a 10-'M concen- 

ye solution, were placed in a sainple cell that was positioned (raflon azo d 

at the focus of the optical tweezers, described in Secti0ii 4.2.1, with 10 n1W 

delivered at the trapping plane. The focussed laser beam was used as a tool 

k) excife spheres, that were inanobilised (by pliyslcýil adsorption) onto the 

bottoin of the cover slip of the sample cell, with the focal point of the laser 

a distance of 2 /Lln away froin the immobilised sphere. The visual response 

was recorded using the CCD cýmwni before. the experiment NN-, as repeated 

with the focal point of Ilic tweezers trap Iving on t he periphery of the 1.5 jan 

diameter sphere. The sample was kept at the focal point., of the tweezers rnip 

in the axial direction and only lit(wed in the lateral direction. The conver- 

(Yence half angle of the light focussed I)N- the 1.3 -N. 
A. inicroscope is 
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59.1 degrees through immersion oil and the glass cover slip, and 77.8 degi-ces 
n 

through water. 

4.3.4 Effect of dye concentration on Q value of SERRS 
active particles 

The calculation of the Q values here was performed in exacH. N, the same way as 

described in Chapter 3.3.3, except, that here the azo dye, for solutions contain- 

-'M or 10-6 M 3,5-diiiiethoxy-4-(6-azobelizotr'ýizol)-1)11(, ilN, ýlýiiiiiil(, ing cither 10 1 

ye, wýis adsorbed onto the silver particles and invesn-ated. The sample cclls d t-I 

were loaded witli solution and mounted on the PZT stage with 10 nAk- of 

power delivered at the trapping plane. Ten beads trapped ýIf each po- 

sition, at, the beam focus and lifted 40 jan above the cover slip, and average 

Q values calculated. 

4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Confirmation of SERRS from single silver coated 
silica microparticles in optical tweezers 

For the 3,5-diiiietlioxy-4-(6-azol)(, lizotriazol)-plienylaiiiiii(, dye, the most III- 

tense features in the Rainan spectrum are between 1200 cin-1 and 1600 ciii-1. 

For the SERRS spectra observed, the three most distinct or "char acter is t IC' . 

peaks occur at. 1249 cm-1,1352 cin-1 and 1601 cin-1, which. when using a 

532 nin excitation source, correspond (() wavelengths of 570 nin, 573 11111 and 

582 nin. The 1352 cin-1 peak is iittributed to the -N-1 N'- (axo) stretch of the 

dye and the 1601 cin' band is attributed to the synimerric -C-C- strerch in 

the rings. The 1249 cin-1 band may be caiised I)Y an azide stretch 

wilile the sinall peaks boween 1400 - 1500 ciii-1 nia. y I)c caused by -(, -H- 

deformat ion. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the SERRS spectra obtained froill a) tll(, IO'N"I 
solution azo dye. adsorbed onto partially silvered inicroparticles and recorded 
in the optical t. w(, ez(, rs setup, b) the ýizo dye adsorbed oil silver colloid and 
analysed in a dedicated Raman system, c) partially silvered silica particles 
and (1) dye adsorbed onto plain silica particles. The 1352 cin-1 peak is at- 
tributed to the -N N- (azo) stretch of the dye and the 1601 cm-1 band is 

attributed to the symmetric -C-C- stretch in the benzenc rings. See Scc- 
tion 4.4.1 for more details. 
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Figure 4,1(a) confirins that, the spectra recorded iii the optical tweezers 

setup, consisting of the raw data with (lark current subtraction, wws indeed 

SERR. S as it, was the saine as the spectra taken at Stratliclyde where the 

sailic (1 11 ye was adsorbed ont. o silver colloid and analysed within a, dedicated 

Rainan system as illustrated in Figure 4.1(b). No signal was observed from 

partially silvered silica particles (with no (lye. added) or for the circumstance 

When the dyc Waýs adsorbed onfo plain silica particles (with nosilver coating), 

as shown in Figures 4.1(c) and 4.1(d). This provides corroborative evidence 

that, silver, which is necessary for surface enhanceineilt, wws present oii the 

trapped particle. 

4.4.2 Visualising the SERRS signal 

Whenever a SERBS accive particle interacted with the laser heam, an intense 

"fla, sh" of light, wýis observed. It is postulated that, this "flash" corresponds 

to a SERPS cinission, and that the brig, litness of the "flash" is indicative of 

the intensity of the SERR, S signal, and therefore the amount of silver and 

yc adsorbed onto the surfa(c of the silica particle. The effect of the dye (I 111 

concentration on the visual SERBS is illustrated below. 

(a) Laser beam 

0 

(c) 

0 

*\ 
Laser beam 

Figure 4.2: SERBS from silica beads partially coated in silver and coated with 
-'M cmicentra(, ion dyle solution. Fipire (a) shows the sphere approach' a 10 ilia 

the laser beam, (b) shows the visual SERBS and (c) shows how the sphere 

is repelled away from the beam after interaction. There is 100 ins betwecn 

each fraine. B(, f(, r to Section 4.4.2 for more details. 
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Figure 4.2 shows a real time sequence where a silver c(m ted inicropar r i(. I(,. 

inodified in asolution containing 10-'M dye, interacted with the 10 11AV laser 

beam. Iii Figure 4.2(a) there is a sphere approaching the optical frap. It is 

not. possible to see the optical trap (as it has been filtcred out using a 532 

nin holographic filter). Figure 4.2(b) clearly shows an intense visual SERBS 

signal where the sphere is drawii into the optical trap. However, this also 

produces a large repulsive force and Figure 4.2(c) shows rhe sphere behiff n 
repelled away froin the laser beam, most probably due to a large amount of 

silver being prescia on the surface of the sphere. Tlt(, r(, is 100 ins between 

each picture. 

Figure 4.3 illus(rates the visual SERRS of rhe different concen- 

trations. It (, all be clearly seen that the silver coated particles modified in 

a solution containing 10-'M dye demonstrated a strong visual effect, as did t-3 
the particle which was modified using a priming solution of 10'NI dye.. How- 

10-7ý (, v(, r, the partially silvered spheres modified using a solution of M dye 

exhibited little or no visual SERRS and a corresponding unconvincing sl)(, (, - 

fra oil the spectrome(er. There was little difference lit the visual effect with 

different coating times, which further corroborates hypotheses drawn 

from earlier results, in Chapter 3, nainely that the time for adsorption of the 

Tollen's rea-cia takes < 20 minutes. n 

4.4.3 SERRS from spheres in the vicinity of the laser 
beam 

SERRS cim also be recorded from dyc (-(mted, partially silvered spheres that 

Figure 4.4 illustrates two interact, within the of the laser beam. 473 1 

eximiples where a SERR. S einisslon was excited without thc optical tw(, (, Y(, r. s 

[nipping the sphere. Figure 4.4(ýt) shows a SERR. S signal being (, x(, lt(, (l w1rh 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the vistial SERBS intcnsitN; lisim" ý1 10 iIA/V laser 
beam for solutions containing three differelif, dve concentrations. The solti- n- 
t'lon containin" 10-11\4 concentration (he is above monolaver coverage, 10-(ým 

(lye. is at inonohtyer coverage and the. 1()-7M (IV(, is below monohýycr coverage. 
Sce Scetion 4.4.2 for further information. 

a. laser beam positioned 1.5 pin away from the bead. Even with the focal 

point, of the optical (weezers was at a distance of 1.5 pin awaý fi-oin the 

bead, the anpilar divergence of the optical trap is such that the laser beam 

could still "tolich" the top of the 1.5 Itin diameter modified inicropartick, 

and, lience, should be able to stimulate a SERRS response. This excitation 

is less intense than that denionstrated in Figure 4.4(b), but, it. is also much 

longer lived. This SERRS emission in Figure 4.4(a) can be observed for a 

period of up to 10 seconds, compared to 100 ins for Figure 4.2 described in 

Section 4.4.2. Figure 4.4(b) shows a shorter lived, although more intense 

200 600 1000 1400 1800 2200 
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Figure 4.4: Two examples of the characteristic speckle pattern when (a) 
the long lived emission when the laser beam is a finite distance away froill 
the beads and (b) Ow short, lived radiation when the htser beam is on (he 
1wriphery of (, Ii(, dye coated silica sphere. The radialion is einitted froin 
discrete regions on the. particle which is thought to be highly SERBS active 
hot, spots. See Section 4.5.3. 

signal than Figure 4.4(a), witli the laser foctis lying Just ou the periphery of 

the SERRS active particle, which lasts in the region of Is. 

4.4.4 Effect of dye concentration on Q value of SERRS 

active particles 

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of the (lye concentrations on the trapping of a 

sphere III the optical tweezers both near the (,, over slip and with the sphere 

lifted 40 pin Into the sample cell. The values calculated for particles near 

the (over slip show that the Q for the dye and silver coated spheres are 

0.063±0.005 for the 10-4M dyc and 0.061±0.002 for the 10'M dye. This is 

less than (lic Q value for plain, slii(-,, Ie coated silvered spheres trapped at the 

SýIine position, of 0.086±0.008. The most probable reason for the reduction of 

Q here is that the particles may become more absorptive when they have dye 

on their surface. Laser dainage to the sample and radiation produced fi-oin 

flic SERBS active particles may produce an ex(ra repulsive force that could 

contribute to the reduction III the Q value, altholigh both of (liese "events" 

are milikel. y. The dve (, ()I went rat lon does not appear to have an effect on 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the Q values for different silver and (I. ve coated 
Silica spheres and at the focus of thc laser beam and lifted 40 pin above the 
bcaill focus. Sec Section 4.4.4. 

Q value ws both sets of data taken lie at, the smne value, sugP), estintp) that Hic 11 

the doininant factor in trapping is the transparency of the partially coated 

sphere. Upon lifting the spheres up 40 pin Into the sample iising the optlcal 

tweezers, all the Q values converge to Oic similar values of 0.036±0.003 for 

single coated silver spheres, 0.033±0.004 for 10--'I\, l (I. y(, coated particles and 

0.034±0.003 for tlle 10-61\/l dve coated particles. This (, all be attributed to 

the fact, that the doininant factor of the Q value, at, this position, is the us(, 

of the objective lens away from it. s design coi higates, Q values for samples J, -I-1,1 Ij n 

prepared ill Tollen's reagent for periods greater than 60 minutes, where the 

reagent was refreshed (giving particles "twice coated" with silver), were not 

obtained as the trapping of the particles here was not, possible. 
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4.5.1 Confirmation of SERRS from single silver coated 
silica microparticles in optical tweezers 

It was confirined that thc spectrurn recorded in the oprical scrup 

wa. s SERRS as it correlated well with the spectrum recorded using flic saine 

(lye on a silver colloid recorded in ýi dedicýaed Raman system. The use 

of different cxcitation wavelengths, for the optical tweezers and dedicated 

Raman systems, to give the same spectra corroboraics the fact that it is 

the relative wavenumber shift, for a particular molecule that is measured, as 

mentioned in Chapter 2.3.6. The fact that little or no signal was recorded 

for the silica inicroparticles with silý, (, r and the silica microparticleS with (lye 

further enforces tlie need for the dye to be adsorbed onto a inetal surfilcc in 

order to get the SERRS signal. n 

4.5.2 Visualising the SERRS signal 

Spectra recorded on the spectrometer confirined that the visual "flashes" 

coincided with a SERRS emission, with a bright visual -flýish" correspondulg 

to the most intense SERR. S signals. 

lii flie above cýýes, tlic SERRS active partieles were ilot trapped by (he 

laser beitin, but interacted with the beam and were then repelled away. It is 

probable that these particles had a large aniount, of silver adsorbed onto their 

sm-fiwe, with the most infense SERRS signals corresponding to the particles 

wiýh the most, silver and dY(, adsorbed onto their surface. 
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4.5.3 SERRS from spheres in the vicinity of the laser 
beam 

The 532 nin focussed laser light, in the optical tweezers was so lnreil, w thar 

it was able to excite SERRS signals fiorn spheres frorn Up tO few ILM'S aWav. 
This demonstrates that is it riot necessary to trap a partially and silver 

coated sphere in order to stimulate a SERRS response for a period of up (() 

a few (10) seconds, provided that, the sphere was ininiobilsed and therefore 

would not, be repelled by the laser light. This would also allow particles with 

large amounts of silver to bc analysed, as tlicy are more difficult to trap with 

an optical tweezers. 

4.5.4 Effect of dye concentration on Q value of SERRS 
active particles 

The addition of dye to the partially silvered microparticles lowered Oic Q 

value of the spheres when compared to the silvered m1croparticles, most 

probably becatise the azo dye absorbs strongly at 532 nin and therefore inakes 

the particles inore absorptive. Further into the sample cell, the trappillIr ný I 

ability of the spheres was dominated by the us(, of the objective lens away 

from it, design conjugates. 

4.5.5 Conclusion 

Interestingl. v, it was the particles with the weakest SERRS emission that were 

the (, ýi. siesl to trap. This may be indicative of the amount of silver coating on 

the surface of the sphere. In all cýises, Hic SERRS from the particles stopped 

once the particles were trapped. This is most likely due m the fact that the 

(Iye was photobleached due to the intense laser heam. 
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The dye, reduced the Q value of particles in the optical tweezers, as the 

dyc makes the particle absorb the trapping, light more sfrongl. y. Howewr. 

the amount, of silver on the surface still doininaws wherher rhe particle can 

be trapped easily or riot. The stronger rhe dye concenri-atioll, the stronger 

thc visual SERRS emission appears on Ow CCD calticia. 

Trapping of the silver and dye coated spheres in this instance was no( ýi 

pre-requisite for stimulating a SERRS response. Upon trapping the SERRS 

emission only lasted about 100 ins. However, it was possible to obtain a 

longer SERR. S signal (up to 10s) by inanobilising the spheres oil the bottom 

of the (, ()v(, i- slip and letting them interact wi(h the highly divergenr laser 

beam. A solution to obtaining long (minutes) SERRS signals whilst being 

simultaneously trapped is discussed in Chapter 5. 

This work has resulted in one publication in collaboration with the De- 

partment of Pure and Applied Chemistry at the University of Strathelyde. 

o Gnicine McNay, Frances T. Docherty, Duncan Grahain, W. Ewen Smith, 

Painela Jordaii, Miles Padgett, Jonathan Leach, Gavin Sinclair, Paul B. 

Monaghan and. Jonathan M. Cooper, "Visual observation of SERRS from siii- 

gle silver coated silica inicroparticles within optical tweezers", Aligewaildtc 

Cheinic) 43,19,2512-2514 (2004). 



Chapter 5 

Surface enhanced resonance 
Raman scattering in optical 
tweezers using co-axial second 
harmonic generation 

A silica particle, partially coated with silver, in the presence of a suitable 

chromophore, such that it could be trapped using a standard 1064 nin TEMO() 

mode laser whilst still having sufficient inetal to elicit a SERRS response ac- 

(ivated by light af 532 nin was demonstrawd. By focusing a 1064 nin laser 

through a biaxial, frequency doubling KT10P04 (KTP or Potassium Tiýan. vl 

Phosphate) crystal, it was possible to create a dual wavelength trap with dif- 

ferent wavelengths used for trapping and activating the particle. Typically. 

several inicrowatts of green (532 11111) excitation light were introduced for each 

inilli-Nx-ýitf of infra-red (1064 nni) trapping light passing through the KTP 

crystal. This SERRS signal was recorded fi-om a ýtabl. v trapped particle for 

a period of up to several minutes, with investigations into the photobleach- 

ing rate, for individually trapped particles, made as a function of trapping 

power. This novel configuration has clear applications in providing appara- 

tus that cim simultaneously manipulate a particle iNhilst obtaining sensitive 

102 
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siw(froscopic information. 

5.1 Introduction 

Previously, Raman spectroscopy and optical tweezers have been combined 

to study living biological cells with a near infra-red trapping laser as the 

excitation source 1561. The trapping prevents the particles froln drifting out 

of t1w laser beam due to Brownian motion and also permits, oil(, particle to 

be studied at a lime rather than an average signal from numerous species. 

However, only one in a million photons is Raman scattered so the resulf- 

ing spectral emission is weak, and consequently long ýtcquisitioli times were 

required which potentially result in radiation damage to the sample. The 

use of infra-red lasers allows biological samples to be trapped with less dam- 

age than if a visible wavelength laser was used 1103,5,104] since samples 

are almost transparent to IR wavelengths. Optical tweezers lia'ý, (, also beell 

combined in a inicroscope to study resonance Raman (R. R) of Inological cells 

1551. In this example all infra-red (830 lim) tweezing laser was combined with 

a Argon/Krypton laser confocal imaging system to produce the excitatioll 

wavelengths necessal-. y to excit, e the resonance Rainan response. However, 

this required a dual system comprising all optical tweezers and a colifocal 

inicroscope, which separated the optical paths of the trapping and excitation 

lasers below and above the sample. 

The problem preventing the technique described in Chapter 4 being used 

as a highl. v, sensiti-ve and selective bioanal. ytical inechod is rhat the power- 

ful laser bcmii required for optical trapping photobleached the chroinophore. 

within 100 ins. This Chapter addresscs that problem and demonstrates rhat 
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a sustainable SERRS s (, (-I, ruiii can be achieved by ri-apping a parlially sil- pn 

vered, dye coated particle in a 1064 imi TENI, ), ) optical ri-ap. The opticýd 

trap was forined using a 1064 ni-n laser, typically operating with all output 

power between 500 - 1000 inW. Prior to coupling the laser into (Ile inicro- 

scope objective, a frequency doubling KT10PO4 (KTP) crystal was inserted 

at an intermediate bearn waist to produce 4- 16 pW of 532 nni co-linear 

light. Both the IR and the green wavelengths suffer a loss within Ole coupling 

optics and objective lens of the order of 50% before reaching the trapping 

plane. This second harmonic generated light, at 532 imi, excites a surface 

pla. sinon in the silver, which interacts with the chromophore, and thus clini- 

inates the need for separate trapping and excil, ation lasers or the associated 

optical complexity. 

The particleS, which are identical to the ones described in Chapter 4, 

contain a chromphore that has an absorption maxima and surface. plasmon 

resonance close to the excitation wavelength of 532 nin. The resulting SERRS 

emission had distinct spec(ral peaks and could be recorded froill a stably 

trapped particle for a period of up to several minutes. This ability to produce 

long-lasting SERRS signals within an infrared optical trap prodiwes a highly 

controllable inethod suitable for ultra sensitive and seleccive bioanalysis of 

single particles. 

5.2 Second harmonic generation 

The process of converting 1064 nni wavelength lighr into 532 nin wavelength 

light, is cidled "second harmonic generation" and can be done bY focussing a 

Jýjscr beam through a non-linear crYsral such as KT10PO, l (KTP). Second 
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harmonic generation, or frequcncy doubling. has 1)(, (, ii well documentc(l in 

inany texts and papers 106]. 

In most cases tli(, i-(, is a need for a high conversion froill 1064 

nin to 532 nin, but, for the experiment described in this Chapter, only a few 

/M of 532 nin light needs to be generated. 

5.3 Experimental setup and materials 
5.3.1 Optical tweezers setup 

The optical tweezers setup for this experiment was similar to that described 

in Chapter 4.2.1. However, for this experiment, the green 532 mil laser was 

replaced with a variable power, 1064 nin Laser Quanturn Ventus (Photoil- 

ics Solutions, Germany) with a maximum output. power of 3W. The beam 

was expanded, collimated and passed through a telescope, the focal point of 

which fell onto a KTP frequency doubling crystal that generated inicrowatts 

of power at 532 11111. All the powers quoted in this Chapter (for both the 

1064 nin and 532 nin light. ) correspond to the power in the trapping plaile 

of the optical tweezers, measured using a Newport 1815-C power meter po- 

sitioned before the laser beam entered the beamsplitter. The partially d. yc 

and silver coatcd particles, as described iii Chapter 4.2.2, were viewed using 

a CCD cainera (Pulnix, Deninark) protected with filters (Ediiiuild Optics, 

UK) to r(, iiio\, (, both the infra-red wavelengths and the green excitation light. 

This experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1. The SERRS spectrum ivas 

recorded b. y coupling a fiber optic. cable, imaged onto the sample plane, ý() 

an Occan Optics B. 2001-532 Raman spectrometer (Ocean Opncs, t-K). The 

filn-c diame(er of 600 microns corresponds to a diamerer of 6 microns in the 

, ýaijjplc plane, i. (,. slighth- lar-er than a single parricle. 
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Figure 5.1: The experimental setup for the infra-red laser with green light 

m(roduced via a frequency doubling KTP crystal. Sce Section 5.3.1 for de- 
talls. 

5.3.2 SERRS active inicroparticles 

The partially silver and dye coated particles were the same as, and werc 

inade In the same wav as, those described in Chapter 4.2.2. Here, the 

partially silvered splicres were inodified using a 10-4 NI 3,5-dInwtlioxy-4-(G- 

ýizoI)(, iizot, riýi, zol)-I)Iieiiylaiiiiil(, (lye solution adsorhed oiiro their surface. 

5.4 Methods 

5.4.1 SERRS in dual wavelength optical tweezers 

200 pl ofsolution con(allung dye and silver modified sifica spheres -were placed 

111(o a sample ccll ill tll(' optical tweezers. Individual partially silvered, dyc 
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coated parncles were rrapped and their SERRS spectnt recorded. using the 

setup described In Section 5.3.1, wirli a 2s Integration time on the spectrom- n11 

efer. A 1064 ni-n laser trapping power of 436 mW was used. Inserting a KTP 

crystal introduced 10.9 jLW of green excitation light mro rhe trapping plaile 

of Ow optical tweezers. 

To confirin that thespectral emission measured in Ilic optical tweezers us- 

ing the OR. 2001-532 Raman spectrometer (Ocean Optics, t); K) was SERRS, 

the spectra recorded using this setup was compared with the SERRS spectni 
froin the same dye adsorbed onto a silver colloid taken in a ded- 

icated Raman system (Renishaw 2000 Raman Microprobe, Remshaw PIc,, 

UK) at Strathclyde University. In the optical tweezerssetup, rhe laser beam 

was blocked and a (lark current spectrum recorded which was autoinaticallY 

subtracted from any subsequent recorded spectra. Tlie experiment was re- 

peated tLsing silica particles coated only with silver for comparison. As i1i 

Chapter 4, the speci-ra from dyc adsorbed on colloidal silver was acquired 

using a Renishaw 2000 Raman Microprobe with a CCD spectrometer. Tll(, 

excitation was provided I)NI a Spec(ra-Physics Model 2020 argoil-ioll laser 

with a wavelength of 514.5 nm and 3 mW of power at the sourcc (Renishaw 

Ple, UK). 

5.4.2 The decay rate of the intensity of the SERRS 
emission 

-4-\ 200 ILI of solution containing 10 
ýI3,5-dii-iietlioxy-4-(6-azobeiizotriazol)- 

plienyhunine modified silvered spheres were phtced in the sample cell of the 

optical tweezers. The dccýi. v rate of the intensirY of the SERBS cillissioll of 

several such SER R, S act ive particles consequentlY investigated using the 

Occan Optics 112001-532 Rainan spectrometer with an iiacgration time of 2s, 
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for the 1352 cin-1 Raman shifted peak, and dark current subrracrion. This 

experiment was carried out using laser rrapping powers of 36. ) iIINV (with 

the KTP crystal introducing 9.3 IM of green exciLation linght), 436 iIAV (iii- 

ri-oducing 10.9 pW of green excitat. ion light) and 510 n: M (with 15.3 /AV 

of green) at the trapping plane respectively. Once a bead was trapped in 

the dual wavelength trap, the decaýy rate of the intensif. ý,, of the 1352 cin' 
Rainan shifted peak was recorded until either the signal becailic ilidistill- 

guishable from the background or the bead fell out of the trap. This was 

repeated for six beads for each of Hic three trapping powers. 

The decay rate of the intensity of the SERRS emission for such particles 

can be described by Equation 5.1. 

I= joe. -kt (5.1) 

wli(, i-(, /() is, tlic intensity of tlie sigilal at tiiiie /= Os. I is die intensit. v of 

the signal after a time I and A, is the raw of decay of the SERRS emission 

(photobleaching rate). 

If the decay rate of the intensity of the SERRS emission is, exponential, 

then taking (lie log of either side of this equation and plotting Log(Intensity) 

against time will yield ýi gmph with a straight linc and a negative gradient. 

This allows the dccýiý7 rate of the intensiý. Nlr of the SERRS emission k to be cal- 

culated fi-oin the gradient, of the line. This analysis was done using Microsoft 

" Excel ". 

5.4.3 SERRS spectral response to trapping power 

In order k) invesfin(), ate how the trapped SERRS active particles responded 

to a chimp-c In trapping power, a series of experiments were carried out. 200 
n 
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/il of rhe solution described in Section 5.3.2 was placed in the sample (, (, Il of 

the optical tweezers. Prior to experiments, a calibration curve of the green 

excitation power against input IR. power was plotted by measuring the IR 

input power to the KTP crystal and the amount of green excicýltiori power 

exiting the crystal with the appropriate filters in place. Analysis was done 

using Microsoft "Excel". 

Firstly, an individual particle was trapped, released and re-trapped bY the 

laser to see how the inteiLsity response of flic 1352 cin' Raman shifted peak 

for an individual particle was effected. A single active particle was frapped, 

rcleased and rc-trapped using a 43G mW IR, laser beam, which introduced 

10.9 /jW of green excitation light into the trapping plane. Again, the dark 

current spectruin was automatically subtracted from the results. 

Secondly, a chister of particles were ri-apped and the laser power varied 

between 222 inW and 510 mW, introducing 3 /LW and 15.3 IAN` of excitation 

light respectively and the spectral intensity of the 1352 cia-1 Raman shifted 

peak investigated with a 2s integration time on the spectrometer. The IR 

power was varied from zero W to 510 inNAT, 365 inW, 510 nAN", 365 nAV, 222 

mW) 365 in'vN7 and finally back to 510 mW. This introduced zero W, 15.3 /Ak 

9.3 jtW, 15.3 pW, 9.3 /LW, 3 jtW, 9.3 IM and 15.3 1AV of green excitation 

light into the san-iple. 

This was repeated with a single trapped SERRS active particle with IR 

Liser powers between 365 iiiW (9.3 /LW of green) and 510 mNV (15.3 JIW of 

green). The laser power was changed from 510 nAV (15.3 p\N/- of green). to 

365 mW and fiilall. N- 510 iiAN'. 365 mW (9.3 ILNN' of given), back to 510nANIT 
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5.5 Results and discussion 

5.5.1 SERRS in dual wavelength optical tweezers 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison between the SER. R. S spectnt collccýcd from Hic IR 
SERBS setup and that collected froin dyc adsorbed onto a silver collold and 
recorded in a dedicated Rainan systeni. The spectra from the silver colloid 
was, re-scaled from Figure 4.1(b). See Section 5.4.1 for more defails. 

As shown in Fignire 5.2, the two spectra, taken using the optical tweez- 

ers and the dedicated Rainan system, are lit agreement. The spectra from 

Ilic silver colloid was re-scaled froin Figure 4.1(b). No signal was observed 

when dyc was adsorbed onto plain sifica particles and trapped in the optical 

tweezers as illustrated in Figure 4.1, confirming that the SERRS active par- 

t1cles do have a partial nietalfic coating that was not, ablated before trapping. 

The fact that there is good agreement between the spectra shows that the 

cini, ssion from the particle really was a SERRS effect. If the emission had 

been fluorescence then the spectra, would be different and identification of 

(he different Raman bands would be unlikely. 
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In all of the experiments described in this Chapter, SERRS was 

only when the green excitation light was prescitu. No SERRS was observed 

arising froin two photon excitation ftorn an IR (IOG4 nin) trapping laser 

irnplying that the absorption of a green photon is necessary for SERRS io 

occur. 

5.5.2 The decay rate of the intensity of the SERRS 
emission 

Figures 5.3 to 5.5 show the decay rate of the HifensitY of the SERRS emission 

for the 1352 (-in-' Raman shifted peak for a selection of trapped particIcs 

with infrared (green) trapping powers of 365 mw (9.3 JAV'), 436 nAV (10.9 

/tW) and 510 mW (15.3 [LW) respectively. Interestingly, it was the trapped 

particles with the highest SEERS intensity that resulted in the spectra with 

the longest half-life. The particles that were initially less 111tense tended to 

photobleach quicker, but all the particles gave distinct SERRS spectra for 

up to 4 minutes. After this hine, the signal either became m(listinguishable 

froin the background noise or the particle escaped from the optical trap. 

The rate of decay of the SERRS emission, k, for the SERRS signal froin 

the trapped particles illustrated in Figure 5.3, which introduced 9.3 /M of 

green excitation light, varied froin 2 ms-1 (R' = 0.8) to 67 ins-1 (1? 2 = 0.6 ). 

From Figure 5.4, with 10.9 /M of green excitation light, the rate of deca. y of 

the SERRS emission varied between 2 ins-1 (R 2=0.6) and 10 ins' (R 2= 

0.6), while the rate of dccýi. y of the SERRS einission in Figure 5.5. introducing 

15.3 jtW of green exci(ation light, varied between 2 ins-1 (R 2=0.9) and 32 

IIIS-I (/? 2 = 0.8). 

The H2 value, also known as the coefficient of dewrminýition, is an indica- 

tor range b(IMV('11 0 and I and reveals how close the esninated values of thc 
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Figure 5.3: The dcc. ýýy rate of the intensity of the SERRS cinission values for 
the 1352 cin' Raman shifted peak for several partially dyc and silver coated 
particles trapped in a 365 mW IR, laser beam Imssed through a KTP crystal. 
Refer to Section 5.4.2 for more detalls. 
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pirticles tnipped in it 436 nAA/7 IR laser beam passed through a KTP crYstal. 
S(, (, Section 5.4.2 for further details. 
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Figure 5.5: The decay rato of the intensity of the SERBS emission values for 
the 1352 cin' Rainan shifted peak for several parfiall *y 

dye and silver coated 
particles trapped in a 510 iANT IR laser going through a KTP crystal. See t7l) 
Section 5.4.2 for more detalls. 

f, rcii(Iline correspond to the actual dafýi. The /?. ' value is at its most rellahle 

wlicit it, is at. or near 1 11071. 

TraditionallY, photobleaching occurs when a fluorophore is irrevensiblY 

photocheinically altered so that it, no longer fluoresces 11081, ýdthough it is a tD n 

plielloillelloll that is not completely understood. There may be other factors 

affecting the rate of de(ýuy of the SEERS emission (photodecomposition or n 

photobleaching) of a SERPS signal. 

Thcrc docs not appear to be one decay rate of the intensity of the SERBS 

d if the photobleaching rate was (otally depcil- CIIIISSIOII ills w0lild b(' ('Xl)('Ct, (,, I 

dent upon the dye. From Figures 5.3,5.4 and 5.5,1( appears that there are 

a sclection of I)h0tobleaching rates for each lilpii( laser power which indicate 

that therc are diff'Crelit cilliallceillents involved III the process of phorobleach- 

ing- the SERRS signial. The different intensities of the different trapped par- 
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ticles suggest that there are different amounts of dye and, /or silver on the 

surface of each of the partially coated spheres while the different rates of de- 

cay of the SERRS emission suggest that there may be an increase of oxygen 

within the sample over time which can lead to faster photobleaching rates 

1109]. 

The first source of error is that the decay may not actually be exponential, 

in which case there is an error in the model. This also suggests that the rate 

of decay of the SERRS signal varies with laser power in a non-trivial matter. 
Further possible reasons for the variation in the rate of decay of the SERRS 

emission are discussed below. 

Variability within SERS 

The variability of the SERS amplitude is a well known but not completely 

understood phenomena. 

Glass et al 1801 observed that, for different dyes adsorbed onto silver is- 

lands, that the maximum luminescence intensity was obtained when the dye 

absorption maximum overlapped the maximum of the metal plasmon reso- 

nance. The maxima of this resonance was shifted by varying the thickness 

of the silver film between 0-10 nin. The minimum luminescence intensity, 

for a dye adsorbed onto different silver thicknesses, was up to 80% less than 

the maximum luminescence intensity. Decreases in luminosity were observed 

when the metallic layers were made thinner or thicker than 7 nm. See Chap- 

ter 2.3.7 for more detail on Mie theory and how it effects the lambda inax 

for different metal thicknesses. 

It is cleax that, from the TEM images of the particles shown in Figure 3.4, 

that the thickness of the colloidal silver deposits on the surface of the sphere 
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vary in size between zero nm and 100 nm. This can shift the surface plasmon 

resonance with respect to the incident excitation light as explained in Chap- 

ter 2.3.7. Furthermore, the dye molecules can orient themselves horizontally 

or vertically onto the metal surface. This could be sufficient to change the 

photochemistry of the surface enough to result in different photobleaching 

rates due to enhanced or increased radiative and non-radiative decay paths. 

The fluorescence of a molecule on SERS-active surfaces was thought to 

be dependent on three factors: the enhanced electromagnetic field, enhanced 

absorption and the nonradiative processes which transfer the excitation from 

the excited molecule to the metal through several decay channels 150]. 

Inspired laxgely by SERS, the effect of surface geometry on the decay rate 

of a molecule close to a small metal sphere was studied [110,111,112,113]. 

Collectively, the results implied that, close to the metal sphere, the decay rate 

varied as I/d3 where d is the molecule-metal separation. It was also found 

that the decay rates depended on the size and shape of the metal particle, the 

orientation of the molecule on the surface and the molecule-metal separation 

in a non-trivial manner 1110]. The fastest decay rate was found not to be 

at the metal surface but at a small (nm) distance above it. Experimental 

results showing this have been reported 1821. 

As with enhanced fluorescence, Nitzan and Brus [111,1121 realised that 

the optimum position for the rapid photobleaching (photodecomposition) of 

molecules adsorbed onto a metal surface may not be directly on the surface 

but a short distance above it 1501. 

Vasilev et al 11141 studied the photobleaching of a chromophore close to 

a metal surface in 2004. They concluded that the metal interface influenced 

the chroinophore in two ways. Firstly, the excitation rate was altered due. to 
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the local enliancement of the electromagnetic field and secondly, rhe elecrro- 

rnagncric decay raw was altered. It was found that there was ýt maxiinuin 

photobleaching rate at a short distance above the inetal, 25 nril. The merýd- 

enhanced emission lead to a longer cheinical lifetime when the chroinophore 

was closer to the in(tal, while further from the inetal, the photoblew, hing nife 
dccrcýiscd due to decreasing excitation rates. In short, they fouild that for 

distances less than 20 iiin, the strongly Mcreascd ch, cri-oinagnetic deca. y rat(, 

allowed the chroinophore to undergo more excitation-einission (-. ý, -cles before 

photobleaching while the longer lifetime for larger distances was as a result, 

of a decrease in excitation rate. 

The enhanced photobleaching of single niolecules in ýi dual wavelength op- 

tical trap has also been investigated 11151. These results concluded that sill- 

gle molecule fluorescence spectroscopy within optical tweezers demonstrated 

increased photobleaching rates due to the additional photobleaching of the 

fluorophore by the trapping laser beam. It was postulafed ýha( additional 

channels for the photobleaching of dyes became avallable when used in an 

optical fweezer, ý configuration. 

Walk off effects of the KTP crystal 

R is already known tha( several factors can influence the photobleaching rates 

of molecules. The most obvious way to increase the raýc is to increase the 

. 
However, there is evidence that two pl 1 1011 excitation inteiisif, y 1 -ioton excitati 

cilliances photobleaching rates compared to one photon excitation 1116,1171. 

Other possible fa, cfors that could affect the SERRS response, gi%-jlig us a 

rim(ge of photodegradation rates. include the orientation of the metal and 

ith respect, to (lie sinall amount, of incident excitation light. This last d. \,, -(, w1n 
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point is important because the green and IR light in this experimental setup 

inýýy not be exactly co-focal. Once focussed, the IR and green focal points, are 

separated in the optical tweezers trapping plane by ca. 2 /an ws illihs(rared in 

Figure 5.6. This is duc to the walk off effects of the birefringent KTP crYstal 

Displaced green excitation light 

All 
2[tm 

Focussed IR trapping laser beam 

Figure 5.6: The focal points of the IR trap cind the grecit excitation light are 
displaced within the optical tweezers by less than 2 pin due to the walk off 
between different, wavelcii-ths through the frequency doubling KTP (, rvst<tl. 
Refer to Section 5.4.2 for further detalls. 

as mentioned in Section 5.2. As the 1.5 pin diameter, partially silvered 

particles are trapped in the IR laser heam, the green excitation light lies 

on the periphery of the silver and dye coated bead. This ineans that, the 

excitation intensity is not, uniforin across the whole of the trapped particle. 

The particles may also be inadvertently damaged due to the high laser 

II 
is 

power and scattered light within the high NA optics used in the setup. Thi 
c 

could callse radiation induced licating and therefore lead to surface degra- 

dat, lon. If a, particle only has a thin layer of silver on its surface rather 

Hiall it, large deposit, the laser might Just penetrate the silver and dainage it, nnn 

resulting ii, a faster photobleachilig ratc. 
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5.5.3 SERRS spectral response to trapping power 
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Figure 5.7: The intensity of green excitation light, generated for all IR Illplit 
laser beam (hrough a KTP crystal. Thisshows a square relationship as ex- 
pected Since two photon excitation is a second order effect. See Section 5.4.3 
for more details. 

From the calibrafJon curve, Figure 5.7, it, can be seen that ItW of green 

excitation power <m, generaced from inNAT of' IB power passing through the, 

KTP crystal with a squared depeildence, Grcco c. rcitation p(m)("t. (JAV) 

4x 10-' (11? paivor (mh')) 2.06 19. 's 's due to the fact, that, second harmonic Thi 1 

generation is a second order effect. The I? 
,2 value here of 0.9828 is close to tI3 

1) suggesting a rewsonable fit between the trendline and (lie data. Errors of III)t-) , 
±10'/o were assuilied for the power inewsurements in both the IR. and green 

power and was to compeii-sate for the fluctuations in the hipit IR laser power. 

Thc resulting SERRS intensity for the 1352 cin-1 Rainan shifted peak 

is shown in Figure 5.8 for a, single particle that was trapped, released and 

re-trapped using a 2s integration time. The particle escaped the trap when 

the co-focill laser beam was blocked using ýi beam stop at an intermediate 

posi(ion before the beam entered the back of the objective lens. When the 

200 400 600 800 1000 
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Figure 5.8: Thc intensity response of the 1352 citi-I Raman shifted peak 
taken from a SERRS active particle trapped in a 436 10AT IR. laser beam with 
10.9 /M of green fight, after passing through a KTP crystal. The particle 
was trapped, released and re-trapped. Sce Section 5.4.3 for more details. 

bead wý). s not in the optical trap, the intensity decreased to nolse 1(, v(, Is. Upon 

re-trapping, the signal to the intelisjt. v value I)rl()r to its release and 

contilliled to ph(kobleach. 

Figure 5.9 shows the changes in SERBS intensity for a small trapped 

cluster. The IR. power was varied froin zero W to 510 nAk", 365 iAV, 510 

iiA/V, 365 nikV, 222 10AT, 365 mW and finally back to 510 This introduced 

zero W, 15.3 /LW, 9.3 pW, 15.3 /tW, 9.3 /LW, 3 ILW, 9.3 /M and 15.3 jtW 

of green excitation light Into the sample. The intensity "fall off" for a cluster 

was less rapid than that for a single trapped particle. and as a resulf it was 

possible to vary the trapping power of the. laser bcain c1nd sce [lie SERRS 

sig-nal vary correspondingly, It, wws possible to vary the green excitation laser 

power from 15.3 pW, to 9.3 pW, repeat, this (and see the SERRS signal, on 
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Figure 5.9: The intensity response of the 1352 cin-1 Raman shifted peak 
of an optically trapped SERBS active cluster taken using IR laser passed 
through a KTP crystal, froin a trapped cluster wiHi the green excitation 
power varied froin 15.3 /tW, 19.3 pW, 15.3 /tW, 9.3 pW, 3 /M. 9.3 /1, W to 
15.3 /M wiCh an integration time of 2s. See Section 5.4.3 for more dc(alls. 
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Figure 5.10: The inteiisity response of (lie 1352 cin' Raman shifted peak 
of an optically trapped SERBS active paricle taken using IR hLser passed 
through a KTP crystal. Single trapped particle with green excitation power 
varied from 15.3 /AV, 9.3 pW, 15.3 /iW, 9.3 /M and back to 15.3 /1., "/ with 
a 2s, integration time. See Section 5.4.3. 
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the second cycle, return to the same values as ý lie fir,; ( cycle, before the signal 

became less intense. 

Figure 5.10 shows a similar SERRS intensity response for a single trapped 

particle where the laser power was changed frorn 510 mW (15.3 /AVof g-recii), 

to 365 mW (9.3 /M of green), back to 510 mW, 365 iiAk' and finall. v 510 

mW. It is possible to distinguish two separa(c curves, the. higher intensitY 

response corresponding to the 15.3 jAV green laser and r1w lower intciusify 

one corresponding to the 9.3 jtW green laser input. It was hircresting to note 

that both of the intensity falls off with time for both of the curves taken 

using the 15.3 pW and 9.3 /M green beams. 

5.6 Conclusions 

5.6.1 SERRS in dual wavelength optical tweezers 

The spectra recorded using the dual wavelength schip was SERRS and was 

similar to the spectra recorded in the dedicated Raman system. However, 

due to the low excitation power, long integration (imes of 2s, compared to 100 

ins in Chapter 4, were required in order to achieve a recogmsýible spectrum. 

5.6.2 The decay rate of the intensity of the SERRS 
emission 

It, hws been demonstrated that by trapping the SERRS active particles ill a 

dual wavelength optical tweezers, with /M's of excitation light introduced 

for nffi-s of trapping, light, it was possible to excite a SERRS signal f1lar 

lasted for up to 4 ininutes. 

The d(, (ýjlY I-aw of the ill(cilsity of the SERRS emission varied betwecii 

2 ins-1 and 67 ins' for an incident laser power irapping different. particles, 
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suggesting tilat thc raw of decýky of the SERRS signal varied with 1wser power 

in a non-frivial inafter. The raw of decay of the SERRS cinission inav not 
be aii exact exponential dcca. v as a result. 

5.6.3 SERRS spectral response to trapping power 

It, has heen shown that the intensity of the SERRS response is indeed sensitive 

to the input trapping, and respective excitation. power. By var. ying the 

trapping power between 436 mW and zero iiAk", it was possible to observe 

that the SERRS aclive particle did not recover to its maximilin ilifensity once 

trapped, released and i-c-trapped. By trapping clusters, and ýi single Imi- t ic1c, 

and varying flic input power over the lifetinic of the particle, 11 was possible 

to sce that the intensity varics linearly with the green excitation power. 

5.6.4 Conclusion 

It has been shown that, by introducing sinall quantities of 532 nill light into 

an infra-red optical trap via a frequenc, NT doubling KTP cr. yslal, it was possible 

to record a SERR. S signal from the trapped particle tliat was sustainable 

over a period of a few minutes. This ability to trap partial metallic beads fo 

creaw a combined SERRS and optical tweezers system provides an attrw, tivc 

platforin for inicrosystems and inicrofluidic technologies in which sellsorY 

particles (, an be independently manipulated both with to each other 

and/or other entities. Furthermore, the use of an IR. laser inakes the whole 

sYstein more biologically friendly than if ýi visible wavelength laser was used, 

resulting in 1(,,,; s daniage to the sample. By combining the spectroscopic 

nature of SERR-S with the ability ro trap and manipulate these beads, it will 

-clop new plarforms, such as biological probes, in future be possible to dex 
t-) 

that can ivildil. N- Coi"P('W With tliose being developed using fluorescence. 
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The work presented in this Chapter has resulted in one journal publica- 

tion: 

Pamela Jordan, Jonathan M. Cooper, Graeme McNay, Frances T. 

Docherty, W. Ewen Smith, Gavin Sinclair and Miles Padgett, "Surface 

enhanced resonance Raman scattering in optical tweezers using co-axial 

second harmonic generation", Optics Express, 13,11,4148-4154 (2005). 



Chapter 6 

Holographic optical tweezers 

Optical (weezers use tightly focussed beams of laser light. to trap and move 

micron sized ob - jects within a microscope. Holographic, i. e. diffractive, op- 

fical components can be, introduced into the tweezers and used to split the 

beams so that many objects can he frapped simultaneously. In addition to 

introducing lateral displacements, holograms allow particIcs to be displaced 

axially along the laser beam, giving full 3D control of (rap positions. 

6.1 Introduction 

Limitations hakv previously existed as to the applications of opfical rweezers 

as only one particle could be usefully trapped in a single laser beam. The 

adaptation of optical tweezers to trap two or more objects has previously been 

demonstrawd by rapidly scanning a laser beam to trap and independentlY 

inmiipulaf, c sinall numbers of objects 1118,41. However, these inelhods were 

restricted hY the refresh tinies of the individual traps (if this becomes too 

long, cither therinal, or other, cmivcctive perturbation of the object allows it 

to cscýipc). Diffraclive ()pncýd cleincias (DOEs), such as holograins. ()ý-crcoine 

(liese problems as thcNII allow a single laser beam to be reshaped into an arraý 

of 111111tiple beilms, ('ýIcll of which gi\-(, s an independeiii. pernialient trap. 

124 
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6.2 Holographic optical tweezers 

A fixed geomc(ry of multiple optical ri-aps (,, an be produced using holog-raphic 

or diffracrive optics to transform a single laser bearn m(o a corresponding 

arraýy of bearns. For example, preforined DOEs have becii used to forin large 

tweezing arrays in 2D containing upwards of 100 trapped objects 11191. The 

re(-(, ii(, advent of spatial light modulators (SLMs) allows the gencration of 

multiple traps thaý can be reconfigured to video, or higher, frame rafes. The 

coinincrcial availability of spatial light. modulators inealis that the DOE is 

computer addressable such that, with suitable algorithins, each element of 

the tweezing amay (, an be manipulated independently 1120,121,1221. Where 

previous met, hods, such as thc galvo or acousto-optic scanner, have been 

limited to 2 dimensions, a spatial light modulator can introduce focal power, 

which shifts Oie axial position of the trap away froin the focal plane of the 

objective lens, allowing manipulation in 3D 11231. DOEs also offer several 

advantages in that they (, an act as a lens, beam splitter or a con-lbination of 

both. They also allow several lenses to exist in the saine area simultaneously. 

Since DOEs are effectiý, el. y holographic optical components, the use of SLMs 

in this way is sometimes referred to as holographic optical tweezers (HOT. S) 

11241. 

6.2.1 What is a hologram? 

The fheor. v of holography was invented 1). N,, Denis Gabor in 1947, although if 

wa. -, not, until the invention of the laser in 1960 rhat rhe first hologgain, of ýt 

toN- triiiii iind a bird, werc inade in 1962 1). N,, Leith and Upatnieks 1125,1261. 

Holo, niphv is a method of recording and displaying a 3-dimensional image 

of it 3D ObJect oli a 2D, or flat, surfiwc. Well known wchniques such iLs 
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photography record a 2D intensity distribution of a 3D object on a flat, 

photosensitive surface. Because only the intensity distribution is recorded, 

any information on the phase relationships between the waves scattered off 

an object are lost. Holography is different in that both the phase and the 

amplitude of the scattered waves are recorded. Only a brief explanation will 

be given here, but full mathematical details of holography and wavefront 

reconstruction can be found in many texts e. g. 1106,127]. 

In traditional holography, the phase and amplitude of the scattered waves 

a, re recorded using a coherent light source, such as a laser, to create an "in- 

tensity hologram". This light source is split into a reference and an object 

wave as shown in Figure 6.1. The reference wave illuminates the photo- 

graphic plate directly, while the light scattered off the 3D object forms the 

object wave. These two beams form an interference pattern, and it is this 

interference pattern that is recorded on the photographic plate. The use of a 

spatially and temporally coherent light source results in an interference pat- 

tern that is stable with time. Unlike photography, the interference pattern 

that is recorded does not resemble the 3D object in question and hence is in 

a coded form, see Figure 6.2. 

One category of holography that is of particulax interest, in the context of 

the remainder of this Chapter and Chapter 7, is Fourier holography. In this 

type of holography there is a Fourier relationship between the hologram and 

the reconstructed image. Within optical tweezers, the phase and intensity 

distribution (complex amplitude) at the hologram (displayed on the SLM) is 

the inverse Fourier transform of the spot pattern at the image (or sample) 

plane as is discussed later in the Gerchberg Saxton approach to computer 

generated holograms, Section 6.4. 
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Figure 6.1: The pho(ographic plate records the interference pat(ern produced 
by the light, waves scattered off the objecý and a reference wclV(, off 
the inirror in order to produce a holograin as described in Section 6.2.1. 

Hologram 

Mirror 

Laser 
Beam 

Image 

Figure 6.2: To reconstruci the hologram, a reference wave is used to 111,11til- 

ilate the processed photo,, japhic plate. Light diffracted from the hologram 

makes it look as though it came froin the original object, sce Section 6.2.1. 
niII 
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6.2.2 Computer generated holograms 

Computer generated holograiris are slightly different froin traditional holo- 

grains in that a computer is used to cI to -i'Ve reatc the phase mask required t-j 
the desired image. This iinage is then imprinted onto a 2D medium such as 

an SLM. The laser source acts as the reference wave recrearing the objecr 

wave and hence produces the desired 3D image in Ilic far field. In the colitext 

of the optical tweezers configuration, the far field corresponds ro the iinage 

plan(, within the sample cell. 

Holograms can be produced in either reflection or transmission inodc. 

Reflection holograms reconstruct the desired profile from light reflected off 

the surface while transaiission holograins reconstruct the desired profile once 

the light has passed through the hologram. The remainder of rhis Chapter is 

concerned with computer generated phase holograms used in reflection mode. 

The algorithin used to calculate the desired pattern and transfer it to the 

SLM is key to the operation of the holographic optical tweezers. Holograms 

can be calculated using simple superpositions of gratings and lenses, or, for 

example, using a direct biriar search algorithin 1128,1291, a Gerchberg'- y 

Saxton algorithii-i [130] or a modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithin 1131,1231. 

Each of these inethods have different strengths and weaknesses as discussed 

in Sections 6.3 to 6.5. 

6.2.3 Spatial light modulators 

The holograms used here are required to enable the trapping of inicron-sized 

objects. For this reason the holograms an, phase modulated, and not aillpll- 

tude modulated, so thar there is no power loss. A phase-holograill can be 

thought. of as ýi -phiisc mask" for the laser beam. This inýtsks modifies the 
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i)hwse of the hiput, beam in order to create the multiple ourptir, beams. Holo- 

grains can be addressed to a sparial modulator (SLXI) which converts a 

computer intensity holograin into a pliase hologram. Refer ro Figure 6.3 for 

a picture of the Hainainatsu PAL SLXI X7665 unit. 

Figure 6.3: The Hamainatsu PAL SLXI X7665 used lit holographic optical 
tweezers w; described in Scchon 6.2.2. 

Thc SLMs achieve a spatially dependent, phase delay by Varyllig the opti- 

cal path length through the liquid-crystal material 11321 by applying a, volt- 

age across it. The resultant ad* 111 jacent wavefronts then either constru(tively 

or destructively interfere producing the far-field patterit of choice. For more 

information on neinatic liquid crystals ws, spatial I'glif, modulators refer to 

Khoo ct a/. 11331 and Rakher ct al. 11341. 

There are further considerations to take into accomit, within holographic 

optical tweezers. Typically, for the holograins used in Chapters 6.6.3 and 7, 

the SLM is divided into 256 x 256 logical pixels even thou. -Ii the front eild 

of the SLM is not, actually pixellated. Additionally, every output beam 

is focused Illroll"ll a III-11 numerical aperture microscope objective to a nn 

diffractioll-Ilillifed spot corresponding to the trapping position. See Fig- 

ure 6.4. When using a holograin to chailge the profile of the single mode, the 

Si/(, of flic Incident laser beam was expanded to about I cm in diameter to 
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fill Qw active area of the SLM. The SLM aii(I the laser beam were aligned so 

that the centre of the expanded laser beam coincides wirli the cencre of the 

hologram pattern. 

Beam telescope Microscope 
objective 

C 

a 

fj f2 
I f3 

)LM I 

b* c* 
bc 

Figure GA: The focusing of the incident laser beam into separate beams 

using the SLM. The plane of the SLNI, a, is iniaged onto the back of the 
objective lens plane a*, whille the planes containing the 3D foci J, b and c, are 
imaged into different planes in the focal regnon of Hic microscope, b* and 
Section 6.2.2 describes this in more detall. 

When choosing aii SLXI for use withill Optical tw(, (, Z(, I"; it is important to 

choose all SLM that is optlinised for use at the wavelcingth of Hic trapping 
I t") 

laser. A high diffraction efficielicy ( greater than 40%) is desired to divert as 

much power into (lie first, diffraction order ýis possible. Ali update rate of 25 

frames per second will be sufficient, to allow the optical tweezers traps to be 

manipulated in real finic. 

Various algorit'llills exist for (Ile design of DOEs for the generation of 

arbitrary beams 1135,1361. However, several factors can affect, the optimal 

us(, of HOTs. Firstly, the number of traps available is limited by the power 

of the incidelif laser beant (each trap requires a few nAN7 of power and typical 

losses within the opfical system aniount, to 50%). Sccoiidlyý the field of view 

is limited b. N, flic CCD caniera, to 50 pin x 50 pin in our (-as(,. Lastly, the 

decrease in (rapping efficiency, as the trappinp, heam is moved further awa, tý. y 
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from the zero order, can be attributed to using the objective lens awa. v from 

its design conjugates and to the resolution of the SLNI [1371. 

6.3 Superposition of gratings and lenses 

The simplest crystal structures that can be created are the ones that are 

symmetric about the zero order and ivý; (, holograms that are superpositions 

of gratings and lenses. Axial or lateral displacements can be achieved b. N- using 

Fresnel zone plat(,, ý or blazed diffraction gratings respectively. The concept 

is to add up the different fields from the respective gratings or Fresnel zone 

plates, ignoring the intensity whilst keeping the phase distribution. 

By reflecting the expanded laser beam off a diffraction grafing, the inci- 

dent beam is split into a series of diffracted orders. The zcroýh order corre- 

sponds to the original beam and the other orders are labelled outwards from 

(his central position as ±1, ±2, ±3... efc. To put equal amounts of power into 

both the first and minus-first order, a square wave (binary grating), blazed 

from 0 to 7r ()v(, i- a distance :v=A, where A is tlt(, period of the grating, 

would be used, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

"Blazing" of these liolograins, i. e. by appl. ving ýi inapping function, for 

a specific wavelength allows the user to put more power into a preferential 

order. For example, the pattern of the grating can be designed so that it i t3 
is 

the first-order diffraction that contains the beam or beanis of interest. This 

is done b. v- blazing the holograin using a wedge from 0 to 27r over a distance 

x=A, also illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

y planes, a blazed diffracrimi grating For movement in both the x and t 

I)ro(Iii(-(,.,, the desired whilst movement in the Z direction is achieved 

-ing (I'(' focýd length of a Fresnel lens. Beflecting the expanded throu, gh chaiqlý 
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Figure 6.5: Blazing the power of the laser hito different. orders. Thc grecii 
la, ser beam is blazed from 0 to 27r once over a distance x=A and results in 
the majority of the beam being diffractcd into thc first order. The red bealli 
is a blitary grating and shows that equal amoulits of power are diffracted into 
both the first, and minus first., orders. Sce Section 6.2.2 for more details. 

la. ser off a "blazed" Fresnel zone plate makes it, possible to move the focus of 

the laser beam above or below Ow natural focal point of the Objective lens 

by changing Ole focal length of the Fresnel lens. Figure 6.6 ilhisfrýites such 

blazed holograms that produce displacements of ±2 and ±5 ILIICS III ('aCh Of 

the x, y and z directions. 

These simple bmary gratings can be used to produce traps at the corners 

of a square cenfered around the zero order by combining two binary grating's &D 

at 900 [() ca-ch oflier. However, the use of such holograins is restricted to 

symmetric patterns making it unsuitable for creating arbitrary structures. 

-rain written using cither a G(, r(,. Iil)(, r,, For more complex patterns a holoP. 

Saxton algorifhin, sce Section 6.4, or it direct binary scarch algorithin, 

Section 6.5, is required. 

Limitations in the spatial resolution and phase response of the gratin, t7l) t-) 

132 

result, in some ()f Ole linyllt heing diffracted into other orders, producing extra 

q)(X) 
KI -A r'l n 
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Figure 6.6: The of different types of holograins on an incidenr laser 

beam. The blazed diffraction grating can inove a (rap to any position on the 

x or y axis, the Freslwl lelis moves traps up and down in the ; -- 
direction. 

R(, f(,,, to Section 6.2.2 for more information. 
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traps at a inuch reduced intensity, and a single trap at the zero order position. 

These extrýj fraps may be removed rkrough the use of a spatial filter or bemil 

stop, or the holograin design can be modified to displace the desired iiiwiisit. v 

distribution away from the zero order of rhe laser beam. Similar limitations 

exist for (Ite Gerchberg Saxton algorithm, Section 6.4, and the direct biiiar. N, - 

search algorithin, Section 6.5, and are overcome in the saine way. 

6.4 Gerchberg Saxton algorithm 

The Gercliberg Saxton (GS) algorithin 11301 was originally de-sitgned to Infer 

an electron beam's phase distribution in a transverse plane, P, from intensity 

distributions in planc P and in a second plane Q. It relies upon thcrc being 

a Fourier transform relationship between the waves in the two planes. The 

us(, of Fourier transforms (within holography) enables a given distribution 

in spacc, f (x, y), to be expressed as a function of transverse wave numbers, 

V (A:,., A: 
fj). 

Currently, various adaptations of Ilw algorithin are used including a illod- 

ified versi 11 [1381. The Ger- ion for interactive three-dimensional light shaping 

chberg Saxton algorithin is an iterative Fourier- transform algorJhill where 

the patTern in the plane of the focussed inicroscope objective is the Fourier- 

fransforin of the pattern imprinted to the laser beam at the SUM. 

By applying the Gerchberg Saxton algorithin to light, it is possible to 

calculate a phase distribution (Dp(. v, y), at plane P, that turns the intensity 

(list ribution lp(v, y) into a desired intensity distribution IQ(,, i,, y) at plane Q. 

Figure 6.7 shows a flow diagram of the Gerchberg Saxton algorithill for light 

distributions III fNvo dimensions. 
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In the ca-sc of holographic optical rw(, (, z(, rs, the laser initially has an inten- 

sity distribution of Ip and a flat phase rchinon,, hip ar the diffraction (SLNI) 

plane. The phase and 'ritensity of Ole beam at the unage (sample) plane 

f(2 can be found by taking the Fourier transform of the complex amplitude 

(phasc and intensity) of the beam at the diffraction plane, ýts Illusintred in 

Figure 6.7. 

set intensity distribution to lp P 

(keep phase distribution H) 

,,. set intensity distribution to IQ 

--", Q P, I (keep phase distribution) 

Fig, urc 6.7: Flow chart. for the CS algorilhin for intensity shaping in one 
plane. The arrows marked P-Q and Q -+ P indicate the inarlicinafical 
operations that transforin the amplitude profile in plane P to that in plane 
Q and vice versa. These are the Fourier and invcrsc Fourier transforms. 
The phase distribution marke(l H converges to the phase hologram. See 
Section 6.4 for morc dclails. 

However, the intensity distribution IQ in thc image plane is often not 

the desired one, so it is "replaced" with the desired one whilst keeping the 

phase relationship. Now, if the inverse Fourier transform is taken, the new 

complex amplitude at Hic diffrachon plane can be calculated. Once again, the 

intensity distribution a(, the diffraction plane may not be correct and so must 

be replaced with Ip (silic. e. Optimization is for phase only, all intensities in the 

holograin plane must be set to the intensity of the incident laser beam, which 

is usually a Gaussian or uniform disiribution) whilsf maintaining the p1wse 

distribution. This process is repeated until the process converges. usually 

Ný, jtjjiii ýi few iterations. The resulting phase distribution af the diffraction 
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plane imparted to tli(, laser beam usually produces a good approximation of 

the desired intensity output IQ in the image plane. 

set intensity distribution to lp 
(keep phase distribution H) 

,J set intensity distribution to IQ, 
Ql 'P- I (keep phase distribution) 

Ql . 

+ 
, set intensity distribution to IQ2 

P Q2 
(keep phase distribution) 

Q2 ----+ P 

Figure 6.8: Flow chart for the CS algorithin for intensit 
,y shaping in multiple 

planes. The arrows marked P Q1, P --ý Q2, Q1 --ý P and Q2 ---> P 
indicale the mathematical operations that transform the amplitude profile in 
plane P to that in plane Q and vice versa respectively. The phase distribution 

marke(l H converges to the phase hologram. S(, (, Section 6.4. 

Section 6.6.3 deals with the manipulation of particles in 3 dimensions 

within optical tweezers. The 2D Gerchberg Saxton algorithin mentioned 

above can easily be extended to the generation of bright spots (optical traps) 

in more than one plane, see Figure 6.8. To extend the Gerchberg Saxton 

to 3D, the light has, to be propagated not just into the far field and back 

ýigain, but. into any arbitrary plane 11391. The complex amplitudes in planes 

Q, and Q2 are iissessed by taking the Fourier transform of rhe phase and 

intensitý, distribution of the diffraction plane. For each iniage plane, the in- 

fensify distributions ýirc replaced with the desired values whilst maintainnig 

the phýise relationships. These complex amplitudes ýire then summed be- 

fore beitin propiigahon backwards and the mtensity distribution back at the 

diffracnon I)Lmc repLiced with Hie correcr, value, again keeping the phase 

rela(ionship. 
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The Gerchberg Saxton algorithm is also referred to as all error reducrion 

algorithin as the error between the desired and actual intensities must de- 

crewse or remain constant aftcr iwi-ation 11301. It is also not r(, strl(, t(, (l 
to creating syninietric patterns. 

To use the modified Gerchberg Saxton algorithin infcractively. Dr Jo- 

liannes Courtial developed a coniputer program that ran coiAlimously through 

the loop shown in Figure 6.8, allowing the intensity distributions at arbitrarY 

positions in thive dimensions to be controlled. Each individual max- 

iinum corresponds to an optical trap, the position of which (, an be moved in- 

dependently in real time. Using a 2.9 GHz dual processor computer, typical 

holographic patterns represented by a 256 x 256 array (, an be calculated in 

about, 0.5s, which is fast enough for interactive use. 

6.5 Direct binary search algorithm 

The direc[ binary search (DBS) algorithm [128,1291 is anodier niethod used 

for hologram design. In rhis case, the hologram's performance oil producing 

focussed beams at arbitrary positions in multiple planes defines a fi,, ure of 

inerit. Randoin changes at randoin positions are made to the holograin design 

and if the change results in an improvernelit to the figure of merit, the Change 

is kept, otherwise it is discarded. 

In this particular DBS algorithm, the holograin is divided into "N" pixels. 

Ideally, the aim is (() produce a "phase mask" where onh, rhe phase of each 

pixel in the iirray is manipulated. To begin with, each pixel is assigned a 

random phwsc. The tm-vt intensities, ITk (k = 1,2,..., A/ where AI is the 

number of hir(gel positions), are calculated using the initial inwnsiv. v of (lic 

illplit, bcýllll aild the pliases assoclated with cach pi-xcl. An error function ; ý,, 
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Figure 6.9: Flow chýirt for the direct binary search optimization. The illag- 
nitude of the pixel transmittances is fixed at unity and only the pixel phases 
are manipulated. See Section 6.5 for full details. 
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as a figure of merit, is then calculated from the desired target intensities, ITk, 

and the generated intensities, Ik, for example, in the form 1129] 

m 
E(ITk 

- Ik-)' 

i-I 
where M is the number of target positions. 

A more complex version of this error function exists where different target 

points can be weighted in order to emphasize specific regions, see 1129]. 

A pixel is selected at random and its phase is adjusted to test all the 

discrete values possible. The error function is evaluated and if there is an 

improvement in the error the change is kept, otherwise it is discarded. This 

process is repeated until 6 becomes smaller than a predetermined value or 

does not change for a predefined number of iterations. Repeated iterations 

of this process gradually lead to an optimized hologram design. 

A major problem of producing 3D structures in the optical tweezers arises 

when two traps have the same lateral displacement but are displaced axially. 

In these cases it is probable that the trapped beads will fall into one trap, 

which could be a limiting factor on the structures that could be formed. 

One solution is to ensure that there is a region of zero intensity between 

two adjacent traps in the same lateral plane. This can be performed using 

annular beams for simple algorithms, which produce an unchanged trap close 

to the beam focus, but have an on-axis intensity that falls to zero away from 

the trapping plane. In the case of the random binary search algorithm, the 

zero intensity requirements can be incorporated into the figure of merit. 

This method of hologram production is slow and therefore cannot be 

used interactively in the same manner as the Gerchberg Saxton algorithms. 

However, its use is not restricted to symmetric patterns with the user being 
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able to define intensirY peaks and intensl(Nr mills. It is worth emphasising Lhar 

this gives enhanced trap performance as it is possible to produce intensitY 

mininia between two optical traps vertically displaced from one another which 

helps prevent stacking of objects in the vertical direction. 

The randoin binary search algorithiiis were writ len Dr John Lacz1k, 

from the University of Oxford. 

6.6 3D manipulation of microparticles 

Prior to this work, the holographic optical tweezers were characterised [13'171, 

and the maxiinum lateral displacement of the Ist order was shown to be 

of the order of 40 microns. This was limited by the spatial resolution of 

the spatial light modulator. Additionally, the axial displacement, which was 

limited Iýy using the objective lens away fiom its design conjugaws, was of 

the order 60 /tin. Increasing the laser power into each trap would increase 

(lie relati-ve strength of Hie optical trap, but the magnitude of Q depends oil 

factors such as the degree of focussing and any abberations. The SLM call be 

used to compensate for spherical abberations in the objective lens, producing 

optimum trap strengths for specific trapping distances into the sample and 

may allow larger structures to be created. 

Micro-crystal structures were crea(ed within the optimuin trapping vol- 

ume. using holographic optical tweezers to position and hold obj(, Cts in three 

dimensions. The spatial light modulator (SLM) was used to producc mul- 

tiple optical traps, corresponding to the positions of latncc sites in cr. vsral 

structures. These structures, NvIncli vary from simple cubic to diamond, were 

then manipulated or sciiled about arbitrar. v axes. 
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The background experimeiaal work for this section of work wws carried 

out with. Jonathan Leach and Gavin Sinclair both from the Univcrsity of Glas- 

gow although (lj(, results presented here, with the exception of Figure 6.14, 

are unique to this thesis. Dr Johannes Courtial from the UniversitY of Glas- 

gow wrote the Gerchberg Saxton algorithins, and Dr John Licz1k ftonl the 

University of Oxford wrote the Direct Binary Scardi algorithms used in these 

experiments. 

6.6.1 Experimental setup and materials 

The apparatus illustrated in Figure 6.10 was adapled for the real time iiiýi- 

nipulation of 3D structures. The trapping laser was a frequencY doubled, 

commercial Nd: YVO, laser (100 mW, 532 nin). The laser was (, oul)l(, (l Into 

the microscope with a dichroic mirror positioned between the object and 

hibc lens, giving approximately 30 mW of power into the trapping plaile. 

The sample cell was mounted on a piezoelectric (PZT) slage, which allowed 

100 microns of travel in 3-dimensions and could bc controlled ciilicr manually 

or from a voltage source. The output beam froin the laser was collimated 

to 10 inin diameter and projected at iwar normal incidence on an optically- 

addressed spatial light modulator, operated in reftecrion mode. The SLNI 

used was a PAL-SLM X7665 purchased fiom Hainainatsu. It is ail optically 

addressed, nematic liquid crystal with VGA (640 x 480 pixels) resolution, 

40% diffraction efficienc. y and a near video update rate of 25 frailles per sec- 

ond. An afocal telescope iinýigcs the plane of the SLNI to the plane of the 

inain beam stecrin-, mirror of the tweezers, which is ifself re-iinaged, via a 

dichroic mirror, to the rcýtr aperture of the objective lens with a inagnificýihon 

of 0.22 so Oiiif the ýipcr(ure of the SL-NI slightlY overfills the back apo., rnire 
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of the objective lens. The beam steering mirrors allowed the trap positi J,, 1 1- 1n1 Mils 
to be moved into the cIý11 entre of the v'stial field. The focus of 

the afocal t. clescopc allowed any unwanted diffraction orders froin Ille SLM 

to be removed using a spatial filter. The basic apparatus settip is shoNvii in 

Figure 6.10. 

Spatial Light 
Modulator 

Illumination and 
condenser lens 

/C>vM 11N3 

Inverted 
sample cell 

532nm Nd: YV04 
laser 

Spatial /6ý, 1.3NA, x1OO 
Filter microscope 

objective 

Beam steering 
mirror 

Filter 

Camera 

Dichroic 
Beam 
Splitter 

Figure 6.10: This figure shows Ilic basic experimental apparattis sctup for 
the holographic optical tweezers as described in Section 6.6.1. 

Figure 6.4 shows lt()Nv different, planes from the SLM are focussed to dif- 

fercilf, poilit'-s III the Sample cell. For Ilic more (-Oiiil)l('x struchir(ýs, s"Ch ýý the 

(lialljoild structure, the 100 mW laser was replaced by a 1.5W laser ("Excel". 

Photonics Solutions, Germany). Tlii, ý higher power laser enabled more power 

[() be direc(ed into cach trap. 

2 pin dialnef, er sillca spheres were purchilsed ftoin "BangS Laboratories". 
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6.6.2 Methods 
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3D inicro-crystal structures were created using holographic optical rweezcrs. 

By applying the appropriate method of hologram creation, iý was possible 

to form multiple beani foci to construct several unit cell structtires. Differ- 

ent, approaches towards generation of the holograms were adopted ranging In 
from a simple superposition of grating and lens components through to the 

widely implemented Gerchberg Saxton algorithm. The slinple approach ell- 

ables thc calculation of symmetric crystal struc(ures fliat can adjust the lat- 

twe constant and structure orleiaation in real time, whereas non-s milietric y 

and more complex structures may require more sopliisticýacd algorithms of 

a pre-calculated nature. For example, the DBS holograms used in Chap- 

ter 6.6.3 were divided into 256 x 256 pixels, each with 16 different phwse 

levels. In the case of the dianiond, Figure 6.14, the desired tar-cr, intensities 

were set to 4.75% of the total intensity in a slnglc spot produced bY a clear 

lens pupil. IS target positions were used, and 250,000 iterations were re- 

quired to calculate the pattern using a standard single CPU 2.9 GHz PC in 

approximately 20s. Thus, these cr. vsfal structures could be scaled or rotafed 

about arbitrary axes, as shown here, or could be made permanent by gelling 

them into position as demonstrated in Chapter 7. 

6.6.3 Results and discussion 

The simplest 3D structure created was a body centered cubic. (. r. N,, Stal, see 

Figure 6.11. H(, i-(,, 2 Inn silica spheres forin the lattice points of the cube 

which has it imit, length of 10 Itm. The top 4 bea, ds of the cube. were inanipti- 

lated independentlY of b(Ah the central bcad and ilie botroin four beads. BY 

changing the holo-rain il Nvas possible to move the upper four beads fiom 4 
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Figure G. 11: A body centred cubic structure composed of 2 /im silica spheres, 
where the top four beads are moved ilidelwndently of the rest of the structure. 
Hcrc the top laý; cr is moved from being left of centre, to directly above the 
bottoin hýyer to being right of centre. The cilbe has a side length of 10 pin. 
Thc holograilis were superpositions of grating <Iii(I lens components. Sec 
Section 6.6.3. 

pin left, ()f cenfre, to above the botloin four beads to forin Hic cubic structurc, 

and finally right, of centre hy 4 pin in real hine. 

Figure 6.12 shows the. real time. manipulation of entire cubic structures n 

using grafing, and Fresnel lens combinations. Figure 6.12 is a siinplc cubic 

structure, made with 2 pin silica sphel dia, grows frol ill i (I t 11 aIt ell length 

of 3 pin to 8 pin. This fechnique caii also be used to provide real time 

ýIdj list illellf, of Hie structure so that, it can be oriented into any particular 

direction or conhiniously rotated about, an arbitrary axis. 

For the following, more complex structures, a more sophisticated liolo- 

, grain design was implemented. The randoin binary search approach, as dis- 

cussed in Chapter 6.2.2, was emph). yed to creim, a tetrahedral structure that 

was rotated head over heels, ftmn a series of pre-deterinined hol()grains. as 

denionstraled in Figure 6.13. Here four 2 pin splicres separated by 5 pin in 

cach direction defined the structure. Figure 6.14 illustrates IS trapped silica 
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Figure 6.12: Demonstration of a 3D simple cube being expanded and con- 
tracted in real finic. The holograms were superpositions of grating and lens tý) t') n 
components. The cubc starts with a3 ILIII side and grows to a8 pin side, 
before deflating down to a cube with 3 pin tin't. leil-th. Refer to Sectioll 
6.6.3 for further 111forillatiOll. 
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Figurc G. 13: A 3D tetraltedron inade from four 2 pin spheres separated 1) 
,v 5 pin in cach directions and rotated about the v axis. The holograms were 

produced by a biliary search algorithm. See Section 6.6.3. 

Figure 6.14: A dianiond unif cell created by a bi i al-orahin. Nvrit- t-) - inary scard 
fen by Dr Z. L. Laczik ft-om Oxford Uill I, 11 consisting of IS silica spheres 
in 5 planes with ii milt length of 12 /tin. Each laver in the structure is 

3 pill as described lit Section 6.6.3. separated by 
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spheres t-Io give the diamond lattice with a unit cell lengrrh of 15 Itill. This 

iniage was riot manipulated in real tirne, although the image sequence shows 

the complete structure being lifted so that each of the five planes conies into 

focus in seqil(, ii(, (,. The first and last layers havc spheres trapped ill the saille 

lateral positions but are separated axially by 12 jan. 

6.7 Conclusion 

The advent of spatial light modulators, and diffcrent hologram algorithms, 

gives users the option to split a light beam into several light. beams and 

manipulate thein independent. 1y of each other in real time. This will not, 

only cnable current optical tweezers applications to be optinused, but, will 

also offer exciting prospects for new technologies such as lab-on-a-chip, where 

inicro-manipulation of multiple objects is a key issue. 

By their very nature, holographic optical tweezers can be computer con- 

trolled iii order to adjust the syminctry, periodicity and depth of any desired 

pattern. Ftutlierniore, tliese patterns caii be extended to be quasiperiodi(- or 

aperiodic, allowing for a range of "crystals" to be designed. 

The work presented in this Chapter has resulted in the following Journal 

publications: 

* G. Sinclair, P. Jordan, J. Leach, A J. Padgett and J. Cooper, "Defin, lig 

the trapping limits of holographical optical tweezers", J. Nlod. Opt. 51, 

409-414 (2004). 

0 Jonathan Leach, Gavin Sinclair, Pamela Jordan, Johaniles Courtial, 

Nfiles J. Ridgelf, Joit Cooper and Zsolt J. Laczik, "3D manipulation 

of particles into cr. vsfal structures using holographic optical tweezers", 

Opi. Express 12,220-226 (2004). 
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Gavin Sinclair, Jonathan Leach, Pamela Jordan, Graham Gibson, Eric 

Yao, Zsolt John Laczik, Miles J. Padgett and Johannes Courtial, "In- 

teractive application in holographic optical tweezers of a multi-plane 
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm for three-dimensional light shapingý', Opt. 

Express 12,1665-1670 (2004). 

Gavin Sinclair, Pamela Jordan, Johannes Courtial, Miles Padgett, Jon 

Cooper and Zsolt John Laczik, "Assembly of 3-dimensional structures 

using programmable holographic optical tweezers", Opt. Express, 12, 

227 5475-5480 (2004). 



Chapter 7 

Permanent 3D micro- structures 
created using holographic optical 
tweezers 

It is possible to crcal, c permanent 3D structures by manipulating 1111croll- 

sized particles, or cells, contained within a solution comprising monomer 

precursors using an optical tweezers, and setting them In a matrix by the 

initiation of the polyinerisation process. These structures remain intact for 

many days after the laser beam has been remove(l, making it easy ro fransfer 

the sample to another location and image it ex-situ using confocal or multi- 

photon imaging. 

7.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 6, holograms in the form of SLi-\I,,,, are now available 

that cim be updated at video fraine rmes allowing the trap positions to be 

modified in real-time. The flexibility of holographic optical tweezers enables 

anY struclural arrangement to be produced. 

Previousk-, the structural iii(ep-riry of an array of manipulated objecrs 

relied oil the continued presence of the laser bealits. Such an arrangement 

149 
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may therefore be inconvenient for a vancrY of rewsons, including local licating 

of the environment which inay niodifý,, or perturb biological structures (such 

ws (-(, Il or molecular arrangements) and the need to remove the sample. and 

either image or modify it ex-situ (away fi-om the trap). 

This Chapter investigates the permanent 2D and 3D setting of inicrosmic- 

(tires wi(hin a gelahn rnatrix. Objects trapped and ; c( include silica splicres, 

fluorescent spheres and E. colli. Once set. within the polymcr inatrix, thc 

fluorescent spheres were imaged, ex-situ, under a confocal microscope. The 

saine was done for E. coll/I tagged with a fluorescent marker. Finally, the 

bacterially viability of the E. (-, olll* wiflin the gelatin matrix was studied. 

Prior to this work, a scanning optical tweezers has been used to trap mill- 

tiple objects in a 2D gCometry within a monomer-containing solvent. Sub- 

sequent photopolymerisation locked the objects in place. 11401. Furthermore, 

optical (, w(, (, z(, rs using ýi inefliod to creýife large two-dimensional patteriLs 

with ýi view to locally directing three-dirriensional epitýixial growth has been 

demonstrated 11411. 

7.2 Experimental setup and materials 
7.2.1 Optical tweezers setup 

The experimental setup used here was the saine as the configuration de- 

scribed in Chapror 6.6.1, and was based around an inverted microscope with 

a xIO0 oil immersion obJective lens with a trapping laser and a spatial light 

modulator. Details for the appaniýus used for each experiment is given in 

Sections T. 3.1 7.3.5. 
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7.2.2 Confocal and multi-photon imaging 

Colifocal imaging relics on a point, illumination being iinaged oilto flic 

sample. The reflected, or scattered, lip'lif is re-imaged onto an adjustable nn 

pinhole as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Typically, (his is achieved througli flic 

use of a focused 4tscr beam. Only light fi-oill the sample plalic is linaged 

whilst, light, froin other planes is not. By using, this inethod much of Ow 

ollf-of-foclis light is chillillated. 

Detector 
(PMT) 

hole 

Le 

3eam 
I )plitter 

Sample 

Light from out of focus planes 
Light from the focal plane 

Figure 7.1: Illustration of how a pinhole confocal microscope Nvorks. Only 

11,11( froill (11(' ""allI)le I)Iilll(' is lillaged, 11111ch of flic olit-of-foclis light efi t-I n1 
jjjýjtod. See Section 7.2.2 for details. 
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Photon multiplier tubes (PMTs) or charge coupled detectors(CCDs) can 

be used to measure the intensity of an emitted signal by counting the incom- 

ing photons and amplifying the signal if the sample is fluorescent or contains 

a fluorescent dye. Filters can also be inserted into the beam, prior to the 

light entering the detector, to filter out the excitation light and let through 

only the emitted fluorescent light. As a result, no Rayleigh scattered light is 

incident on the PMTs. The particular setup used here comprises three wave- 

lengths (647,488 or 568 nm) of a Krypton/Argon laser, with each wavelength 

reflected onto a different PMT using dichroic mirrors. Each scan lets through 

only one wavelength at a time and this light is guided to the corresponding 

PMT tube, equipped with the correct blocking/transmittion filter. 

The actual wavelengths detected by each PMT will depend on the set of 

filters used, see Figure 7.2. A triple cube filter block was used here which 

means that PMT1 would have been sensitive to the wavelengths between 

350 - 520 nm, PMT2 sensitive between 520 - 600 nm and PMT3 sensitive to 

wavelengths between 600 - 700 nm. The cut offs for each PMT will not be 

well defined so, for example, it is possible to pick up some green light in the 

blue PMT etc. This phenomenon is also known as "crosstalk" or "bleedingý'. 

Scanning optics, as illustrated in Figure 7.2, directs the laser beam over 

the whole area that requires imaging, and at each position a computer records 

the the intensity of emitted light. 

The confocal imaging setup (Strathclyde University, Glasgow) was based 

around an MRC-1024ES which houses the PMTs and scanning optics. The 

microscope used was a Nikon eclipse E60OFN microscope with a Nikon CF160, 

Plan Fluor x100,1.3NA series oil immersion lens. See Figure 7.3. 

Multi-photon imaging can also be performed using the same equipment 

but using a different laser. Multi-photon imaging uses a laser that, in general, 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic diagrain of the confocal microscope with scanning op- 
tics used for confocal and mulfi-photon Imaging as described in Section 7.2.2. 

eillifs at a Ionger wavelength than those used for colifocal linaging and is 

pulsed in the MHz region. This type of imaging relies oil there being two- 

photon excitation at the focal point of the laser. As the probability of two- 

photon excitation scales with (Ite second power of intensity, it follows rhar 

dic inost probable location for excitation, alid hence imaging, occurs ar, the 

focal point, of the incident laser beam. This results ill only a very sinall 

Volume being excited ýlild the pinhole required for confocal imaging is no 

lon"er necessary. 

llý- n iii. - a fenito-second pulsed The imilti-photoil imaging was performed usi 

Colicrent, Mira 900 Ti-Sapplilre laser tunable between 700 900 nin. The 

SN"Steill WýI, ý', plilliped by a Coherent Verdi, Valiadate crystal and the wavc- 

lollo-fll tililill" Was achieved hy ad'usting a birefi-ingent prism in the optical 
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Figure 7.3: Confocal and inulti-photon imagging setup. Figure (a) shows the. 
t-) n 

housing of the Coherent Mira 900 laser and the Kr. N, -pton/"Ar,, -on laser, (b) 

shows NIB. C-I()24ES that houses the PNIT's and scaniling optics and (c) is 
flic Nikon microscope. Refer to Section 7.2.2. 
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path. The multi-photon imaging was performed usint-, a 780 nin wavelength. 

The acquisition software was LaserSharp 2000, Version . 5.2 build 823 and 

Ole images were analysed using PicViewer v2.4 with samples being viewed 

through a x1OO oil immersion objective lens. For a dcýailed discussion oil 

confocal microscopy see reference [142]. 

All the confocal imaging was perforined in collaboration wirli Dr John 

Girkin and Dr Amanda Wright, at the Photonics Department at the Univer- 

si(, y of Strathclyde, Glasgow. The only exception to this was the bacterial 

viability experiment, where f he samples were imaged at Gi3teborg t7 ni\, ersi t. v, 

Sweden in collaboration with Prof Dag Hanstorp and Dr Mattias Goks6r. 

7.2.3 Materials 

A number of different particles have been set in this experiment. 2 ILIII 

diameter silica beads (Bangs Laboratories, UK) were set in gelatin, as were 

1.8 /an diameter polyst, yrene ff uorescent beads (Sigma, UK, product number 

L-0905) which absorb at 470 m-n and are fitiorescent ar 505 nin. 

HBIOI E. coh (PRoinega, Product No L1011) and HBIOI E. coh tagged 

with a fluorescent marker were also used. In order to make (he E. coli fluores- 

cent, it had to be tagged, or labelled, with a primary and secon(LIrY marker. 

A primary antibody was bought froin Virostat, (E. coh. ', all antigens rab- 

bit, unconjugated, product number 1001) to which a secondary fluorescent 

a, n(ibody could be attached. The secondary antibody used was a labelled 

goal anti-rabbit I-G antibody, with fluorescent dye conjugate Alexa Fluor n t) - 

532, (NI(Accular Probes, UK, prodiicr number A-11009). This particular (I. NV 

absorbs af 531 nin and einits at, 554 nin. Nutrient broth, LB (Luria berialli) 

broth, TBS (Tris bilffered saline, inade fi-oin 20 iii-'\l Tris pH 7.4 and iii'-\l 
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NaCI) and PBS (Phosphate buffered saline, made fioin 20 in. Nl sodium phos- 

phate pH 7.4 and 150 niM NaCI) buffers were also used in the preparation 

of the samples (Sigina, UK). 

The E. colisamples were prepared by Dr Paul Blackburn froill (lic Chem- 

istry Department, University of Glasgow. 

For the bacterial viability experiment, a different strain of E. coh was 

used. MC4100 E. coh stock (lit house, Chalmers University, Gothenburg, 

Sweden) was added to LB nutrient. broth (Merck, Gerniaqy) for preparation 

of the E. coh samples. The MC4100 strain was chosen as it lacks Hie flagella 

that enables most E. coli. to move around, and so is ideal for long time 

idium iodide (Molecular Probes, UK) was used to stain the E. studies. Propi 11 

colli. Propidium iodide is a nucleic acid stain. Its absorption inaximum is 

535 nin and its fluorescent rnaxiinum is 617 imi. 

The gelatin used for all experiments was "Pig skin" gelarin and was a gift 

froin Unilever, Netherlands. The mil. v exccption to this was Hic I)acterial 

viability experiment, Section 7.4.5, where the gelatin used for setting the 

bacteria was "Favrit Gelation", bought in Sweden. 

7.3 Methods 

7.3.1 Permanent setting of silica microparticles 

Holograms consisting of simple superpositions of different gratings and lenses 

w(, i, (, imaged onto a PAL-SLM X7665 (Hammainatsu Photonics) to creaw 

the d(, Slr(, (l pattcrn for the sillca spheres to be trapped in. The SLM is 

m, opticýdl. v addressed, neina(ic liquid crysial with VGA (640 x 480 pixels) 

resolution. 10(ý(, diffraction (, ffi(, i(, ii(-. v aiid a near video updatc rarc of 25 

frmlics per second. In the two examples illustrated in Section 7.4.1. the 
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zero order was left in and used as part of tli(, final structure. The tweezers 

system, as described in Section 7.2.1 using a 100 niW, 532 iiin Xd: YVO-j 

laser 
, was used to trap 2 /Lni diameter silica spheres suspended ill a 3',, /(ý ", r 

liquid gelatin soliition into the desired paitern. Again, a simple algorithin 

combining diffraction gratings and Fresnel lenses was used to forin r lie desired 

trapping pafterns. Once trapped, the splwivs were left isolated for 4 hours 

with the laser switched oil, giving 30 mW of power ill the trapping plane 

distributed between all the traps, until the gelatin set, TlI(, exact gelation 

time was dependent on the concentration and the temperature of the solution. 

7.3.2 Permanent setting of fluorescent microparticles 

This experimental sel, up con: iprised a variable power, maximum ouput 1.5W, 

532 nin Nd: YAG laser ("Excel", Photonics Solutions) and an LCR-2500 SL-Nl 

(Holoeye Photonics). The Holoeye SLM is an electroiiicall. y addressed ne- 

inatic liquid crystal with 1024 x 768 pixel resolution and a 11-laxiinuin refresh 

rate of 75 fi-aines per second. The diffraction efficiency in the firs( order is 

also in excess of 40%. 5 Id of 1.8 pin dianicter polyst. vreiie fluorescent beads 

(Sigina, product number L-0905) which absorb at 470 nin and are fluores- 

cent ýi f 505 nin, were suspended in a gelatin solution consisting of 0.4g gelat in 

mixed with 12 nil of water. The optical tweezers were then used to trap the 

spheres in the desired 2D or 3D pattern. Again, a siniple algorithin coill- 

bining diffraction grafings and Fresnel lenses was used to form rhe desired 

trapping patterns with the zero order forming part of the structure. Once 

trapped, the spheres wcrc left, isolated for a f(, N,, - hours with the laser switched 

on until the gelatinset. Typically, T. -)-100 mW of po,, ý-cr in the trapping plane 

NN, ýjs used to trap the configuralions. Once the inicro-structure had set, rhe 
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la-ser was switched off and the structure was protected froin eviiporation bY 

adhering a cover slip onto the top of the sample cell in order to seal it. 
Once Ilic sample was set and sealed, it was miaged ex-sitil using confocid 

1111 ( roscopy. 

7.3.3 Permanent setting of unlabelled E. coli 

The experimciital setup comprised a 1064 imi variable power, illaxiinuill 

power 3W, laser (Quantuin Venus) and an X8267 SLNI (Haminainatsu Pho- 

tonics). Ali infrared laser was employed as it does not cause as inuch dainage 

to biological objects as a green (532 11111) laser docs. This is because biological 

objects are not as absorptive to IR. wavelengths. 

HB101 E. colli growth steps were performed at 37'C, 200 rpin. One colony 

of E. coli strain HB101 was selected from an LB plale and grown overnight 

in 5 ml LB. 200 ml of this overnight culture was then used to inoculate 20 

nil LB and this culture was grown to exponential (log) pliasel. 

I nil samples of E. colli (HB101), that was cultured overnight, were placed 

into cuvette's and spun down at, 200 rpm to form pellets. Each pellet was 

then re-sus-pended in I ml of TPS buffer, and a subsequent l, ' 10 dilution 

Illade. 

0.3g gelatin was added to 15 nil water before mixing 10 id of the 1/10 

diluted E. coli with 400 id of the gelatin mixtiae. 200 ILI of the resulting 

mixture was placed into (lie sample cell of the optical tweezers. 
1 Log phase is when the bacteria are multiplying optimally, and there will be very few 

(lez)(1 cell"'. It is invasiti-ed using ()I)Iical deiLsity at 600 nin (OD600). Stationary phase 

occm. ', whell I lie culture either runs out of nutrients or struggles in its toxic (, x(-i-(, t ion's and 
deat h phase is when II ic bact cria axe dead. The timescales vary according Io the culture 

conditions but, lypically it t Acs axound 4 hours to get, to log phase (with above dilutions 

from a fresh 1)1ý11 (), log phzisc lasts pci, haps 2 hours as doe-ý 4atdonar 
'v 

and death phase. 
11, log phase F. (. 011 can double every E, 5-20 minutes (growth is exponential I hccoin(-ý 2) 

I hell become 4t hen I licy become 8 etc... ) 
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A inodified Gerchberg- Saxton algorithin was used in order to creatc a 

hologrýtm to produce a body centered rectangular strucrure in thc far field. 

The bacteria were trapped at the (-(, iirr(, and corliers of the cubold using 

130 mW at the trapping plane. The sample took 3 hours to gel due to higher 

than aventge (, emperatures in the lab. 

7.3.4 Permanent setting of labelled E. coli 

HBIOI E. coh was cultured overnight using the method describcd ill S(, ('- 

tion 7.3.3.4 x 100 jA samples were taken from the culture and placed into 

aliquots and centrifuged (200 rpin) for 5 minutes to forin concentrated E. 

colli pellets. Onc of these pellets was taken and excess liquid removed. The 

pellet was then suspended iii I ml of PBS buffer (PBS buffer Consists of 20 

ml sodium phosphate and 150 ml sodium chloride). A subsequent Iý 10 di- 

lution was made. This was then centrifuged again, and resuspended ill 1 1111 

of PBS buffer. 10 14 of the primary antibody was added and the sample left 

for 10 minutes, to allow the anti-bodY to react with flic E. coh, and then 

centrifuged. Again, excess liquid was removed and the resulting pellet resus- 

pended ill I ml of PBS. 10 1A of the secoil(kiry antibody was then added and 

left for 10 minutes beforc being centrifuged. The final p(, 11(, [ was suspended 

in 10 jil of PBS ready for use in the optical tweezers. 

3 ILI of this resulting tagged E. coli solution was added ro 400 ILI of 0.3g 

gelatin and 15 nil water solution This sample was placed in the optical 

tw(, (, Z(, I",. 

A modified Gerch1wi-p-Saxt(m algorithin was used in order to create rli(, 

liologram of the de, ýired structure and this was optically a(ldressed to the 

SLNI, Nx-hich in this case was the "No. 5" shape found on a dl('('- 
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The laser used was a 1064 nin variable power, maximuni output MV 

(Quaiihim Venus) in conjunction with an X8267 SUM (Haininamatsu Pho- 

tonics). The optical tweezers ri-aps were loaded with E. colll' using a 198 iIAV 

a[ the trapping plane. Once all the traps were filled, the power was reduced 

to 175 inW and left for 10 inimites before further rcducing the power down 

to 105 inW. The I<Lqer beani was left on for I hour ar this power until the 

gelatin set. 
Once the gelatin had set, the sample was scaled with a cover slip and 

then imaged using a confocal inicroscope. 

7.3.5 Bacterial viability in gelatin solution 

50 pl of MC4100 E. cob. stock (in house, Chalmers Uiilv(, i-,; I(\,,, Gothenburg, 

Sweden) was added to 30 ml of LB initrient. broth (Merck, Gerillaily) and 

incubated in a glass beaker at 37'C for 12 hours. I iill of this cultured E. 

colli sample was added to 30 nil of fresh LB mitrient broth for experimental 

Ilse. 

0.6g of gelatin (Gelatin -Favrit Gelation", Sweden) was added to 10 ml 

B. 0 water at 8O'C and kept warm until the gelatin dissolved. 75 ILI of the 

0.6g gelatin solution was mixed with 75 ILI of the E. colt and nutrient broth 

solution in ýi 1.5 ml aliquot, resulting in a 3% wt/v mixture. I nil of the 

resulting -chain and E. col'i mixture was added to 1.5 ILI propidium iodide 

(Molecular Probes) and incubated in darkness for 10 inins. Sample cells 

consisted of 120 pin deep spacers (. Nl()I(, (, ular Probes) on glass microscope 

slides. 8.5 ILI ofgchihii. E. colli, nutrient broth and propidium iodide mixture 

Nviis placed onto the ghiss slide in rhe simcer and a cover slip sealed the 

chililiber. 
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For studying the bacterial viability of the E. coli in gelatin, rwo samples 

of 1.5% wt! v, 3% w(/v and 5% wt/v were prepared using E. coli from the 

stationary growth phase 161. To investigate the effect of using E. col"' lil its 

exponential growth phase, two further samples using TA wt/v gelarm and E. 

colli inixture were prepared. 

Tlie staiiied E. colz samples were iniaged using a confocal iiiic-rosc. ope. 

The 488 nin line of an Ar-t Ia. -, er was used to excite rhe propidium iodide 

(lye, used to stain the E. cobl. It was possible to use the microscope with or 

without fluorescence. 

7.4 Results and discussion 

7.4.1 Permanent 3D structures 

Images of the 2 pin silica spheres were taken once the gelatin had set and the 

trapping beam had been switched off. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 are examples of a 

scries of iniages taken at different depths in two perinaliently set structures, 

illustrating the 3D nature of the geometrical arrangements. 

Figure 7.4 consists of a set of 5 diagonal steps, cach bead being separated 

fi-om it's neighbour by 2 jan in the :v direction, 1.5 pin in the y direction and 

3.25 /tin in the z direction, A picture of the holograin used to produce flic 

inta, p, c is also shown. 

Figure 7.5 demonstrates the permanent setting of a pyramid structure 

along with the hologram used to creare the structure. The structure itself 

comprises a base, made from four spheres set in a3 pin x3 pm square, 

with the ape--,, of Hie pyramid positioned 4 pin above the centre of the square 

base. Both examples successfullY demonstrate the abilif. v to permancial. v'ser 

pre-defined 3-dimensional sti-m-tures in a gelatin hosr. 
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of (he 3-dimensional nature of the 5 steps, along with 
a picture of the holograill used to create the structure. Pictures I to 5 are 
images (aken from Hie actual structure. Picture I is focussed on the bottoin 
bead, picture 2 is focused on the second bead froin the bottom, picture 3 is 
focussed on the middle bead, picture 4 is focussed on the second bead floin 
the top and picture 5 is focussed on the top bead. See Section 7.4.1 for more 
information. 
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of Ole 3- (1 In iensional liature of Ihe pyramid and the 
hologram used to create the structre. Pictures I to 5 are images takell from 

n 
the actual structure. Picture I is taken with the calnera focus above the 
pyramid, picture 2 is focussed oil the top bead III the pyramid, picture 3 is 
taken III between the top bead and the base beads of the pyramid, picture 
4 focuses oil the 4 base beads and picture 5 is focussed below the structure. 
Refer to Section 7.4.1 for details. 
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7.4.2 Fluorescent permanent 3D structures 

I'lial"('s of the flilorescelit sphen-s were taken once Hie gelarin had se ii(I I tar le 
trapping beant had been switched off. Fl,,, iir(,, s 7.6 and 7.7 are examples of ýi 

of images of two structures taken in both Ow optical tweezers aild the 

colifocal microscope. 

vrit 

26urr. 

(c) 
- 

0 

Figure 7.6: A 2D arrow shape of 1.8 pin sized spheres that are, if the bottom 
middle sphere is taken to be position (0,0), positioned at. (-13,0), (13,0), 
(7,7) ýmd (0,16) and illustrated in (a), (b) is the the hologram used to create n 
the structure, (c) is Qie image taken in the optical tweezers and (d) is the 

collfocal lillage ('011firillill"', the structure in a confocal microscope using a 
xl()O objective lens. Refer to Section 7.4.2. 

Figure 7.6 shows a2 dlilicnslonal arrowshape of 1.8 pin diameter spheres 

thia has set 13 pin above the cover slip of the sample cell. A schematic 

(liagrain of the structure is shown in Figpire 7.6(a). If the bottoin middle 
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sphere is taken to he 1)ositioli (0,0) and Hic hottoin row lics diredfly along 

the x axis, there are beads positioned at (-13,0), (13,0), (7,7) and (0.16). 

The holograin used to place the beads III these, positions Is also shown, Fig- 

ure 7.6(b). Howevcr, upon polyinerisation the structure became disfigured, 

Figure 7.6(c). There is also a picture of the saine structure taken III rhe 

confocal inicroscope, Figure 7.6(d), and it can be seen that Ow fluoresceilt 

bea(Is are III exactly the same shape and position as pre-deterinined III the 

optical tweezers setup. 

(a) 00 

14ýtm 
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Figure 7.7: 1.8 pin fluorescent spheres produce a 14 /an x 14 11111square with 
a sphere af its centre, (a). Again, the holograin that produces this pattern is 

illustrated, (1)), and the lina. -es obtained from the optical tweezers, (c), and 
confocal microscope, (d) using a AOO objective lens. See Section 7.4.2 for 

(1cfalls. 

Figure 77.7 shows the shape of the number 5 as it, appears on a dice, the 

sclicillatic of Which is Shown III Figure 7.7(a). The 1.8 Itin fluorescent spheres 
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produce a 14 pin x 14 pin square with a sphere at its contre. Again, the 

holog, rain that produces this pattern is illustrated, Figure 7.7(b), and flic 

linages obtained fi-oin the optical tweezers, Figure 7.7(c), and the confocal 

microscope, Figure 7.7(d), confirins that the structure can be imaged under 

a different system and diat, the fluorescent spheres are not, photobleaclied by 

the trapping laser light. 
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4p I rl 

I 

MuRiiic'bn majing 

Figure 7.8: 1.8 pin fluorescent spheres set In three steps. (a) is the schematic 
of the structure and (b) is the hologram used to create it. CoI1111111 (C) 

shows the images taken fi-oin the optical tweezers, (d) the images from the 
fluorescence imaging, and (c) fi-om the imilti-photon imaging using a xIO0 oil 
immersion objective lens. Refer to Section 7.4.2. 

In Figure 7.8 the zero order of the laser beani was removed using a beam 

, ýtop at im interniediate beam Nvaist before the laser entered the back of the 

Objective. Six spheres were trapped I111 pairs in three different 

Fkjore-5caw miaging Optical Tweezers 
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planes, separated by 8 pin lit the 'r direction and 3 pin in the 
., y direction 

and 4 pill in the Z direction. The s(. Ilelllati(. of the structure is illustrated in 

Figure 7.8(a) with the hologram used to create the desired structure shown 

in Figure 7.8(b). Images of the permanently set structurc wcrc taken using 

the optical tweezers, Figure 7.8(c), the confocal microscope, Figure T8(d) 

and using multi-photon Imaging, Figure 7.8(e). 

7.4.3 Permanently set unlabelled E. coh 

r cl 

'IN 1.4 -ý ý 

IN 

Figure 7.9: HB101 E. coti set at, the corners of a body centered lattice witll 
dimension 7 pin x7 pin x4 pill. The cube Is rotated 10 degrees relati , IVe to 
Hic x-axis. Figure (a) is a schematic of the structure, (b) is the hologram used 
k) inake the structure whilst Figures (c) through (h) are images of the scan 
through of the structure at various depths. There are two E. colli trapped 
directl 

'y 
above oile allother ill the -, 

direction at, each corner except for Hie 
bo[ýoni left hand corner where there is only oil(, E. coli trapped oil the upper 
plane of the cilbe. This was done to help visuallse the difference between 

a sing-le frapped E. colli and two E. colli frapped ill the vertical direction 

separated by a few microns. See Section 7.4.3. 

The zcro order was leff In place in order to create a trap at thc centre, 

of the rectangular lattice. The cube was rotated 10 degrees rchaive ro the n1 
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x-axis to belp image the E. col'i that was trapped oil the bortom plane of the 

cubc. Figpire 7.9(a) is a schematic of the structure, 7.9(b) is Hic hologram 

used to make the structure whilst Figures 7.9(c) through 7.9(g) are images 

of the structure at, various depths as it, wasscanned in -- using the PZT stage. 

There are two E. col'i trapped directly above oil(, another in the -- direction at 

each corner except for the bottoni left Land corner where there is only oile E. 

colli trapped oil the upper planc of the cube. This was done to help visuallse 

the diffcrence between a single trapped E. cob. ' and Iwo E. cob. ' trapped in 

the vertical direction separated by a few microns. 

(a) 

6pm 

NOW 

(e) 

jkaw 

(g) 

Figure 7.10: HBIOI E. cob. ' set at the corners of a body centered lattice with 
dimension 6 pin x6 pin x4 pin. Figure (a) is a s(liematic of the structure, 
(b) is the holo-Fain used to make. the structure wlillst, Figures (c) through t7) n t7l) 
(g) are linages of the structure at, various depths. There are two squares 
creating (lic structure that, are separated 1) 

*y4 
pin axially and by I pin in the 

.r 
direction. The zero order ereates the trap at the centre of the cubc. See 

Section 7.4.3. 

Figure 7.10 is another bod. v centered cubic struchire, this time with E. 

.4 
6pm 

coli, (rapi ed at all imic lattice poinis. The E. col'i wws set at, the corners of a 

4pm 
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body centered lattice with dimension 6 prn x6 /trn x4 pin. Figure 7-10(ýI) 

is ýt schematic of the structiire. 7.10(b) is the hologram used to make the 

structure whilst Figures 7.10(c) through 7.10(g) are images of III(, surlicture 

ýtt, various depths. There are two squares creating the sirticrure 01w are 

separated by 4 pm axially and by I pin in the x direction. The z(, i-() order 

created the trap at the centre of the cube. 

7.4.4 Permanently set labelled E. coli 

The fluorescently tagged E. coli was used to produce a6 pin x6 itin square 

with the z(, ro order of the laser beam producing an additional trap at the 

centre of the square. 

Once set, the structure wws sealed and transporred to Stratliclyde Uni- 

versity where the sample was imaged using fluorescence imaging as described 

in Section 7.2.2. Figure 7.11 (ýi) is ýi schernatic diagram of the geometry of the 

structure, 7.11(b) shows the hologram used to civare the structure, 7.11(c) 

shows the structure imaged in Hic optical mcexers and 7.11(d) is a fluores- 

cent iniage recorded in the confocal sehip. It is clear that there are differences 

in the intensities of the fluorescence. The E. coh' trapped and set using the 

zero order is particularly weak, which may also ha-ve been effected by being 

trapped in the zero order of the laser beam and was probably photobleached. 

The x(, i-() order has considerably more power in it than the others used for 

trapping. 

7.4.5 Viability of E. coli in gelatin 

E. coli taken from (he exponential growth phase and mixed with nutrient 

broth and ,,,. (llatiii to produce a 3(, ', (' Nývt ýv sample was linaged ar various times. 
I) 
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Figure 7.11: Tagged E. coli set in the shape of a number 5 on a dice. Figure 
(a) shows the goometry of Ow struchire, (b) shows the holograin used to 
create the struchire, (c) shows the structure Imaged In the optical tweezers 
and (d) is a fluorescent image recorded in the confocal sclup. See Section 7.4.4 
for detalls. 

Propidium lodide stains the bacteria and cause's it to fluorescl c when the cell 

membrane is damaged, inaking it ideal for identifying dainaged or decýýyed 

E. coll' cells wUhin a population. It, has no effect, on E. coli that are intact, 

161. 

Typically, accumulative scans were used M order to detect. any propid- 

illill 1()(11(1(, fillorescelice as the signal is initiýill. v very weak when the, cell 

inembrmics are first, daina, ý-ý in vd. Direct scans on these (elb; rcvcýded no signal 

11)(ficatill"', 110 daillagc' Ilence the ýicciiiniilative scalis showed details ()f where, 

the ba-ccel-NI started to decaý); -- 

With reference to Figure 7.12 it can be seen that there was some decay 
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in one of the clusters of E. coll 11"lls after 41 hours. At 4,5 hours there were sin 

of damage iii the second bacterial clusWr. The E. cob, ' used here wws taken 

in its exponential growth phase. 

(a) 

Figure 7.12: Fluorescence iniages of the decay of an E. cob. clusler ill 3% 
wt/v gelatin and mitrient broth mixture that was 41 hours, old. The E. 

coll'. was used wlicii. it, was iii its exponential growth phase. It can he seen 
that there are bacteria starting to dic over the entire area of Ihe cluster in a 
random fashion. The dainage. is not significant and was only detected using 
an accumulation scan over 20 fraines. See Section 7.4.5 for details. 

Statistics taken on this sample after 45 hours indicated that 30(Y(, of the 

bacteria were dec4v('d, 70(Yo were alive and none w(, 11-(, completely dead at tills 

t, inic (n 50). 

Figure 7.13 shows fluorescence images of the decaý, of an E. (,, ol, /'. cluster in 

Vo wt//v gelatin and nutrient broth mixture which was 52 hours old. Again, 

Hic E. coli used was taken when it wits in its exponential growth phase. It 

can be seen that there are. bacteria starting, to decay over the entire area of 

the cluster in a randoin fashion. The damage wa's not significant as it, was 

on1v usill" MI ý1('Cuniulat, 1011 SCall OVer 20 frames, 

Fluorescence iinages werc, taken comparing the decay of E. colli (taken 

froin dic stationary phase) in 1.5%, Vo and 5Y(, wt,, /v gelatin and nutrient 

bro(h mixture after being set. in the gelatin for 23 hours. This was compared n tlý 

to E. roli, ((aken jus( before the exponential phase ()f growth was reached) set 
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Figure 7.13: FluorescciA Mia-cs of Hie decay of an E. col'i cluster 111 3% 

wt/v gelatin and ini(xient broth mixture that was 52 hours old. The E. 

col'i was lised when it, wws III its exponential growth pliase. It can be scen 
that there are bacteria starting to dic over the entire area of the cluster III a 
randoin fa. -, hion. The damage is not significant and was onlY detected usinp; 
an accumulation scan over 20 frames. Refer to Section 7.4.5. 

in 3% wf,, /v gelatin. The damage was not significant, and was only defected 

using an accumulation scan over 20 fi-aines, refer to Figure 7.14. t-ý t7. 
Witli reference to tlie concelitration of flie gelatin flie samples were sils- 

poilded in, it. was found that, the E. coh. ' (taken fi-oin the stationary phase) 

survived longest when the 5% wt/v solution was used. They started to decaý; 

affer about 6 hours. This was followed by the 3VO wt//'v solution, where the. 

bacteria started to decay after 4-5 hours, and then 1.5% wt, /v solution, where 

the E. col'i formed networks within the gelatin matrix and starfed to (lied 

relatively quickly i. e. after 90 minutes. 

The E. col'i in the 5% wt,, /"v solution also multiplied the least. This was 

probablv (Ille to [I'(' filCt' tllýlt, at this concentration, the gelatin so ven, 

and the E. coli, from inultipl. ving. This may also explain 
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Figure 7.14: Fluorescence images comparing the decay of E. cob. ' (faken 
froill the statiollarv plia-se) in 1.5'lVo, 3% and 5% wt, //v gelatin and nutrient 
broth mixture after 23 hours. This is compared to E. col'i (Gtken JiLsf before 

the expoliciltial phase of growth was reached) set in 3% wt, //; v gelatin. The 

(Iji, illage is not significant, and was only detected iis* inillation scan n I-) - ing an accu 
over 20 frimics. For more detalls see Section 7.4.5. 
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why the bacteria in these samples survived for longer, as the nutrients in the 

gel surrounding the bacteria would sustain a single E. coh for a longer period 

of time than a cluster of E. coh. The bacteria in the 1.5% wt/v sample on the 

other hand, were still in a liquid gelatin solution after 90 minutes. These E. 

coli aggregated together and died relatively quickly. As with other clusters, 

it would be more difficult for the bacteria at the centre of the islands to 

feed than those at the edge. It is possible that diffusion gradients lead to 

the local depletion of nutrients with no regeneration. Compensating for this 

realisation could result in the bacteria living longer. 

In order for the permanent setting of bacteria within a gelatin matrix to 

become a useful tool in a microbiology laboratory, the bacteria has to live 

within the gelatin medium and should be recoverable after setting. Optical 

tweezers have been used previously to determine the bacterial viability of 

trapped E. coli [6]. 

Even after being set in gelatin for 72 hours with nutrient broth, the E. coli 

(taken from the stationary phase) could be recovered and cultured overnight 

on an agar plate incubated at 37'C. All samples tested produced colony 

forming units, whilst the control segment shows no contamination as shown 

in Figure 7.15. 

It was noticed that when the E. coh multiplied within the gelatin before 

it haxdened, that the E. coli formed "clusters" or "bacterial islands". It is 

unclear why this happens although it can be postulated that: Firstly, the 

strain of E. coli used in these experiments, MC4100, lacks the flagella that 

most E. coh use to move axound. This could easily prevent the bacteria from 

moving away from each other after division. Secondly, the gelatin itself may 

be a factor in preventing the cells from separating effectively. 
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Figure 7.15: Even after being ser in gelatin for 72 hours with mitrient broth, 
the E. cobi could be recovered and cultured overnight oil an apar platc I in It-) bated a(, 37C. All five samples tested produced cololl 'y 

forming units, whilst 
the confrol seginent , diows no contamination. See Sectlon7.4.5. 

Although the bacteria in Ons shidy were ilot trapped within an optical 

tweevers, previous work looking at NIC'4100 E. coli, sfaiiied wi(li propidium 

iodide trapped using a 830 lim trapping laser concluded that ileit'ller the 

dy, or trapping laser had any effect, on the doubling time of the bacteria 

161. Regardless of power, the E. coli could double at, rooin temperature 

approximately every 50 inins in the stationary phase provided conditions 

w(IrC (1100d. 

7.5 Conclusions 

7.5.1 Permanent setting of silica microparticles 

-tiir(, s have alread-v been d(, l,, oijstnjt(, (j. Whereas 2D permaiwii( stru( 

beell shown ll('F(' that it is possible to create 3D structures consisting of 2 n 
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pin diameter silicu splicres in a gelatin polymer using holographic optical n tlý 

tweezers. Them, structures cali rernain intact for a number of weeks. 

7.5.2 Fluorescent permanent 3D structures 

Both 2D and 3D structures were created and sct using fluorescenr spheres 

within a gelatin matrix using optical tweezers. These struerm-es were scýded 

and successfully moved to a different. geographic location, and re-imaged us- 

ing confocal and multi-photon microscopy. The 3D permanently set structure 

imaged in using confocal and multi-photon microscopy further demonstraes 

Clic "optical sectioning" ability of these techniques. 

7.5.3 Permanently set unlabelled E. coli 

It, was possible not, only to trap and set dielectric particles in a gelatin niatrix, 

but also to trap and set biological objects. E. coli was trapped and set in 

true 3D cubic structures, with E. coli trapped in positions axially above and 

below each other, which had not been done with the silica or fluorcsceilf 

spheres. 

7.5.4 Permanently set labelled E. coli 

It was possible to add a fluorescent, tag to the E. coli and set the bacteria in a 

2D structure within the optical tweezers. It was possible to find the structure 

again and re-image it ex-situ using confocal microscopy. This ability to tag 

and position the E. coh in a pre-deterinined position could provide a useful 

tool in the image staining of inany bacwria in the future. 
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7.5.5 Viability of E. coli in gelatin 

It was shown that E. coli bacteria could survive within a gelatin and nurri- 

ent broth mixture for up to 8 days. There would appcýtr t, () be two major 

contributing factors determining the hchaviour and lifetime of the bacteria. 

Firstly, the concentration of the gelatin used to crcate the matrix rhýlt the 

bacteria was set in and secondly, whether the E. colli used was taken froill 

stationary or exponential growth phases. Bacteria taken from all exponential 

growth phase multiplied to form bacterial "clusters" while the bacteria taken 

from a stationary growth phase did riot normally multiply to the saine exteia 

and resulted in individually set E. coh. '. 

7.6 Conclusion 

The flc,. xil)l(, nature of holographic optical tweezing fechniques opens up the 

POssibilitY Of a wide range of future applications. 

The techniques denionstrated may offer significant advantages in fields 

as diverse as photonic crystal construction, creating inctrological standards 

Within inicro and nano technology and creation of structures within a bio- 
&3 

compatible host, enabling future applications in biotechnology. 

This advancement of holographic optical tweezers opens up the possibility 

for organising microscopic matter into novel or complex geometries, allowing 

for the study of the collective behaviour of inany-body cell structures, par- 

ticiihirlY slitce it has been denionstrated that E. colli is viable in such a ,, (, I 

inatrix for it period of &ys. 

1( was interesting to note that the infia-red laser appeared to licat the 

0-olatin mixture than the laser using exactly the saine solutions. 
1) n t7-: ) 
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Using the infra-red laser the gelatin solution set within approximately 1 hour 

compared to 3-4 hours using the 532 nm laser. 

Absorption spectra and Faraday rotation measurements have previously 

been made on nanocrystals randomly embedded in gelatin [143] and magnetic 

susceptibility measurements have been carried out on ground single crystals 

held inside a gelatin capsule [1441. In future, the use of Permanent 3D struc- 

turing of composites using optical tweezers may provide a new method by 

which materials components can be combinatorially produced, to create a 

greater diversity of new materials. Determination of crystal structures using 

this new technique could also prove invaluable in evaluating novel material 

properties, allowing for interesting device applications 1145,146]. 

Further applications may lie within the field of biotechnology and bio- 

engineering. Previously, optical tweezers have provided a valuable tool in 

research, with applications including measuring the compliance of bacterial 

tails [2], measuring the forces exerted by motor proteins [3] and stretching 

DNA molecules 1104]. In the context of cell manipulation, gelatin is already 

commonly used as a substrate for the culture of a variety of cells, including 

both bacterial and mammalian cells. One long-term aim in bioengineering 

has been to produce axtificial tissue to replace organs that have failed. The 

importance of the methods described in this paper may, in future, be illus- 

trated by the ability to organize cells spatially into well-defined 3D arrays 

to help in tissue replacement therapies. In one example, it may prove possi- 

ble to build upon the observation that liepatocytes cultured as a monolayer 

quickly loose specific functions, whilst those same cells in a quasi 3D col- 

lagen matrix (mimicing their natural structure) retain these same functions 

for weeks in culture 11471. It is thus possible to envisage the construction of 
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bett, cr artificial organs, in which one or more cell types are precisely arranged 

in pre-defined geometries with respecr to each other. The fact thal lmctcria 

can survive, and still reproduce, after being set within the gelaill makes all 

of these options a more realistic avenue of research to pursue. 

The work presented in this Chapter has resulted in the following journal 

publication: 

o P. Jordan, H. Clare, L. Flendrig, I Leach, I Cooper and M. Pad- 

gett, "Pernianent 3D microstructilres in a polymeric host crealed using 

holographic optj(-ýjj tweezers", I Mod. Opt. 51,627-632 (2004). 

PamelaJordan, Jonathan M. Cooper, Mattlas Coksor, Dag Hanstorp, 

Amanda Wright, John Girkin, Paul Blackburn and Miles Padgett, "Ex- 

situ imaging of fluorescent permanent 3D structures created using holo- 

graphic optical tweezers", in preparation 2005. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions and future work 

This thesis has demonstrated soine new applied uses of opticýll tweezers, 

most of which are cross-disciplinary and, in addition to physics, has involved 

branches of cheinistry and biology. Chapters 35 were concerned with the 

development of suitable partially coated inicroparticles such that they could 

be used in the optical tweezers to stimulate and record a SERRS signal. 

Chapters 6-7 described holographic optical tweezers for the trapping and 

manipulation of several particles simultaneously and independently of each 

other with the option to turn thein into permanent structures. 

8.1 SERRS detection in optical tweezers 

It has been demonstrated that it is possible to trap partially silvered 1111cro- 

spheres using it standard TEMOO 532 nin focussed optical trap with ail effi- 

0.086±0.008, similar to that of a dielectric part icle, Q-=0.092±0.004. 

at zero ýixial displacement. This is far simpler than previous methods of trap- 

ping for conventional metallic pariich,, ý that involved scanning or annular 

. allis to creato., an optical "cage" around the microparticle. More impor- be n 

týjjitly, 1( allows the threc dimensional manipulation of the part iclewhich wa. 9 

180 
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not possible with some of the metallic trapping methods that relied upon the 

repulsive nature of beam. In short, this new kind of partially silvered particle 

allows for the easy trapping associated with dielectrics whilst allowing the 

metallic nature of the particle to be exploited. 

It was found that the deposition of silver using the reduction of the 

Tollen's reagent on the spheres ceased after 10-20 minutes, implying that 

the coating time is not critical after this time scale. It was also shown that 

the silver coating on the silica spheres was not uniform, but consisted of sil- 

ver deposits on the surface. Consequently, silica spheres that were partially 

coated with less than 25% of silver on their surface could be trapped easily. 

Interestingly, after a few minutes of coating, there was no appreciable dif- 

ference in the percentage of paxticles that could be trapped, implying that 

the coating effectively takes place within the first few minutes of the Tollen's 

reaction. 

The trapping mechanism of these paxtially silvered particles may be ex- 

plained by the fact that the particles are sufficiently transparent to enable 

refraction of the beam through the sphere to produce a net attractive force 

to the region of highest light intensity. In other words, it was trapped using 

a similar mechanism to that of a dielectric paxticle. 

One practical application of trapping partially silvered microparticles, 

that have rough silver deposits on their surface, is that they can be coated 

with an azo dye and used to generate and record SERRS spectra. This tech- 

nique relies on optical signal enhancement, associated with the interaction 

of a molecular species with a surface plasmon, generated at a metal surface. 

By over coming the difficulties for trapping metallic particles, it was possible 

to collect an intense, characteristic vibrational spectrum, associated with a 
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molecular species adsorbed on the surface of a partially silvered particle in 

real time. 

The dye and silver coated particles could be easily trapped within a stall- 

dard 532 itin TEMOO optical tweezers. The azo dye was chosen such that 

its SERRS response could be stimulated by 532 nin excitanon light. In this 

ca, se the 532 nin laser both trapped the particle and stimulated the SERBS 

signal. Interestingly, it was the particles with the weakest SERBS onlission 

that were the easiest to trap. This inay be indicative of the amount of silver 

coating on the surface of the sphere. In all cases, the SERBS froin the parti- 

cles stopped once thc particles were trapped. This is most likely due to the 

fact that, the dye photobleached froin the intense laser beam. 

The dye further redticed the Q valtic of particles in the optical tweezers 

to Q -=0.061±0.002, as the (l. v(, makes the particle absorb the trapping light 

more strongly. However, the aniount of silver on the surface still dominated 

whether the particle could be trapped easily or not. The stronger the dye 

concentration, the stronger the visual SERRS emission appeared on the CCD 

camera. However, the SERRS emission for a sphere trapped in a 532 nin 

optical tweezers only lasted for 100 nis or less. 

In order to increase the length of time the SERRS response could be 

recorded for, the optical setup was changed. In the new setup, a 1064 nin 

optical tweezers was constructed, with microwatt's of 532 Iiin colillear ex(-i- 

tation light generated through the use of a fi-equency doubling crystal. By 

introducing sinall quantities of 532 nin light into an infra-red optical trap, 

via a frequenc. v doubling KTP crystal, it was possible to a SERRS 

signal froin the trapped particle (hat Nvas sustainable over periods of a f6v 

11111jutes, compared to 100 ins for a 532 11111 optical trap. 
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This ability to trap partial metallic beads to creare a combined SERBS 

and optical tweezers systern provides an attractive platforin for inicrosYstems 

and microfluidic technologies in which sensory parricles can be independentlY 

manipulated both with respect to (, ýich other and, /or other entities. Fur- 

therinore., the use of an IR. laser makes the whole system inore biologically 

"friendl, y" than if a visible wavelength laser was used, resulting in less dainage 

to the sample. By couibining the spectroscopic nature of SERRS with tll(, 

ability to trap and manipulate these beads, it will in future be possible lo 

develop new platforms, such as biological probes, that can rea(lily compete 

with those being developed using fluorescence. 

Whereas Raman and resonance Raman have been routinely carried out. 

in optical tweezers, the ability to trap and manipulate a partially silvered 

inicroparticle in an optical trap opens up the possibility of future SERS and 

SERRS related experiments in optical tweezers. Trapping a partially silvered 

sphere and dragging it over a bar code of different dyes laid down in parallel 

lines on the cover slip of a sample cell may offer one such experiment. 

8.2 3D microstructures in optical tweezers 

Whereas the previous results only required the optical tweezers to trap on(', 

object at a finie, it was shown that holographic optical components can be 

used to split the incident laser beam into several beams such that i-naily 

objccts (-an be trapped shnultaneously. In addition to introducing lateral 

displacements, holograins allow particles to be displaced axially along tll(, 

ijisei. heimi, giving full 3D coiarol of trap positions. The holographic optical 

tweezers construct, ed her(, used an SLM as its diffractive component. 
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It was shown that, using a variety of different hologram generation tech- 

niques, that symmetric and arbitrary 3D structures could be constructed and 

manipulated in real time. 

By their nature, holographic optical tweezers can be computer controlled 

in order to adjust the symmetry, periodicity and depth of any desired pat- 

tern. Furthermore, these patterns can be extended to be quasiperiodic or 

aperiodic, allowing for a range of "crystals" to be designed. This will not 

only enable current optical tweezers applications to be optimised, but will 

also offer exciting prospects for new technologies such as lab-on-a-chip, where 

micro-manipulation of multiple objects is a key issue. 

By combining the ability to create and manipulate 3D structures using 

holographic optical tweezers, it was demonstrated that these structures could 

be made permanent by fixing them in a gelatin matrix. 
1D- 
I t; rmanent 3D structures, that could be created and then imaged ex- 

situ, were constructed using silica spheres, fluorescent spheres, E. coli and 

fluorescently tagged E. coli. A bacterial viability study on E. coli within 

a gelatin matrix prepared with nutrient broth confirmed that the bacteria 

could live within such an arrangement for a period of days. 

In future, the use of permanent 3D structuring of composites using op- 

tical tweezers may provide a new method by which materials components 

can be combinatorially produced, to create a greater diversity of new mate- 

rials. Seeding of crystal structures using this new technique could also prove 

invaluable in evaluating novel material properties, allowing for interesting 

device applications. 

The techniques demonstrated may offer significant advantages in fields 

as diverse as photonic crystal construction, creating metrological standards 
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within micro and nano technology and creation of structures within a biocom- 

patible host, enabling future applications in biotechnology. In the context of 

cell manipulation, gelatin is already commonly used as a substrate for the 

culture of a variety of cells, including both bacterial and mammalian cells. 

However, the size of mammalian cells (typically 10-20 pm diameter) makes 

them different to trap optically compared to bacteria (typically 1-10 pin di- 

ameter). One long-term aim in bioengineering has been to produce artificial 

tissue to replace organs that have failed. The importance of the methods 

described here may, in future, be illustrated by the ability to organize cells 

spatially into well-defined 3D arrays to help in tissue replacement therapies. 

It is thus possible to envisage the construction of better artificial organs, in 

which one or more cell types are precisely arranged in pre-defined geometries 

with respect to each other. The fact that bacteria can survive, and still re- 

produce, after being set within the gelatin makes all of these options a more 

realistic avenue of research to pursue. 
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